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FOREWORD

This paper summarizes experience with alternative decentralization
arrangements and suggests a new analytical framework for assessing the impact of such
arrangements on the performance of economic development programs and projects.
Consideration of alternative forms of decentralization reveals the need to clarify and
establish priorities among multiple economic development and political objectives. The
paper describes the potential for conflict among these multiple objectives and emphasizes
the need to assess decentralization policies through acceptable trade-offs.

This paper also seeks to resolve two deficiencies in much of the current
literature on decentralization: (1) advocacy of changes in public sector structures without
addressing broader changes in public sector roles and (2) a focus on alternative
decentralization arrangements as ends in themselves. These deficiencies have caused
continuing debate between theorists and practitioners on the effectiveness of
decentralization. Theorists argue that decentralizing government operations will improve
efficiency and effectiveness, theorists provide no practical operational guidance to
development practitioners. Practitioners continue to encounter difficulties when
attempting to achieve program or project objectives within decentralized or decentralizing
systems.

This paper attempts to resolve this tension between theoretical and practical
concerns. It provides a practical approach that should be useful to the broad audience
of development professionals who must consider both the substance of decentralization
issues and their impact on economic development.

Ismail Serageldin
Director

Africa Technical Department
Africa Region
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ABSTRACT

The paper summarizes experience with alternative decentralization arrangements and suggests
a new analytical framework for assessing the impact of such arrangements on the performance of economic
development programs and projects. Consideration of alternative forms of decentralization reveals the need
to clarify and establish priorities among multiple economic development and political objectives. The
potential for conflict among multiple objectives and the need to assess decentralization policies in terms of
acceptable trade-offs among those objectives summarizes the importance of this paper. This paper is
addressed to the broad audience of development professionals who are interested in both the substance of
decentralization issues and their impact on economic development.

NOTE FOR THIS REVISED EDITION

Two earlier versions of this paper (November 1990 and reformatted December 12, 1991) have been
circulated, under the same title, as Study Paper No. 1 of the Public Sector Management Division, Africa
Technical Department. Only a few substantive changes have been made for this publication: two additional
types of decentralization, top-down and bottom-up principal agency, have been identified and discussed
(Chapter I and passim) and a checklist of technical criteria for the assignment of functions among levels
of government has also been added (Chapter III). Those additions to the text reflect work undertaken
during 1991 and early 1992 with regard to decentralization issues in Bangladesh, China, Ghana, India,
Laos, The Philippines, The Republic of South Africa, and Tanzania.
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INTRODUCTION

and despite masses of central government
This paper argues that alternative forms of employees stationed in branch offices, the impact

public sector decentralization have important of such a structure is to centralize power within
differential effects on the performance of economic central government.
development programs and projects and suggests a
new conceptual framework and improved analytical Delegation: Independent Subsidiary Model
methods for assessing such effects.

Delegation is the form decentralization takes
Consideration of alternative forms of when parastatals and other semi-autonomous

decentralization reveals the need to clarify and government agencies are assigned responsibility for
establish priorities among multiple economic implementing or maintaining sector investments.4
development and political objectives. It is the Such arrangements occur primarily in the energy,
potential for conflict among multiple objectives and communications, ports, and transport sectors.
the need to assess decentralization policies in terms Functions are sometimes delegated to a parastatal
of the most acceptable trade-offs among those which, in turn, deconcentrates responsibility for
objectives that summarizes the importance of this internal managerial and administrative systems to
paper for the design and implementation of its own subnational units. The act of delegating
economic development programs and projects. responsibility to an organization, however, does

not, in itself, ensure intemal deconcentration within
It is only insofar as decentralized that organization. One form of delegation, limited

institutional arrangements within the public sector to the project implementation phase, has come to
have a significant impact on policy choices be known as "enclave' projects. On a territorial
affecting the achievement of specific economic basis, such arrangements are most prevalent in the
development goals and objectives that they are of integrated rural development sector. Historically,
concern to us here. the establishment of independent project

management units has also been employed within
the national headquarters of sector ministries in

Definitions of Decentralization other sectors, but such practices are declining (with
the exception of the urban development sector).

Although the term "decentralization' has
been used to encompass a variety of alternative Devolution: Discretionary Authority Model
institutional structures,!' three types are often
differentiated in the literature: deconcentration; In a minority of cases, decentralized
delegation; and devolution.2' Two additional organizational arrangements within sectors are of a
types, top-down prncipal agency and bottom-up purely devolved type. Devolution of at least some
principal Agency, are also important because they functions is found primarily in the urban
identify real situations which are not captured by development sector (while other functions are
the other three labels.3' delegated to project implementation units at the

national level in that sector) and, with respect to
Deconcentration: Branch Office Model operations and maintenance, in the rural and urban

roads subsectors. The essence of devolution is
Deconcentration is the most common form discretionary authority. In devolved systems,

of decentralization employed in the agriculture responsibilities for a range of operations
services, primary education, preventive health, and encompassing more than one sector are assigned to
population subsectors. In such systems, selected local governments. To the extent that local
functions are assigned to subnational units within governments have discretionary authority, they can
sector ministries or other sector-specific national do essentially what they decide to do; bound only
agencies. One way to think about deconcentrated by: (1) broad national policy guidelines; (2) their
institutional arrangements is in terms of a Branch own financial, human, and material capacities; and
Office system. In deconcentrated systems, local (3) the physical environment within which they
governments do not exist as discrete entities; at must operate. An essential characteristic of
least with respect to the specific functions for discretionary authority is that the oversight role of
which central government ministries are central governments is limited to ensuring that local
responsible. Thus, with respect to those functions, governments operate within very broad national
Government exists at local levels in the form of policy guidelines; at least with respect to those
discrete ministry offices; without any mechanism at functions for which local governments have the
the local level for mandatory horizontal integration. authority to exercise discretion. The exercise of
Despite geographic dispersion of ministry offices effective discretion by local governments depends,
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to a significant extent, on their ability to generate government agency contracting with another
the financial and staff resources to implement the government agency to perform on its behalf is
decisions which they, themselves, make. known as 'force-account." Thus, a local

government's Health Department might contract
In these devolved systems, project with a Ministry of Public Works to construct a

implementing agencies are responsible to provincial clinic on its behalf, with the understanding that
or local governments rather than to sector payment to the latter would be made by budget
ministries. In such cases, specific functions are transfer from the former. The model introduced
rarely further devolved. Either management of here includes such force-accounts, but it also
projects is integrated within the established encompasses a much broader range of
structure of local governments or autonomy is arrangements between lower-level government
granted to project-specific management units agencies, local communities, or individual
responsible to local governments. In the former users/clients and higher-level government agencies.
case, project management has been centralized at
the local government level. In the latter case, As in the case of top-down principal agency,
management has been delegated or deconcentrated the characteristics of bottom-up principal agency
to project mnanagers by local government. summarized above do not depend on the extent to

which individuals, communities, or local
Top-Down Principal Agency governments are, or are not, subordinate to higher-

levels of government with respect to other
Within the context of the top-down principal functions they might perform.

agency model, local governments exercise
responsibility on behalf of central governments or, The bottom-up form of principal agency is
sometimes, parastatals (such as electricity important conceptually; especially when
corporations). When acting as Principal Agents considering a fresh perspective on alternatives to
under such circumstances, local governments do so the failed way in which the provision of health
under the direction and supervision of central services is organized in many African countries.
government agencies. An important expectation However, there are few actual examples of it.
concerning the relationship between local and Where some attempt has been made to provide
central governments is that, when local such services as primary health care in forms
governments are acting as no more than agents of similar to, if not in exactly the same manner as,
central governments, the latter remain primarily the model introduced here, results have been
responsible for financing the costs associated with encouraging.
whatever programs are involved. The
characteristics of principal agency summarized These five sub-definitions of decentralization
above do not depend on the extent to which local will be employed in this paper as a starting point;
governments are, or are not, autonomous with an important refinement will be suggested with the
respect to any other functions they might introduction of the concept of "Hybrid"
undertake. Thus, in some cases, local governments decentralization (Chapter III).
are, in their entirety, no more than principal agents
of central governments; in other cases they serve as
principal agents in parallel with the performance of Scope and Outline of Paper
other roles as well.

This paper is meant for the broad audience
Bottom-Up Principal Agency Model of development professionals having an interest in

the substance of decentralization issues and their
The bottom-up form of principal agency impact on the achievement of economic

reverses many of the characteristics of top-down development objectives. The paper sunmarizs
principal agency noted above. With respect to experience with alternative decentralization
bottom-up principal agency, various levels of arrangements and suggests a new analytical
government or t a framework for assessing the impact of such

-uf1 dy1ii ki,fgow~wment-or4i yasage ts arrangements on the achievement of economic
,of1t]iariefasrsPus, a of development objectives.

bottom-up principal agency iS significaly different
from the top-down version because of the source of From a practical concern for achieving
discretionary authority to initiate contracts with economic development objectives, the analytical
government agencies and supervise their framework presented in this paper is based on the
implementation. In some countries, one following propositions:
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(a) Achievement of economic policy goals and expenditure programming and management,
required changes in the role of the public fiscal policy formulation and revenue
sector are the criteria against which generation, public sector staffing, and
decentralization should be assessed operations and maintenance; Chapter IV);
(Chapter II); and

(b) Appropriate changes in the role of the (d) Organizations and individuals responsible
public sector require compatible institutional for performing such functions within those
structures, including elements of structures must have the capacity and
decentralization (Chapter II); motivation to do so efficiently and

effectively (Chapter V).
(c) Appropriate changes in the role and

structure of the public sector require the Chapters II - V of this Volume expand on the
performance of five key economic analytical framework. Chapter VI summarizes the
management functions (planning, public conclusions.



OBJECTIVES: DECENTRALIZATION AND TIE CHANGING
ROLE OF TILE PUBLIC SECTOR

Consideration of decentralization issues Improing Management Efficiency
reveals many potential trade-offs among multiple
objectives. Thus, clarifying objectives is necessary Within the development literature,
because multiple objectives are often established decentralization issues are often viewed in
without explicit determination of feasibility or the instrumental, and thus, technical terms. From that
nature of systematic links among them. perspective, the objective of decentralization is

increased efficiency and effectiveness of economic
Current approaches to decentral-izaticn can and social development programs.' Technical

be criticized for: advocating changes in public arguments in favor of decentralization normally
sector structures without addressing broader stress such benefits as: reduction of overload and
changes in public sector roles and (ii) focusing on congestion in the channels of administration and
alternative decentralization arrangements as ends in communications; timely reaction to unanticipated
themselves. A more fruitful approach relates problems that inevitably arise during
concern for decentralization issues to current implementation; improved technical capacity to
thinking about the institutional requirements for deliver services at field levels; and improved
achieving economic and other objectives. administrative and managerial capacity.

This Chapter starts with a description of Improved performance is also expected to
objectives most often advocated for programs of result from: improved information about local or
decentralization, discusses the linkages between regional conditions for more effective and
decentralization and economic policy objectives, appropriate economic development planning and
and concludes with a summary analysis of decision-making and increased monitoring, exercise
resistance to change. of influence, and support by beneficiaries for

national development policies through participation
in planning and decision-making. Assumptions

Decentralization Objectives concerning how alternative forms of
decentralization contribute to administrative

This section identifies those objectives most efficiency and effectiveness vary significantly.
often advanced as justification for decentralization.
The relationships between those decentralization Serving Polihcal Interests
objectives and economic policy objectives are
discussed in Section D, as illustrated in Figure 1. 1. The political interest most often advanced in

favor of decentralization is improved equity in the
Improved economic and managerial allocation of government resources for investment

efficiency or effectiveness is most often advanced and the delivery of services as the result of
as the primary justification for decentralization. enhanced representation of a wide variety of
Nevertheless, different parties, although ostensibly political, religious, ethnic, and other social
joined in support of decentralization, can be groups.Y Thus, the political effects of
motivated by quite different objectives. Thus, it is decentralization can include the transfer of power
useful to distinguish between the three most to persons at the periphery who would not
common objectives of decentralization: improving otherwise have influence on decision-making at the
management efficiency; serving political interests; national level.3'
and improving financial performance through
increased revenue generation and rational In this way, decentralization has the
expenditure decisions. The first two of those potential to be a powerful instrument for better
objectives are discussed in this Section; the third governance. Nevertheless, the reinforcement of the
objective is summarized in Section C and discussed power of locally established elites or ethnic groups
more fully in Chapter IV.
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Figure 11.1
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at the expense of broad-based participation and Competing political interests can motivate
equity can also occur. support or opposition to decentralization programs.

Thus, it is important to distinguish between the
Possibilities of significant changes in the desire of development professionals to avoid

structure of political incentives, and hence advocacy of specific political objectives from the
objectives, as they affect support or opposition to importance of identifying and assessing existing
decentralization should not be overlooked. The political objectives among various groups. Indeed,
conventional wisdom that senior central economic and administrative rationales for or
government officials are most likely to oppose against decentralization are often advanced to mask
decentralization and that local government officials the primacy of political issues. These political
are most likely to support it should not be assumed. considerations are compounded when
To the extent that political power within the public decentralization efforts are undertaken in the
bureaucracy is transformed from a reward to a context of building national unity; such efforts
burden, responsibility for the performance of public often result in the allocation of resources and
functions becomes something to be avoided rather benefits to a particular region, tribe, or other
than sought after. Thus, central government subset of a country's population.
officials sometimes want to transfer such burdens
onto reluctant local officials.

Clarifying Conflicting Objectives
As only one example, the credit for delivery

of goods and services at the national level is The multiple objectives associated with
changing, in some circumstances, to blame for the economic reform and decentralization programs
inefficient and ineffective delivery of such services. need to be identified and the appropriateness of
That change in political incentives is being relationships among them clarified. Tanzania's
reinforced in some countries by the practical experience with several successive attempts at
consequences of economic reform measures. In decentralization illustrates both the necessity and
such countries, some national political leaders are difficulty of distinguishing among multiple
attempting to escape responsibility for the delivery objectives.
of services by shifting the blame for poor
performance to local governments through The most recent reorganization of
decentralization. Tanzania's public sector was initiated in 1983 when

responsibilities distributed among central and
Thus, in circumstances of substantially regional governments were reshuffled and

reduced public expenditure, the previous rewards redistributed among central government and district
of political support and enhanced influence over councils. It has been argued by Walakira of the
peoples' lives is often transformed into opposition Eastern and Southern African Management Institute
due to the increased financial costs of such services (ESAMI) that these various attempts at
or the political costs of services reduced or decentralization through alternative arrangements
eliminated. Sharing responsibilities for such have been characterized by a multiplicity of
services provides an argument for, at a minimum, objectives. He has classified these objectives under
sharing the blame or, with respect to some the headings of political, administrative, and
services, escaping the blame altogether. In economic goals, as follows:
countries as disparate as Zambia and Guatemala,
central governments are responding to citizen On the political level the reforms
complaints by shifting responsibilities to local aim at wider and more constructive
governments; 'don't complain to us; complain to popular participation in plan
your responsible local governments." In fact, formulation and implementation
central government spokespersons often join the within the limits implied by: an
chorus of complaints by publicly exhorting local enhanced leading role for the party;
governments to respond positively to such citizen and a redistribution of development
complaints. Nevertheless, central governments more equally in the country. The
~rarely support these exhortations with a transfer of administrative goals of the reforms
resources commensurate with the transfer of may be summarized as: (1) increased
responsibilities. effectiveness and efficiency in the
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operations of government; (2) more Inplications of Macroeconomic Reform
effective integration of government
programmes; and (3) increased The literature on adjustment labels
government accountability. From appropriate economic policy objectives in different
an economic point of view, the ways. While the much larger number of specific
reforms are intended to: (1) increase policy reforms established to achieve these
government capacity to implement objectives are not always classified under the same
productive projects successfully; (2) headings, their content remains essentially the
to increase the capacity to assist same. Thus, two important assumptions underpin
villages and institutions in their many macroeconomic reform programs (ERPs): the
productive efforts; and more public sector is seriously overextended in most
generally (3) to facilitate rural social LDCs and the private sector is, at the aggregate
and economic development.Y level, vastly more efficient in the production of

goods and the provision of services than is the
When twenty-five Tanzanian government public sector.!' Such assumptions lead inevitably

officials, from both central and local levels, were to considerations of the proper scope of the public
asked to identify the objectives of the current sector. The remainder of this Section focuses on:
decentralization program in March 1990, they short-term fiscal stabilization objectives and longer-
listed eleven distinct objectives.5' However, when term changes in the role of the public sector.
asked to establish three priorities among the list of
eleven objectives to establish a foundation for an Improving Financial Performance:
effective intervention strategy to improve Fiscal StabUization
decentralization, the group selected: (1) people's
participation, democracy, and self-governance; (2) To achieve longer-term macro-economic
enhancement of socioeconomic well-being of the objectives, emphasis is often placed on achieving
people; and (3) provision of services to the people fiscal stabilization in the short-term in order to
in the most efficient manner.0' Those selected establish a firm foundation for sustainable
priorities clearly illustrate the multiple, and economic growth. Such measures can have a
potentially conflicting, objectives often established direct impact on the role of the public sector
for decentralization programs. It is unlikely that because necessary reductions in expenditure require
any program of decentralization will be able to decisions about priorities among public goods
achieve all the objectives of the Tanzania program. which governments might ideally provide.

The absence of prioritization among The primary objective of fiscal stabilization
objectives is likely to hinder efficient policies is to reduce public sector deficits by
implementation of both ERPs and sector investment bringing government revenues and expenditures
projects. Even when specific objectives have been into balance. The measures intended to do this
clarified and ranked, interpretations of how best to often include some combination of the following
achieve them are often undetermined. The specific objectives: (1) establishing appropriate
difficulty of transforming specific objectives into exchange rates; (2) limiting public expenditure
practical programs to achieve them is illustrated by (recurrent and investment, including reduction or
the concern for equity as a goal. For example, elimination of subsidies); (3) reforming the public
when establishing the source of local revenues and enterprise (PE)/parastatal sector; (4) increasing
the rates to be paid, equity can be understood as public sector revenue (without creating
either fiscal equivalence or as income disincentives for private sector investment); (5)
redistribution. Should those who benefit pay the streamlining the public service bureaucracy; (6)
costs of providing public goods and services and eliminating government controls over market
those who do not benefit not pay such costs or determined pricing mechanisms in both domestic
should those who are wealthier pay a different and international trade; (7) restricting discretion in
proportion of the costs of provision than those who the administration of monetary aggregates; and (8)
are less wealthy?.' The choice is inherently enhancing competitive financial intermediation.
subjective; but it is of the essence in choosing
financing mechanisms in the context of a concern It is generally understood that the generic
for equity. macroeconomic model summarized here should not

be employed rigidly. It should serve only as a
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basis for analyses to be tested and refined in the public sector. These can be identified by
field as the assumptions underlying such models are considering: the factors which differentiate between
compared to the realities of specific circumstances. the public or private nature of goods and services;
The result, in practice, should be policies and (ii) the distinction between the provision and
programs which are, in important respects, unique producion of such goods and services; and (iii) the
to a particular country at a specific time. extent to which decentralized structures are

potentially supportive of such changes in roles.
Role of The Public Sector

Public Goods and Serices
The debate concerning the proper role of

government in society has been ongoing since the Neither the economics literature nor the
introduction of the written word (and, no doubt public finance literature are consistent in specifying
before that) and it can be expected to continue for the attributes that differentiate public and private
at least as long a period of time. It is generally goods and services. Nevertheless, most would
accepted that the resolution of that debate within agree that:
any particular society is not primarily a function of
technical considerations, but of the tradeoffs among (e) Goods or services characterized by inability
competing values. The ultimate resolution of that to exclude large numbers of people from
issue is not the purpose of this paper. receiving the benefit, whether they pay for

it or not, should be considered public goods
Nevertheless, the question of the role of the because there is no incentive for the private

public sector in society cannot be avoided sector to provide them;92

completely because a salient feature of ERPs is a
package of structural reforms leading to a (f) Where the goods or services are consumed
substantial reduction of governmental manipulation jointly and simultaneously by many people
of economic activity. Many economic reform and the quantity and differential quality of
policies require both qualitative reforms of such goods received by individual
governmental roles and responsibilities and consumers are relatively difficult to
complementary changes in the organization of measure, then such goods should most
governments. appropriately be considered public

goods;'0 '
The political requirement underlying ERPs

is that governments must shift from attempts to (g) When people have no choice in the
control economic behavior through regulation or consumption of a good or service because
through direct and dominant participation in the exposure to it is the equivalent of
production of goods and services to the more consuming it, the good or service should be
limited, if still crucial, role of providing an considered a public good;-U and
enabling environment for private sector economic
competition. Such a shift is expected to result in (h) When, within the normal operation of
improved economic efficiency and growth through market mechanisms, economies of scale in
the operation of market mechanisms. This requires the production of goods or services can be
the public sector to limit its role to: (1) establishing expected to lead to 'natural monopolies,"
appropriate policies and regulations for the efficient the good or service is essentially a public
and effective operation of market mechanisms; (2) good; even if the other criteria given do not
developing human resources (i.e., human apply.'2'
infrastructure); (3) providing for the construction
and maintenance of appropriate physical Many analysts also agree that governments
infrastructure; and (4) providing appropriate have an appropriate role in providing goods or
services. These objectives are essentially medium services in one or more of the following cases:
or longer term and are assumed to correlate
directly with enhanced possibilities for economic
growth. (a) The assets necessary to the production of an

important good or service are so specialized
Such macroeconomic reform policies that it does not make economic sense for

provide implicit criteria for evaluating the private entrepreneurs to acquire such
appropriate role of decentralization within the assetsW' or such assets must be linked
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together with other assets in a complex and in much the same way as central governments.
mutually contingent management system to Subnational governments can and do: (1) establish
be used effectively;L4' parastatals, monopolize productive sectors and/or

distort the terms of private sector participation and
(b) The provision of the good or service has competition; (2) impose prohibitive disincentives

"high political saliency or sensitivity for investment on the private sector through
such as those from which a politically distortive regulations and/or extortionate taxation
important group such as the poor or a regimes; (3) engage in deficit financing of their
minority would be excluded if they were expenditures; (4) receive preferential treatment by
provided privately; 'L5 or financial institutions and borrow a disproportionate

share of available credit; (5) employ excess staff
(c) The intervention of government is necessary with inappropriate qualifications; and (6) attempt to

to maintain at least minimally acceptable implement their responsibilities through
levels of public health, safety or inappropriate institutional structures and inefficient
welfare.L'' procedures. Thus, changing the structure of the

public sector through decentralization does not
Provision and Production necessarily result in changes in macroeconomic

policy or behavior that could foster greater
It is axiomatic that governments are efficiency.

responsible for the provision of public goods;
although it is not necessary that they be directly Unless radical new approaches are taken to
involved in producing them. Provision is the the structure and objectives of decentralization
decision to and actual allocation of resources to a programs, increased participation in public sector
particular good or service and the monitoring of its investment and service delivery decisions is likely
use; production is the transformation of those to increase demand pressures on government
resources into the delivery of those goods or resources. It is also likely that, without such new
services.!2" approaches, decentralization will increase, rather

than decrease, aggregate public sector employment.
Distinguishing between the functions of

providing public goods and services and producing Experience with the first structural
such goods and services helps to identify the types adjustment program in Yugoslavia provides an
of economic management function which ought to example of the need for central government, within
be maintained and improved within the public a substantially devolved system, to retain a key role
sector in support of economic reform measures, in the formulation and implementation of demand
and those functions which ought to be reassigned to management policies if stabilization programs are
the private sector. Such distinctions also help to to be effective. It became clear during the decade
focus assessments of the potential impact of before 1974, that integrating decentralized workers'
alternative decentralization arrangements on the self-management and some mechanism for
achievement of economic policy objectives. macroeconomic management for short-term

economic stability would require new institutional
arrangements. A principle underlying changes was

Linking Decentralization to that they were not to result in the re-emergence of
Macroeconomic Policy central government control.

Negative Implications The result is a complex, non-hierarchical,
system of planning characterized by a high degree

Although it will be argued that some forms of participation through an iterative process of
of decentralization are, at least theoretically, negotiated plans among economic agents.
necessary for the achievement of economic growth Decisions flow from the micro to the macro-level
with equity, decentralizing economic management on virtually all matters. Planning and policy-
functions can also result in maintaining many making occurs at all levels simultaneously. Co-
historically-rooted public sector inefficiencies. ordinating or harmonizing individual plans at all

levels is a continual process of multiple iterations
Depending on the type of decentralization, concluded through a combination of social

subnational government units can affect compacts or self-management agreements.
macroeconomic policy and program implementation
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It is within this complex system that the market surrogate strategies: (1) alteration of the
functions of macroeconomic adjustment and external environment in ways which place
demand management must be performed. The pressures on the public sector to improve its
result has been that the capacity to manage demand delivery of services in order to compete (which, in
through the use of fiscal policy measures has been turn, requires that public sector agencies be subject
extremely difficult to apply because the sources of to the consequences of failure) and (2) restructuring
demand are diffused and little is provided in the of internal institutional arrangements within public
way of prioritized expenditure by a central source sector organizations so as to reinforce external
with legitimacy for establishing such priorities. competitive pressures.91

Although the form decentralization has taken in To the extent that some significant level of
Yugoslavia is unique, it illustrates the severe decentralization can be expected to reinforce
upward pressures on expenditures which can appear effective functioning of a market-based economy,
in decentralized systems. Management of it is in some sense inevitable. To fully appreciate
inflationary pressures generated by autarkic this perspective, it is useful to consider the concern
decisions and budget controls is likely to be for parallel economies in current economic reform
profoundly difficult in such systems. programs.

Positive Implications Parallel Economies. An important
assumption underlying economic policy

Despite the potential negative effects of liberalization is that a relatively free market always
decentralization on short-term fiscal stabilization exists for the performance of some economic
measures, decentralized political and administrative activities. Where governments attempt to tightly
systems appear to be a necessary element of control economic activities and, thus, create
changes required in the public sector to support the distortions in the operation of the market, authentic
efficient and effective operation of market economic activities are performed, although less
determined economic systems.L- The potential efficiently, within parallel (black or informal, but
benefits of decentralization for economic growth not necessarily illegal) economic systems.m4' An
can best be understood in the context of the important function of ERPs is to recognize the
broader changes in the role and structure of the reality of the market-oriented parallel economy and
public sector. integrate it into the formal, and officially

sanctioned, economic system. By so doing, a
If government structures are to complement mutually supportive relationship can be established

and support a pluralistic economic system, it should between the interests of the public and private
mirror, to the extent possible, such a system.)' sectors. For example, if government is able to
Thus, governmental efficiency should also be legitimate and regularize economic 'activities
enhanced through competition within a pluralistic undertaken in the parallel system, it should be able
public sector. Governmental jurisdictions and to increase its tax revenues while reducing tjIe cost
political interest groups should compete for the of operations for the private sector. /
legitimate receipts of public revenue and for the
authority to decide allocations. Such arrangements Parallel Government. A similar
could serve as one type of public sector proxy for Xphenomenon operates with-egard to the civic
economic competition in the private sector res sib ilities overnments. In spite of the
marketplace.&' The importance of such desires of many utopian political theorists, some
competition is a principal tenet of public choice form of government exists universally in human
theory2 ' and of the market surrogate society. Most people understand intuitively what
approach.2' Decentralized public sector $unctions, at a minimum, governments should
structural arrangements provide such competition. perform. It is from that understanding that

governments derive their legitimacy. When
Market Surrogates. The essence of a market governments do not perform their necessary

surrogate approach is that improvement of functions or where they do so in substantially
performance in the non-market public sector arena ineffective ways, many of those functions will be
can be assisted by the selective introduction of performed in one way or another outside the
competition, choice, and accountability mechanisms formally and officially sanctioned governmental
into the institutional structures of government. system.&' Thus, Elinor Ostrom, Larry
Gabriel Roth identifies two principal components of Schroeder, and Susan Wynne argue that 'the fact
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that social life has not totally disintegrated even services ought to be provided in what quantity and
under the impact of the most repressive regimes quality, how to finance the production of such
implies that small-scale organization that allows goods and services, and how to monitor and
people to maintain some of the most basic functions regulate the production of such goods and services,
exists everywhere. "2' actual production can be left to the private sector.

The importance of that perspective for both The current literature suggests that many of
ERPs and the role of decentralized governmental the reasons, both technical and political, given as
systems is illustrated by the emergence of parallel justification for decentralization relate to the
authority structures within poor urban provision function while much of the criticism
neighborhoods in Latin America. In summary, relates to lack of capacity to perform what are,
rapid urbanization combined with insufficient essentially, production functions. Removing
opportunities for employment resulted in the responsibility for production from local
marginalization of many people. That segment of governments reduces the need for many types of
the population was highly dependent on services technical capacity at local government levels.
historically provided by the public sector.
However, the economic and debt crisis beginning Once this is accepted, the skills required
during the mid-1970s resulted in significant within the public sector become primarily those of
deterioration of governments' provision of such political decision-making, planning, and financing
services. As a result, that marginalized segment of rather than those of physical infrastructure
the population had to establish alternative strategies construction or management of service delivery.
for survival.27' The former skills are precisely those in which local

authorities share a mutually supporting advantage
One school of thought holds that these survival with national governments. Where the focus of

strategies have relied mostly on collective action at political decisions is on national integration issues,
local neighborhood levels through exchanges of central governments have the comparative
labor-intensive services, communal kitchens, advantage; where the focus is on location-specific
collective workshops, shopping cooperatives and so issues, local authorities have the comparative
forth. This required the establishment of advantage. Where the focus of planning is on
identifiable structures of authority which, within macroeconomic priority-setting and inter-sectoral
such neighborhoods, provide the functional integration, central governments have the
equivalent of government. comparative advantage; where the focus is on

location-specific investments and service delivery
Just as one objective of ERPs is to co-opt the within such national guidelines, local authorities

informal economic system, many governments have have the comparative advantage. In the case of
as an objective of decentralization the co-optation financing, comparative advantage is largely
of such parallel political systems. Effective determined by the sources of such financing.
implementation of such political and administrative
decentralization strategies will require the Unfortunately,manydecentralizationsystems
establishment of positive relationships with such in LDCs reverse this relationship between local and
communities, rather than attempts to replace such central governments; giving central governments
organizations by externally manufactured responsibilities for provision and assigning local
structures. governments responsibilities for production.

Changing the allocation of responsibilities so as to
Decentralization and Provision benefit from the comparative advantages of the

various levels of government and the private sector
The mutually reinforcing relationship between should result in the enhanced performance of local

pluralistic economic and political systems has been governments. If that were accomplished, it would
discussed. It remains to summarize conclusions not be necessary to avoid decentralizing certain
from the earlier discussion of public goods and functions to subnational governments because of
services and the distinction between the provision lack of capacity nor would it be necessary to
and production of those goods or services. undertake massive institutional development

programs at subnational levels.
If the public sector's responsibilities in the

directly productive segment of the economy are Demand by local governments for private
limited largely to deciding what public goods and sector production of public goods and services
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should result, eventually, in the decentralization of payoff from training in the private sector, in
much of the private sector itself. Dispersion of improved efficiency of road construction and
demand territorially should result in the dispersion maintenance, is likely to be higher than from
of opportunities for the involvement of smaller- equivalent training in the public sector. That, in
scale enterprises which operate within local turn, is due to the expectation that, skills and
boundaries as well as deconcentration or delegation capacities being essentially equal, the incentives in
within large enterprises located in capital cities to the private sector are more supportive of such
branches located within local jurisdictions. Such efficiencies than in the public sector.
changes in the role of the public sector could result
in the creation of mutual dependencies among both In addition to training, consideration is being
local governments and the private sector and in given to renting equipment owned by the public
enhancing competition in the private sector itself. sector to private sector firms in Burundi, Guinea,
The rise of what can be termed 'public sector Tanzania, and Zaire, a practice which is already in
service industries" within most non-communist place in Ghana. In Guinea and Zaire, pilot
developed countries suggests a model whereby projects have been initiated to privatize mechanized
competition among private sector enterprises for brigades currently maintained within the public
production contracts with the public sector is service.
fostered within the bounds of government
regulation and auditing of performance. Unfortunately, several of the earliest

initiatives (for example in Ethiopia and Ghana)
Examples of public and private sector have been unsuccessful due to subsequent changes

partnerships which might emerge if clear in economic policy and/or the inefficient
distinctions between provision and production performance of the provision role by governments.
functions are explicitly drawn are provided by For example, in Ethiopia, parastatal companies
initiatives undertaken for road construction and assumed the responsibilities of private contractors
maintenance in Africa; a responsibility often following the 1976 revolution and, in Ghana,
assigned to local governments.m' The approximately one-third of the contractors trained
development of capacity among private sector firms to perform road maintenance have gone out of
to perform road maintenance activities under business because of long delays in payments by the
contract to the public sector in Ethiopia, Ghana, Government. That highlights the importance of
and Kenya was well underway twenty years ago. getting the incentives right. Nevertheless, in the

context of current economic policy reform
An example of how capacities of local firms programs, such negative incentives should be

are often underestimated by central government reduced.
ministries is provided by Burundi and Tanzania,
where private sector firms have been contracted by In summary, there are at least seven
local governments to build sections of roads even important implications of an approach which limits
as their respective Highway Authorities were the responsibilities of local governments to the
unaware of such activities and did not know that provision of public goods and services:
such private contractors were available with their
own road equipment. Indeed, the aggregate (a) The functions of governments, including
production capacity of domestic road maintenance local governments, would be substantially
contractors in Tanzania has been estimated at nine reduced in scope in many LDCs;
million dollars per year.

(b) Local governments would be more likely to
The expected efficiencies of assigning road have the capacity to perform the more

construction and maintenance responsibilities limited range of economic management
(production) to private sector firms under contract activities required;
to the public sector is attested to by recent
investments in training managers and construction (c) Local government expenditures on a broad
personnel of such firms at public sector expense in range of commercially viable investments in
Burundi, the Central African Republic, Ghana, private goods and services and the
Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, and Zaire; while public maintenance of such investments would be
works training centers are open to the staff of reduced in favor of private sector
private contractors in Madagascar and Tanzania. investment;
Such investment is due to the expectation that the
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(d) As a result of withdrawing from sort of fundamental institutional reforms discussed
responsibilities for providing and maintaining here requires a long-term perspective.
private goods and services and for producing
and maintaining public goods and services, In many countries, it is no small undertaking
local government expenditures on staffing to transform the role of the public sector from an
should be substantially reduced; important producer of goods and services to the

more limited, although still crucial, role of
(e) The impact of local government expenditures providing an appropriate policy and regulatory

on aggregate public sector deficits should be environment, an increased emphasis on human
reduced (if not eliminated altogether, as they resource development and appropriate physical
have been for urban authorities in Zimbabwe) infrastructure. It is not surprising that institutional
with positive results for the availability of resistance is a major constraint to efficient and
finance for the private sector; effective performance of ERPs.

(f) A public sector service industry can be Joan Nelson suggests that resistance to
expected to evolve in the private sector to changes in economic policy is inherent in
produce public sector goods and services established institutions and can be substantially
provided by local governments, with the avoided through sharp breaks in the continuity of
economic benefits which should accrue from such institutional arrangements and traditions.2'
competition in response to public sector It could be argued that local governments do not
demand; and have the same degree of established tradition or

entrenched interests in production activities as do
(g) Competition within the private sector would be central government bureaucracies. A program of

both enhanced and dispersed. increasing local government responsibilities for
provision would not involve relinquishing

Although limiting the role of the public sector responsibilities for production which they have not
(and local governments more specifically) to had the opportunity to exercise to any great degree.
provision of public goods is an ideal which, in its The introduction of decentralized institutional
most strict definition, is unlikely to be achieved, it arrangements could serve as the sort of regime
is a standard against which appropriate trade-offs break referred to by Nelson. A major problem is
can be identified and weighed in the balance for that those with entrenched interests in production
practical decision-making. Investments for within the central bureaucracy will oppose
improving the capacity of local governments should decentralization precisely because it would
be limited to those functions required for efficient represent such a significant regime break.
and effective provision, rather than for improving
capacity for production.

Summary Conclusions

Resistance to Change This chapter has stressed the necessity of
identifying a wide range of political, economic, and

This chapter has argued that efficient and institutional goals and objectives and clarifying the
effective government performance of its new roles relationships among them. Such clarification is
requires that, as economic activity is diffused, important because agreement on a long
public sector institutions must also be diffused to undifferentiated list of goals and objectives might
be compatible. Nevertheless, the discussion of easily be reached among parties advocating some
changing roles and responsibilities of the public vague notion of decentralization as a means to the
sector, in the context of longer-term economic achievement of their own particular, and potentially
development objectives, does not suggest that conflicting, objectives. Problems, including
common agreements and understandings exist political conflict, are then likely to arise as the
among political leaders and external analysts in differential impact of alternative decentralization
countries initiating or undergoing economic reform arrangements on competing objectives emerges
programs. Indeed, the absence of such common during implementation.
understandings goes far to explain the slow pace at
which implementation of even the most obvious This paper advocates the view that
and marginal institutional changes proceed. Full alternative forms of decentralization should be
appreciation, acceptance, and implementation of the assessed according to their relative contributions to
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the achievement of specific economic policy goals, comparative advantage in the performance of many
which require specific changes in the role of the of the elements of such a reduced role compared to
public sector. Nevertheless, the theme presented in national governments.
this paper that decentralization issues should be
addressed in terms of their impact on the Prescribed changes in the role of the public
achievement of specific economic goals and sector in the economy do not imply that
objectives does not mean that other goals and governments should abandon all involvement in the
objectives are in some sense illegitimate. economy. Rather, the reduction of state

intervention in favor of individual decision-making
An important element of the argument is that in the market place is expected to enhance

achievement of the ultimate goals of many governments' ability to implement effective
economic reform programs implicitly requires economic policies and efficiently provide those
governments to shift from attempts to control services which appropriately remain the
economic behavior through direct and dominant responsibility of government.
participation in the production of goods and
services to providing an enabling environment for While some forms of decentralization might
private sector economic competition, and that some be a necessary condition for sustaining the benefits
forms of decentralized political and administrative of ERPs, decentralization is by no means
systems are necessary requirements. sufficient. Thus, changing the structure of the

public sector through decentralization does not
Distinguishing between provision and necessarily result in changes in macroeconomic

production and limiting local authorities to policy or behavior. Improved policies and
provision substantially resolves many of the issues performance also require supporting incentives
related to inadequate capacity at subnational which are, in turn, affected by structures.
government levels. From that perspective, two Therefore, incentives are discussed further in
further insights emerge: local governments should Chapter V, following discussions of alternative
be limited in the same manner as the overall decentralization arrangements (Chapter III) and the
limitations on the role of the public sector more characteristics of key economic management
generally and local governments have a functions (Chapter IV).



ALTERNATIVE DECENTRALIZATION ARRANGEMENTS

To this point in the paper, distinctions between comprehensive macroinstitutional level, all
the four pure types of decentralization have not decentralized systems can be expected to be hybrid.
been stressed. Nevertheless, decentralization is a Decentralized systems at the comprehensive
concept encompassing myriad alternative sectoral level are most often hybrid.
institutional arrangements mirroring the multiplicity
of objectives identified in Chapter II. Examples of hybrid decentralization at the

systems-wide level are provided by experience in
This Chapter summarizes the importance of Nepal and Guatemala. In Nepal, the example is of

structural arrangements by examining: the alternative allocations of responsibility for different
introduction of hyhid-deszaiionasa lx functions. In Guatemala, the example relates to
type; the need to link discrete institutio 1 differences in the allocation of responsibilities for
arrangements at both the macro and micro-levels the same function (financing local government
throughout the entire institutional system; the n expenditures).
to relate short-term project implementation
objectives to longer-term sustainability issues; and The Decentralization Act of 1982 in Nepal
altemative types of constitutional structures within increased devolution of authority and the
countries. assignment of staff to positions outside Kathmandu.

The Ministry of Panchayat and Local Government
The discussion which follows is concerned (MPLD) was established to lead and organize

with the actual structure and behavior of the public decentralization and a decentralization plan was
sector rather than formally established systems. It incorporated into Nepal's Basic Needs Program.
is often the case that actual and nominal As part of the decentralization plan, responsibility
bureaucratic systems do not coincide. for planning and implementing projects was

devolved to the local level. That was reinforced by
the Basic Needs Plan, which assigned responsibility

Hybrid Decentralization for delivering goods and services to local
governments. It was expected that local

Five types of decentralization were introduced communities would become more autonomous in
and defined in Chapter I: deconcentration; managing and implementing projects, but resource
delegation; devolution; and both top-down and allocation remained centralized. The planning,
bottom-up principal agency. Nevertheless, in budget formulation, and personnel management
practice, it is not possible to assess the impact of functions were devolved. Nevertheless, the central
decentralization on either ERPs or investment government retained responsibility for budget
programs at the macro-level only in terms of these approval, revenue generation, and manpower
five types. Most system-wide institutional employment.l' However, that experiment in
arrangements are characterized by the coexistence decentralization was interrupted with the election of
of elements of at least four of those forms of a new Government in Nepal in 1990. That
decentralization, together with other highly Government is once again designing a new
centralized government functions. Such systems decentralization program for Nepal.
will be referred to as Hybrid.

There are four different sources of finance
Within hybrid systems, some functions are for public sector development activities at the local

decentralized in one way and other functions level in Guatemala: the budgets of central
decentralized in other ways. For example, one ministries or "institutes' (a form of semi-
common form of hybrid system results when autonomous agency); transfers from the eight
governments assign responsibility for financing and percent ("8%") of central government revenues
supervising investment projects to local required by the Constitution to be transferred to
governments, while retaining responsibility for local governments; credit borrowed from the
planning investments, technical staff employment Municipal Institute; and revenues generated through
and career advancement, as well as technical local taxes. With regard to finance from the
support, in central sector ministries. Various budgets of central govemment entities,
elements of the same function (such as financing) municipalities need the approvals of both
can be managed in different ways. At the
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departmental and regional councils before viewed, requires the identification of each piece
requesting such assistance from the center. and its proper placement.
Transfers from the "8 %" allow complete discretion
to municipal govermments, but limited to capital By presenting data on the impact of
investment (most often in the form of city halls, autonomous local agencies on local government
community centers, rural water systems, and farm expenditures (see Appendix 3, Table 3[a])), Bahl
to market roads). The recurrent costs of operation and Linn illustrate the complexity of hybrid
and maintenance of such capital investments remain systems. Thus, for example, in Bogota, Colombia
the responsibility of the local government. during 1972, twelve different autonomous agencies
However, because the budget received from the to which expenditure authority had been delegated
"8%" is significantly higher than local by the central government accounted for 79.3
governments' own tax revenue, many local percent of local government spending in that city.
governments have been diverted from attention to
Operations and Maintenance (O&M).

Linking Micro and Macro-Institutional
Local revenues also allow for complete Arrangements

discretion to local governments, but because the
"8%" transfers are so much larger compared to Ultimately, the performance of economic
local tax revenues, the need to provide O&M for functions at the macro-level is the result of the
those investments dominates and, thus restricts, activities of large numbers of individual
local discretionary decisions over the longer-term. organizations (the micro-level). Although the
Finally, for the purpose of receiving credit from routine functions of government in basic
the Municipal Institute, final decisions are in the administration and service delivery are often
hands of the Institute in response to requests from viewed as containable within single organizations
individual local governments. such as sector ministries or specific parastatals,

actual experience suggests otherwise.Y Thus, the
As the Nepalese and Guatemalan cases show, importance of linking individual organizations or

it is only at the subsectoral level, with reference to subnational governments to the broader institutional
the performance of specific functions, that one or environment has been recognized as critical for
another of the three pure types of decentralization efficient and effective performance.3' The nature
can be identified. It is useful to focus on the of institutions at the micro-level must be
manner in which authority is structured in each understood in terms of both internal organizational
subsector for the performance of each of the operations and their links to the external
following five key economic managements environment. As noted in a World Bank Staff
functions: planning; public expenditure Working Paper in 1980:
programming and management; fiscal policy
formulation and revenue generation; public sector Many of the factors that influenced
staffing; and operations and maintenance (O&M). management performance were not in

fact subject to management control....
The manner in which authority is structured Increasingly, ... practitioners found

for the performance of each economic management that ... projects, in spite of their
function can be viewed as a discrete module in the design, were subject to influence
overall system. It is the unique combination of from entities outside their
these modules which describe the actual organizational boundaries and in turn
characteristics of a decentralized system at the had to exercise influence over those
system-wide level and, therefore, the specific entities.... Moreover, project success
impact of that system on the achievement of was determined as much by skillful
economic policy and sector investment objectives. handling of such external influence
Thus, some understanding of the comprehensive relationships as it was by project
system in any particular country can be derived by resources under the control of
re-aggregating the characteristics of those management.'
functonal modules once these are understood. At
the comprehensive level, any decentralized system No single institution within any country has
is a unique picture puzzle which, to be properly control over all of the variables affecting the

achievement of either their own or more
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comprehensive policy objectivesY Effective be efficient or effective because too many
institutions are characterized by an ability to opportunities exist to subvert program goals when
influence and appreciate their environmentY The the center cannot impose the penalties necessary to
human tendency to define a management problem elicit compliance.
as being caused by insufficient control and,
therefore, to see the solution as expansion of As part of the diagnosis of the broader
control rather than influence is a recipe for failure. institutional context within which organizations
This has obvious and profound implications for function in decentralized systems, it is important to
economic policy and sector investment decision- focus on the linkages among organizations
making, the programs and projects established to horizontally and vertically within the entire system
implement them, and the structural arrangements rather than primarily or exclusively on the internal
which provide the institutional context for efficiencies within local governments or individual
implementation.2' parastatals or specialized agencies. This means

focusing on the entire decentralized system rather
Integrating Horizontal and Vertical Linkages than limiting attention to local governments

themselves. This is parfcularly important when
The hybrid nature of decentralized systems at considering potential trade-offs between short-term

the systems-wide level provides the context within project implementation objectives and longer term
which sector-specific organizations must function to sustainability.
influence and appreciate their environment.
Individual organizations which do not link Assignment of Functions
effectively to the broader institutional environment
can be expected to face serious implementation and A vertically integrated system also requires
operational difficulties. Institutional arrangements judgements about which functions, in which
at the system-wide level influence, and in turn are subsectors, ought to be delegated to which
influenced by, performance at the level of organizations or be deconcentrated or be devolved
individual organizations or sectors. For example, to which level of government. The performance of
system-wide policies regarding the terms and every function at local levels should not be an
conditions of public sector employment directly objective of decentralization programs. Some
affect the flexibility enjoyed within single functions are clearly national in scope and
organizations or specific sectors to make responsibilities for them ought to be retained by
fundamental institutional changes. Conversely, central governments. The negative results of
single institutions or sectors can take unilateral devolving responsibility for an inherently national
actions, for example incurring debt, that have an function to local governments is illustrated by
important impact on the larger system. It is critical assignment of responsibilities for ports in Chile.
that institutional arrangements at both the micro By contrast, experience in the urban development
and macro levels and the linkages between them be sector illustrates the difficulty of substantially
examined. reducing the management role of central

governments for those functions which are more
Honadle and Gow-' suggest that effective appropriately the responsibility of local

decentralization strategies must be based on governments.
mutually supportive relationships between central
and subnational governments. Several large Ports. The principal mode of
comparative studies of local organizations found decentralization of responsibility for ports is
that the nature of these links between authorities delegation to Port Authorities. Beyond such
representing smaller and larger communities was delegation, internal deconcentration is not often
central to the successful operation of the smaller viewed as necessary, since such authorities are
units.9 The center must maintain responsibilities essentially self-contained in a specific location.
for performing functions for which it has a Nor are port authorities normally responsible to
comparative advantage while giving field personnel local governments with authority for port
the autonomy and resources to demonstrate their operations devolved to them. Exceptions,
capabilities.)L Such an approach requires both however, do occur. For example, in Chile, as part
strong linkages and shared responsibility between of a decentralization program, provinces were
the center and periphery. In countries with weak consolidated into Regions and responsibility for
central governments, decentralization is unlikely to
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ports was devolved to those newly-established necessary precondition to even modest
Regions. The result provides a good example of improvements. What might appear to be technical
negative consequences when a function having or procedural failures at first glance are often only
national impact is devolved to subnational a reflection of disincentives implicit in the structure
entities.W of intergovernmental relations. Sustainable

improvement often requires fundamental change in
Two of Chile's main ports, Valparaiso and the relations between levels of government.I3J

Santiago, are in the same Region. Because the city
of Valparaiso dominates the government of that The complexities represented by the trade-
Region, it has succeeded in undermining the offs between the established role of central
growth of San Antonio, although San Antonio is governments, especially as the borrower of external
the better port for containers. Thus, the exercise financing, and the intention that local governments
of political influence has resulted in substantial sub- eventually assume increasing autonomy in the
optimization of the relative technical advantages provision of urban services are real and should not
among the two ports. A better alternative, from a be ignored. Thus, management of project
technical point of view, would have been to implementation continues to rely almost exclusively
delegate responsibility for each port to separate on central government agencies; even in those
Port Authorities (which could foster competition cases where the objective of external assistance is
and efficiency) or to a single national, internally to shift responsibility to local governments for key
deconcentrated, Port Authority on the grounds that elements of economic management. Thus,
efficient operation of ports serves national although the need for establishing and sustaining
economic interests. Alternatively, if it was the benefits of improved urban infrastructure has
necessary to appreciate the structure already led to increasing concern for improved planning
established for allocating responsibilities to Regions and management at the municipal level, more
as a given, Santiago Port might better have been comprehensive and systematic attention must still
assigned to the Metropolitan Region because that be given to establishing system-wide links between
Region is well placed geographically to serve that local and central governments.
port and competition between the Valparaiso and
Metropolitan Regions might improve the System-wide organizational issues should not
efficiencies of each port through emphasis on their be addressed exclusively from the perspective of
comparative advantages.L2 urban requirements. Although intergovernmental

arrangements between central and local authorities
Urban Development. Municipal governments might often need to be structured differently (as

are key providers of urban infrastructure and are between the responsibilities of local urban and rural
often assigned primary responsibility for the authorities), some significant degree of
operation and maintenance of infrastructure and compatibility among those arrangements is
services provided by central governments. necessary.
Increasing reliance on municipal governments for
the provision and maintenance of such services has A Technical Checklist. Specific technical
led to a concern for the place of local government criteria are now presented which can serve as a
in the more comprehensive system-wide basis for assessing which functions ought to be: (1
institutional structure. assigned to any level of government, or

government parastatals, acting as principal agents
There is increasing recognition that attempts to of beneficiaries/clients/users; (2) devolved to local

improve the capacity of local governments which governments as discretionary authorities; (3)
are limited to areas under their own control are assigned to local governments acting as principal
likely to fail; at least as compared to expectations. agents of central governments; (4) deconcentrated
It is often insufficient to improve the administration to local levels within sector departments; (5)
of a local tax without changing the tax law or to delegated to parastatals, "special districts," or
improve its local government accounting practices project management units; and (6) retained by
without changing the national government financial central government. Nevertheless, such criteria
reporting regulations. Local governments do not should be adapted to location-spe cfic
act autonomously. The permission and circumstances.
encouragement of higher levels of government is a
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Criteria for Bottom-Up Principal Agency at (g) Desire or require local participation;
Community Level. Consideration could be given to
assigning responsibilities to governments as (h) Are relatively small-scale and labor
Principal Agents of beneficiaries/clients/users for intensive;
services which:

(i) Can easily be contracted-out to the private
(a) Require community-level location-specific sector for technical design, implementation,

decision-making because the area served has and operations; and/or
relatively unique characteristics in terms of
service requirements; () Do not require significant supporting actions

by other agencies of government, either at
(b) Do not have significant consequences for higher levels or among semi-autonomous

priority objectives of the country as a whole; corporations (except, in the latter case, as
contractors responsible to the local

(c) Require local participation, as determined by authority).
a community's population itself; and

Criteria for Delegation to Parastatals,
(d) Are not capital intensive; but 'Special Districts," or PMUs. Criteria varies

somewhat depending on the type of organization to
(e) Have relatively high economies of scale; and which responsibilities are delegated. Criteria for

delegation to any type of organization include:
(f) Do require supporting actions by other

agencies of government or the private sector (a) Requirements are technical and capital,
because of significant technical requirements in rather than labor, intensive; and
the design, implementation, or operation of the
activity. (b) Do not require significant supporting actions

by other agencies of government.
Criteria for Devolution. Consideration could

be given to devolving discretionary authority for Criteria particular to one or another type of
planning and implementing projects and on-going organization can also be specified:
operations which:

(a) Parastatals --
(a) Require location-specific decision-making - The range of activities are focussed

because the area served by the project has on the delivery of a single,
relatively unique characteristics in terms of discrete, service (or very limited
impact on project implementation and range of discrete services); and
subsequent operations; - The activities to be performed are

of a commercial or quasi-
(b) Do not have significant consequences for commercial nature (but are

priority objectives of the country as a whole; considered 'public goods' by
virtue of tending toward natural

(c) Have relatively low economies of scale as monopolies).
compared to implementation or operation on a
country-wide scale; (b) Special Districts --

-- The range of activities are focussed
(d) Require quick response times; on the delivery of a single,

discrete, service (or very limited
(e) Are labor-intensive, rather than technical and range of discrete services) and they

capital-intensive; are of a commercial or quasi-
commercial nature (as in the case

(f) Require close integration of activities across of other parastatals); but
sectors within a limited geographical area -- Efficient and effective delivery of
encompassed within established local services require location-specfic
jurisdictions; decision-making because the area
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served has relatively unique Criteria for Deconcentration. Criteria for
characteristics; and deconcentrating authority within various

-- Such unique characteristics do not departments or other organizations of central
conform to the administrative government are similar, but not exactly the same,
boundaries of any of the more as for delegating to district assemblies as principal
ordinary administrative boundaries of agents. The one significant difference is that
Government (e.g. local governments). activities for which local governments are not

likely to be assigned responsibility during the
(c) Project Management Units - limited to foreseeable future, but which do meet the other

functions which are performed on a temporary requirements of principal agency, should be
basis and are not expected to be performed deconcentrated in order to relieve local
beyond the life of the project. For example, governments of the burdens of implementation.
managing adherence to the idiosyncratic
requirements for hiring consultants or technical Retaining Authority at Center. At one level,
assistance personnel and for procuring goods criteria for retaining authority at Central
which are imposed by each donor agency can Government level is the easiest to identify because
usefully be performed by a "Project it includes anything which is not devolved,
Management Unit;" as long as such units do delegated, deconcentrated, or organized in terms of
not also perform functions which it is expected principal agency. Nevertheless, from a more
will be sustained beyond the foreign substantive perspective, the responsibilities of
investment phase of the project. central governments should include: (1)

responsibility for managing monetary aggregates;
Criteria for Top-Down Principal Agency. (2) elimination or minimization of internal

Consideration could be given to assigning tariffs;&' (3) coordinating external tariffs; and (4)
responsibilities to local governments as Principal maintaining coordinated legal and judicial systems
Agents for projects and operations which: protecting property and contracts. In addition, it is

not prudent to assign discretionary authority to
(a) Have significant consequences for priority local governments for activities which have high

objectives of the country as a whole; priority for a country as a whole because it is
unlikely that central governments will sustain local

(b) Require some location-specific adaptation to discretion over the longer-term. Anything about
somewhat unique features of the environment which central governments feel strongly enough
within which project implementation and/or that discretion is not a real political option should
subsequent operations will need to take place; not, by definition, be devolved to any other level

of government.
(c) Have relatively medium-range economies of

scale as compared to implementation or Ministries of Local Government
operation on either a strictly local or country-
wide scale; The importance of the role of central

governments in a decentralized system has led
(d) Are relatively small-scale and labor intensive, many countries to establish ministries of local

but require significant levels of technical, government (or the equivalent). Such ministries
logistical, and/or managerial backup and often have responsibility for one or more of the
support; following functions with regard to subnational

government levels: (1) appointing governors and
(e) Are more easily contracted-out to the private mayors (where such positions are not elected); (2)

sector at local levels than would be the case at establishing procedures for interaction among
national or regional level; and/or various levels of government; (3) determining the

size and scope of staffing patterns and
(f) Involve activities which local governments do responsibilities at subnational levels; (4) monitoring

not now have the capacity to implement but for subnational govemment performance; (5) providing
which it is desired they develop such capacity procedural guidance to subnational government
so as to serve as discretionary authorities in levels; (6) seconding administrative staff; (7)
future. authorizing investment plans or, alternatively,
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reviewing such plans prior to submission to responsibility was moved to a Department of
sectoral ministries or ministries of planning and/or Decentralization in the Prime Minister's Office in
finance; (8) approving subnational government 1988. Now the criticism levied at that department
budgets; and (9) auditing subnational government is that it is concerned with the administration of
accounts. tribal affairs to the exclusion of concern for urban

and provincial councils. It is necessary to resolve
At least two risks are inherent in the more fundamental conflicts among important

establishment of such ministries: the ministry might stakeholders, such as sector ministries and the local
become an instrument for strong central councils, if such inefficiencies are to be addressed.
government dominance over subnational level
decision-making and operations and other line Checks and Balances
ministries might ignore the operations of
subnational jurisdictions as the responsibility of - A viable balance between the center and the
ministries of local government and pursue their periphery must be established by integrating the
own centrally controlled operations. These two most appropriate features of both centralization and
possible outcomes are not mutually exclusive. A decentralization. Experience with the delegation of
common situation is the existence of a weak responsibilities to the State Electricity Board in
ministry of local government relative to the Rajasthan, India provides some general guidance.
financial and political power of other central There, the long-range and technical perspective of
government ministries which is still quite powerful the central authority was captured through the
relative to the financial and political resources of assignment of responsibility for the establishment
their subordinate local governments. In such cases, of strategic priorities and technical criteria to
the actual operational role of local governments is headquarters while the specific application of such
peripheral to the important operations of central guidelines at the local level captured location-
government line ministries; yet, even within their specific information and adaptation to local political
limited scope, the discretion of such govermnents realities. As a result, the operations of the
is limited by the interference of the ministry of Electricity Board are more responsive to the local
local government to which they are held population, more efficient in the use of available
accountable. resources, and have achieved both technical and

political objectives.A'Y
Yet, changing structural arrangements does

not, by itself, resolve fundamental behavioral Such complementarity of systems and
issues. Avoiding ministries of local government by operations among levels is not, of itself, sufficient.
assigning overall responsibility for decentralization To decrease the possibility of abuses of discretion,
programs to, for example, the Office of the Prime a system of checks and balances is also needed.
Minister, does not necessarily resolve the The value of this is suggested by experience in the
problems. United States where local officials are subject to a

double bind created by the threat of losing office to
In Tanzania, before the re-creation of a voters on the one hand and the threat of facing a

Ministry of Local Government in 1983, lawsuit by higher jurisdictions if the laws of more
responsibility for providing Central Government comprehensive jurisdictions are not adhered to on
support to the Regions was vested in a department the other hand.Lt' Although that system places too
of the Prime Minister's Office. Nevertheless, none much burden on legal mechanisms not often
of the Prime Ministers provided effective support effectively available in most LDCs, other forms of
and attention to the operations of that department checks and balances must be found if local officials
within their own office and, as a result, the are to be held accountable.
department was essentially powerless. The same
pattern is being repeated in Zambia, where, until The establishment of a market approach to
recently, responsibility for central government public sector activities requires the assignment of
support of decentralization was vested in a some of the same responsibilities to multiple
department of a Ministry of Urban Housing and government agencies and levels of government.
Decentralization. Because advocates of While the conventional approach to enhancing
decentralization within that Ministry believed lack public sector efficiencies by eliminating
of effective progress was due to the inattention of redundancies among government agencies is
the Minister to decentralization issues,
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appropriate where such agencies operate as (departmental) and 1,009 local (municipal)
monopolies, it is counterproductive to the governments. At each level of government, the
achievement of efficiencies through a market structure of central government ministries or
surrogate approach. secretariats, as well as parastatals, specialized

agencies, and so forth, was duplicated. The result
of this system was extensive overlap of functions

Organizing for Implementation and and responsibilities. However, due to the weak
Sustainability performance of assigned functions at the

subnational level, attempts to bypass central
The inclusion of hybrid forms of governmental structures at all levels of bureaucracy

decentralization in the conceptual framework increased. lThus, during the 1960s and 1970s,
clarifies an important point which is often increasing reliance was placed on autonomous
overlooked or, worse, misunderstood in much of specialized agencies to which those functions could
the literature on decentralization; relationships be delegated. In some cases, these specialized
among deconcentrated, delegated, devolved, and agencies were deconcentrated internally; in other
principal agent forms of decentralization are not cases they were highly centralized themselves.
linear. Ostrom, Schroeder, and Wynne suggest the
non-linear nature of decentralization by arguing that Initial efforts to counteract this growing de-
"[decentralization] refers not to phenomena that can emphasis on subnational government levels began
be arrayed along a single dimension but rather to as early as 1968 with the earmarking of central
many different phenomena that can only be government funds for departmental spending on
represented by multiple dimensions. "171 health and education. Dedicated funds allowed the

retention of some (albeit minimal) control of these
For example, deconcentrating responsibilities functions at the state level. Although demands for

for project implementation within a ministry or administrative reform were voiced throughout the
delegating such responsibilities to a parastatal or 1970s, not much was done until 1983.
specialized agency will not necessarily be an
incremental step toward the ultimate devolution of The period since 1983, and especially from
operational responsibilities to local 1986, marks the emergence of a shift from reliance
goven2ments.L81 Deconcentrating responsibilities on autonomous specialized agencies to the
within established ministries or delegating such devolution of many of those responsibilities to
responsibilities to specialized agencies can easily departments and municipalities. Local discretion
result in the same sort of bypass effects created by over planning and political decision-making has
enclave project management arrangements; the been increased. Community participation (although
negative effects of which on the transition from the not control) was increased by law in 1986. Under
implementation phase to the operations phase are the same legal provisions, sub-local administrative
well known. The probable consequences are even levels, under the authority of the municipalities,
more difficult to change since the ministries or were established. Community-based organizations
semi-autonomous agencies involved are permanent are intended to serve as communication
institutions, not temporary project implementation mechanisms for initiatives from the grassroots to
organizations. the mayoral level.

A clear example of the potentially negative The significance of Colombia's experience is
consequences of assuming a linear relationship that it required a dramatic shift from a delegated to
between deconcentration, delegation, and a devolved approach precisely because delegation
devolution is provided by Colombia's had reinforced the weaknesses of subnational levels
decentralization experience from the 1960s through to which any subsequent devolution of
the 1980s. For much of Colombia's history, the responsibilities would need to be made. Assuming
public sector has been organized in a three-tiered linear relationships among the three pure types of
system in which responsibilities for the decentralization is a common error which can
performance of selected functions was easily result in the creation of negative precedents
deconcentrated to twenty - four regional for future institutional change.
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Constitutional Structures comprehensiveness of actual central government
controls. Thus, in federal countries as disparate as

Federal vs. Unitary Systems .Mexico and Nigeria, central govermments clearly
dominate allocation decisions at the state-level.

The constitutional structures of most countries
can be classified as either federal or unitary. Both unitary and federal systems include
Federal countries are, by definition, decentralized subnational levels of govermnent. This paper
with respect to some functions; at least officially to distinguishes between four levels of government:
the subnational "state' level. The allocation of central or national; state (federal) or regional
functions to different levels of government in (unitary); local; and sub-local. Within each of the
federal systems is incorporated in law; usually latter three levels, many countries include yet other
falling into two categories: those exclusively subdivisions under a variety of labels. Examples
assigned to a particular level of government and of such alternative labels are included in Figure
those that are within the concurrent competence of III. 1 for Guatemala, Indonesia, Tanzania, and the
two (or, rarely, more) levels of government. The United States of America.
legally decentralized nature of federal systems
notwithstanding, local governments below the state There is a tendency when decentralizing to
level are normally in a similar situation with regard local levels, especially within unitary states, to
to state governments as are provincial and local create new subnational government levels and
governments toward central governments in unitary proliferate local or sublocal governments. The
states. Indeed, the situation for local governments addition of these new levels is often justified by the
in federal countries is sometimes more perceived need to aggregate local plans and budget
complicated, as they often operate under different, proposals at an administrative level with shorter
sometimes competing, grants of authority from spans of control than the entire country; at least for
both state and central governments. Thus, the fact the purpose of screening proposals and ensuring
that functions for subnational governments are adherence to national or regional guidelines.
spelled-out in the constitution does not necessarily Another reason is the need for clearer territorial
mean that a federal system is more decentralized boundaries between such jurisdictions as a function
than a unitary one. of decentralization. Such proliferation is not

exclusive to unitary systems. Nigeria has
To the degree that unitary countries are experienced an expansion from three Regions in

decentralized, such decentralization is a function of 1960 to twenty-one states by 1988 and from just
grants of authority to subordinate jurisdictions. over a hundred local governments to over seven
Thus, in federal systems, state governments are hundred.)'
legally sovereign with regard to certain functions.
In unitary systems, provincial and local Sunmnary Conclusions
governments are legally subject to the ultimate
sovereignty of the central government in all The broad system-wide classifications of
matters. These differences can have important decentralization and constitutional structures are, by
consequences for the legal capacity of subnational themselves, neutral with regard to determining
governments to raise revenue and exercise appropriate institutional arrangements for the
discretionary decision-making concerning achievement of economic development objectives.
expenditures. Only when such structures are considered in the

context of appropriate functions can the impact of
Of the sample of countries identified as alternative decentralization arrangements be

currently decentralized, in the process of deduced.
decentralizing, or committed to decentralization in
some form; ten operate within federal systems To fully address the complexity of
(9%) and the remaining 106 (91 %) have unitary alternative decentralization arrangements and
constitutional arrangements (Appendix 2[a]). identify their potentially differential effects on
Nevertheless, it is the actual operation of the economic development, it has been suggested that
system which is of importance in this paper. the concept of decentralization should be
Constitutionally federal, and hence legally substantially disaggregated. It is important that
decentralized, systems often mask the primacy and such disaggregation includes, at a minimum, the
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five key economic management functions. The Although theoretically the concept of
manner in which authority is structured for the decentralization might be disaggregated in several
performance of each of these five functions, within different ways, at the level of this analysis it is
each subsector of government activity, can be most useful to differentiate among alternative types
different and must be understood before designing of decentralization in terms of authority and
strategies to strengthen or modify those functions. responsibility for those five key economic

management functions as they relate to provision.
That is the subject of the next Chapter.

|Figure 11.1 

Alternative Structures of Subnational Governments

United
Guatemala Indonesia Tanzania States
(unitary) (Unitary) (Unitary) (Federal)

SubnationaL
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State/Rest. Region Province Region State

Department Region
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or and

District County
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Sublocat Village Vittage ward Yard
(varies)

Hmlet ViLLage

Notes:

/1 In Latin America, unmicipaLities include both urban and rurat areas.



ECONOMIC MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS

Overview planning, budgeting, and revenue generation are
central to provision. The importance of public

Decentralization at the macro and sector staffing, which currently represents the
comprehensive sectoral level consists of a greatest burden on public sector finance in many
combination of the four pure types. The difficulty LDCs, could be reduced in scope and in its
of generalizing about the impact of decentralization negative impact on local government expenditure to
on economic development objectives is due to the the degree that the changes proposed in the role of
wide range of circumstances among countries and the public sector are achieved. A focus on
differential experience within them. That problem provision transforms the operations and
has been compounded by the absence of an maintenance (O&M) function into a set of
analytical framework which can account for that planning, budgeting, and monitoring functions.
wide variation. There remains the need to further
disaggregate the concept of decentralization so as The manner in which authority is structured
to identify generally valid lessons from country- for the performance of each of these five functions,
specific experience. within each subsector of government activity, can

be viewed as a discrete module in the overall
This paper argues for the importance of system. The impact of alternative authority

disaggregating the concept of decentralization, not structures will vary depending on the specific
only by specific subsectors of government activity subsector and the economic management function
or by various levels of government, but also by employed. For example, the impact of different
five key economic management functions. In types of decentralization on the performance of
describing these functions, it provides a framework each of the five functions can be quite different on
for analysis that can be applied and tested in the the implementation of macroeconomic programs
field. than for the implementation of investment projects.

Chapter II presented the argument that, within While the planning function needs to be
the context of assumptions about the changing role performed for both macroeconomic and investment
of the public sector, governments should progress specific purposes, the practical scope and purpose
toward the ideal objective of limiting their role to of such planning is different. For the former
the provision of public goods and services. The purpose, strategic concerns for cross-sectoral
decisions required of the public sector under such prioritization and indicative guidelines should be
circumstances should focus on: (1) what types of the focus, while in the latter, project specific
public goods and services ought to be financed by feasibility and implementation planning are the
the public sector, (2) how the production of such focus. Differences concerning scope and purpose
public goods and services ought to be financed; (3) also characterize the public sector employment
the quantity and quality of such goods and services; function: for this, the primary concern within ERPs
(4) how and by whom such goods and services tends to be on fiscal impact while, from the
ought to be produced; (5) the type of regulation investment perspective, the focus tends toward a
which ought to be applied to private sector concem for implementation efficiency and
production of such goods and services; and (6) how effectiveness. Differences of scope and purpose
the production of such goods and services will be can also be identified for the revenue generation
monitored. function. Alternatively, the purpose of budget

formulation and approval and financial management
The key economic management functions functions are similar from both perspectives, but

necessary for exercising such responsibilities for the scope is different. The personnel management
provision are: (1) planning; (2) fiscal policy function is primarily of concern for sectoral
formulation and generation of revenue; (3) public investment projects because its purpose is
expenditure programming and management; (4) essentially implementation efficiency and
public sector staffing; and (5) operations and effectiveness and that requires a relatively narrow
maintenance (O&M). Of these five functions, scope focused on specific organizational units.
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The structural characteristics of each type of economic function. In practice, variations in the
decentralization, disaggregated by each of these purpose and organization of the macroeconomic
five functions, are presented in Appendix 1. A planning function occur within LDCs. In most of
summary discussion of important performance Africa and much of Asia during the 1960s and
issues related to each of these five functions (and 1970s, attempts to establish centralized economic
subfunctions) forms the remainder of this Chapter. planning systems and the capacity to perform that

function within such systems was the norm. In
Latin America, centralized economic planning

Planning bodies were often created in response to USAID's
requirement that lending under the auspices of the

The establishment of cross-sectoral priorities, Alliance for Progress be based on central plan
as well as sector-specific and investment planning, documents.
are clearly essential for provision. Through the
planning function, decisions are made concerning At least three factors, individually or in
what goods and services will be provided by the combination, influenced the oft-repeated decision to
public sector and the quantity and quality of those establish centralized planning functions within LDC
goods and services. governments: the belief that economic development

was a technical problem based on a known science;
Economic Policy Formulation the limited number of persons with the requisite

knowledge and, thus, the need to concentrate such
Cross-sectoral priorities need to be established people in a central office; and the belief that the

for the public sector as a whole to guide financing public sector would need to be the primary engine
and allocation decisions. Without such guidelines, for economic development and, thus, the need for
performance of the public sector within a public sector equivalent of corporate strategies
decentralized systems is unlikely to transcend the and plans. All of these beliefs were implicit in the
unintended sum of disaggregated decision-making prescriptions of such growth theorists as Rostow,
by a wide variety of public sector organizations. Singer, Nurkse, and Rosenstein-Rodan.
Such a situation might appear to mirror for the
public sector the ideal private sector market. In practice, four interrelated problems
However, that would be the case only if the public affecting the impact of centralized macroeconomic
sector at the macro-level is organized pluralistically planning on economic growth are frequently
with the fate of each of its constituent organizations identified:
subjected to market forces. That is seldom the
case in the realm of providing public goods and (a) The planning function at the national level
services. addresses economic issues in such detail that

it results in attempts by governments to
The public sector does not normally consist of control economic behavior too tightly so as

a large number of independent actors individually to conform to plan blueprints;
at risk in the market nor, at the other extreme, are
public sector institutions the only actors in the (b) Such blueprint plans lead to either
market. In most cases, the public sector, as a dominance by the public sector in the
whole, is only one among several major actors. As productive and service sectors of the
organizationally complex actors, governments need economy in order to maintain control or
to plan for the same reason that other individually establishment of rigid and too detailed
discrete actors in the system need to plan; to arrive regulations in an attempt to manage private
at rational financial and allocation decisions based sector economic behavior (attempts to
on clear goal setting, sufficient information, and administratively control the market and,
sound analysis. thus, creation of distortions in the operation

of market mechanisms);
Nevertheless, a recognition of the need for

planning does not, inevitably, result in the (c) The planning function is too far removed
establishment of appropriate institutions and from the information necessary to make
procedures for the performance of the macro- informed judgments about the relative cost
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effectiveness of alternative priorities within context of public sector investment decisions;
sectors or about the practic-al feasibility of especially in decentralized systems. Without
imnplementing detailed plans for investment and nationally applied planning guidelines, individual
operations; and, governmental institutions are likely to use different

formats or formulas in developing their investment
(d) At the operational level, comprehensive priorities; economic, financial, and technical

national development plans are essentially feasibility analyses; revenue projections; and so
ignored as a basis for making specific financial forth. Each institution is also likely to make
and allocation decisions and, thus, the assumptions about expected added value from the
budgetary function remains largely independent investments or activities of others. It is often
of the planning function. extremely difficult to aggregate data and conduct

comparative analyses for macroeconomic planning
There is currently increasing emphasis in ERPs purposes; these functions are most appropriately

on transforming the national planning function from conducted at the national level.
a centralized producer of blueprint plans to the
preparation of intersectoral objectives and priorities In the era of ERPs, planning for specific
and provision of guidelines for sectoral planning sector investments must fully consider the broader
and budget formulation. Implicit in such a cross-sectoral investment priorities established at
transformation is a reliance on decentralized the national level. The former practice of limiting
planning for specific financial and allocative the concemn of sectoral planning authorities to the
decisions within the boundaries of broad national intemnal economic and technical feasibility of
guidelines, potential projects is no longer sufficient. These

authorities are now required to formulate integrated
Investment Planning sectoral investment strategies even if specific

components are identified and provided at
Sector Investmnent Objectives. Although subnational levels.

economic development assistance has been
characterized by a rapid increase in concern for Project Implementation Planning
macroeconomic policy reform, sector-specific
lending remains the predominant form of In the context of short-term project
international development assistance. There is implementation, planning is the same function often
general agreement that, over the longer-term, the referred to as project design. In addition to issues
primary instruments for achieving the ultimate goal of post-project sustainability, at least two major
of sustainable economic growth with equity are issues affect the implementation planning function:
sector-specific investment projects. Nevertheless, the location of responsibility and the information
the objectives of sector investment programs and required.
projects have both a short-term and long-term
dimension. Location of Responsibility. The project

design function within LDCs has most often been
In the short-term, the efficient and effective performed by one (or some combination) of the

implementation of a project's initial investment following: ministries of planning (or their
activities are themselves the primary objective, equivalent); sectoral ministries or other specialized
However, achievement of project implementation agencies (including parastatals); specialized project
objectives in the short-term might or might not planning units; and donor agencies responsible for
support the longer term sustainability of benefits, financing a particular project. More recently,
Such sustainability should be the ultimate objective especially in the urban development sector,
of sector investment projects in support of the goal municipal governments (Ghana and Indonesia) or
of economic growth with equity. The ultimate district councils (Tanzania) have been assigned
measure of the success of project implementation is such responsibilities.
the sustainability of efficient and effective
operations over the long-termn. Ministries of planning have been assigned

responsibility for project investment feasibility
Planning Guidelines. National planning studies and final approval of plans in many LDCs;

guidelines become increasingly important in the especially in those with centrally planned
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economies. In such cases, sectoral ministries, sustainability, which need not be enumerated here.
other equivalent entities, or project-specific Subnational governments are likely to be even less
management units have usually been responsible for involved in such planning than might ordinarily be
more detailed implementation planning. Some of the case.
the problems arising from this approach have been
identified here. The most important of these are: Information. Project-specific planning
planning bodies are diverted from their appropriate requires technical scientific information and
focus on strategic planning by the minutiae of location-specific 'time and place' information.
detailed project planning and staff of planning The validity of location-specific information
ministries are normally the least familiar with the declines in some proportion to distance from the
operational realities faced by those agencies which actual location(s) of an investment. At the same
will be responsible for implementation or with the time, in many LDCs, the availability of skilled
needs and desires of beneficiaries. Some ministries technical personnel increases in some proportion to
of planning attempt to compensate for such distance from local project sites. This has obvious
problems by employing scarce technical staff; but implications for the mutual relationships among
such staff would be better located in technical central and subnational governments.
ministries or parastatals. Specialized project
planning units, whether located in ministries of The provision function places greater
finance or in the offices of presidents or prime emphasis on location-specific information; although
ministers, or as a part of cabinet secretariats, also not to the complete exclusion of technical
suffer from the same problems. information. Nevertheless, by limiting the role of

local governments largely to the provision, rather
Given the change in the role of planning than the production, function, the requirement for

ministries toward strategic planning and the numbers of technically skilled staff to collect,
formulation of cross-sectoral planning guidelines, analyze, and use technical information would be
the role of sectoral ministries in investment and reduced. Local governments in such situations
implementation planning must necessarily be could be supported by scarce technically skilled
enhanced. It is within sectoral ministries that staff within the public sector from central
scarce technical resources normally are ministries or parastatals or, as suggested throughout
concentrated. Nevertheless, sectoral ministries at this paper, by such staff from the private sector.
the national headquarters level often suffer from
inadequate information about location-specific
conditions and priorities of potential beneficiaries. Fiscal Policy and Revenue Generation
In response to that problem, one or another of two
altematives arrangements are often initiated: a A main reason for advocating
vertically linked deconcentrated planning system decentraTizaion- is tiee tai7ion that 1&Fla
within each sectoral ministry or a system which e
devolves particular planning responsibilities to state than central govermments in raising revenue. That
and local govermnents, perhaps with technical -- expectio is often based on the belie t
support provided by sectoral ministries. efci-e- nd-tiveffe-rivsisicreased by:

ine l ease of enforcing ltions-
Although seldom acknowledged officially, oftWiiisin close proximity to those who are7

donor agencies often assume primary required to pay taxes and users' feeAn eater
responsibilities for the design of sector-specific of p r
investment projects. This is particularly true of services to pay local governments. That belief is
some bilateral donors whose financial assistance is often linked to assumptions that: loca
predicated on tied procurement of goods and _ _ res responsiveto
services and who, as a consequence, sometimes citizen preferences when deciding on investmen
contract directly for those inputs. In such an-urre 
circumstances, the involvement of governments is payers of users' fees can see a direct link between
limited to sponsorship of the project, endorsement payments and services. However, decentralization
of plans, secondment of staff, and monitoring of measures might be premature in many countries
implementation. Such arrangements often suffer because simple financial control and monitoring
from well-known problems of post-project mechanisms are lacking.
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Expenditure and financing measures are often The dependence on grants from central
used to indicate the type of decentralization within governments raises the issue of appropriate criteria
specific countries. The share of subnational for such transfers. Examples of such criteria
governments in total public spending is understood abound. These commonly include some
to show their importance as providers of services, combination of: population size; level of social
while the extent to which they are self-financing is development; minimum physical infrastructure
supposed to reveal their degree of decision-making targets; national integration objectives; minimum
autonomy. However, these are only partial service delivery obligations of state and local
indicators because central governments can, and governments; and local revenue generation efforts.
often do, exert tight control over local spending More idiosyncratic criteria are also applied in
and revenue collectionY.' Discretion over specific countries. Table 3(d) in Appendix 3
spending and taxing does not necessarily follow provides examples of formulas for the distribution
from access to a certain proportion of national of grants to a selected group of cities.
resources. Conversely, the proportion of local
funds coming from central resources does not Because of the degree to which subjective
invariably imply that local autonomy is reduced;Y' judgments are inherent in many of these criteria,
although it does so more often than not. especially in the determination of the formula by

which they are combined (for example, differential
Objectives of Fiscal Decentrnization weights applied to each criteria), such formulas

seldom satisfy the competing interests of different
Objectives within various countries differ. states or localities. One common result is that such

However, some of the following are often formulas for intergovernmental transfers are not
included: (1) increased local resource mobilization; adhered to in practice.' Thus, any assessment of
(2) reduced national expenditures; (3) improved such systems must investigate actual versus
efficiency of local governments; (4) reduced mandated levels of transfers over a reasonable
number of national agencies operating at local period.
level; and (5) increased local funds directed
towards investment rather than to public sector In part for those reasons, and more broadly
bureaucracies. as a requirement for effective management of

ERPs, James Hicks has argued that at least three
Sources of Local Revenue requirements must be met by any decentralized

system which relies to any significant extent on
There are five broad sources of revenue for central government transfers: (1) the amount and

local governments: intergovernmental transfers; frequency of such transfers must be predictable; (2)
local taxes; users' fees; loans; and non-monetary they must be transparent through explicit and
contributions. The literature on fiscal identifiable entries in government budgets at both
decentralization does not reflect a standard national and subnational levels; and (3) they must
terminology applied to types of local government be pre-determined rather than left open-ended.5'
revenue sources. The labels used here are,
however, sufficiently comprehensive and conform Whether or not criteria are established for
essentially to accepted alternative usage.3 Table central government transfers, they remain an
3(b) in Appendix 3 illustrates the sources of local unstable source of revenue for subnational
finance for a sample of municipalities. governments. It has been asserted that "fiscal

transfers in many developing countries probably
Intergovernmental Transfers. Transfers constitute one of the least reliable sources of

from central or state governments are the primary revenues" because of frequent changes in the
source of local government revenues. Such decisions of central government officialsYf
transfers include: grants; shared taxes;
compensatory transfers; and mandated Finally, financing by central governments of
expenditures. Table 3(c) in Appendix 3 provides local government operations can create
comparative data on the importance of disincentives for the generation of local revenues,
intergovernmental transfers for local government even where authority for raising such revenues has
finance. been devolved. As subnational governments have

increasingly become dependent on central
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government grants, it is more rational for them to (d) In Ecuador, general grants to relatively
devote time and energy to lobbying central smaller cities were substitutive while the
government bureaucrats and politicians than to same type of grants to larger cities were
establish and implement systems for local revenue stimulative; categorical grants linked to
generation. In addition, reliance on central specific types of expenditure were
govemment decisions also allows local stimulative without regard to the size of
governments to avoid political responsibility for cities.A'
responding to local constituent demand.

Pakistan provides an example of yet another
One unintended consequence of requiring local kind. In that country, provinces are assigned

governments to match all or part of the amount of primary responsibility for providing public services
central or state government grants from locally and maintaining law and order. However,
generated revenues is the incentive for those local provincial govermments have little incentive to
governments to increase the value of their limited improve their revenue generation capacity, although
revenues by allocating them to the limited capital expenditures exceed revenues. The reason appears
investment purposes authorized for such grants.2' to be that the Federal Government provides 55
At initial stages of expansionary investment, local percent of provincial budgets for recurrent
governments often expand their payrolls to meet expenditures and almost 100 percent for
the demand for O&M. Soon, however, the local development expenditures. To relieve the burden
payroll crowds out most other items in local on central government expenditures, the National
government budgets; leading to the rapid Finance Commission was expected in 1988 to
deterioration of facilities. Eventually, the need for incorporate a new tax-sharing formula in the FY89
O&M, plus that of additional capital investment budget and various measures to increase provincial
projects, exceeds the supply of local staff with tax revenues have been recommended; such as,
requisite skills available to perform such functions increasing direct taxes, reforming income tax
(especially at salary levels available in the public regulations, and decreasing marginal rates of
sector). income tax. It remains to be seen whether such

revisions in the structure of local government
The empirical evidence on the incentive and revenues will be accompanied by incentives for

disincentive effects of central government transfers provincial governments to effectively employ
to local governments is mixed. Citing a range of them.IA'
studies, Ostrom, Schroeder, and Wynne!' point
out that: Local Taxes. In those countries with

decentralized responsibilities for at least some
(a) For every peso transferred to local elements of tax policy, various criteria are used to

governments in Colombia, local governments determine what categories of tax will accrue to
increased spending by only one centavo; state or local governments and the tax rates which
indicating that local governments simply should apply. Decentralized tax schemes normally
reduced their efforts to generate revenue distinguish between: taxes reserved to the central
locally;2' government; taxes reserved to state or provincial

governments; taxes reserved to local governments;
(b) In contrast to Colombia, per capita tax and taxes shared among two or more levels of

revenues at the local level increased by an government. Table 3(e) in Appendix 3 presents
amount almost the same as the amount of data on tax sharing arrangements within a selected
central government transfers in Sao Paulo group of countries.
State, Brazil,°' an effect similar to the
reported stimulative impact of transfers in As with most other elements of fiscal policy,
India;U1 the range of variation among countries is too

diverse for generalization. However, at the
(c) In The Philippines, two different grant extremes, property taxes (Tanzania and

programs had contradictory impact on local Mexico)l' and small business licenses (Colombia,
revenue generation; one had a stimulative Guatemala, and francophone Africa) tend to be the
effect and the other substituted transfers for prerogative of local governments, and import and
other potential local revenue;it' and export duties tend to accrue to central
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governments. Table 3(f) in Appendix 3 provides sufficient. It is also important to ascertain: the
data on the sources of local taxes for a sample of appropriateness of alternative tax regimes in the
municipalities. context of the structure of incentives in a particular

country; the current capacity of tax administration;
Local governments most often have available the financial and other costs to improve such

to them the least remunerative types of taxes and capacity; and the medium-term nature of any
user fees. For example, in China, the elasticity of capacity-building effort. Such efforts must also be
sales and profit taxes shared among central and weighed, at least with regard to decentralization
provincial governments is very low in the face of issues, against the conclusion reached in a recent
increased infrastructure requirements.L6' study prepared for USAID that 'none of the

[various local tax] instruments [studied] will
A major exception in most countries is simultaneously and fully satisfy the several

property taxes; these are potentially quite lucrative. objectives which are sought for local revenue
However, such taxes are more easily identified and instruments. "nL Thus, while relying on the tax
collected in urban areas and, thus, often create system for some proportion of public sector
imbalances of services and investment between revenue, other revenue instruments must also be
urban and rural populations. In rural areas, established.
cadastral surveys are required to delineate personal
property holdings. That problem is compounded in Users' Fees. User fees or beneficiary
those countries in which land is not traditionally financing schemes can also provide additional
held by private individuals. The preparation of an revenue for local governments and semi-
appropriate property tax system and the capacity to autonomous government entities. Indeed, for
implement it is likely to require significant parastatals, such fees are the only alternative to
investment and time. government subsidies. Nevertheless, until recently

governments at the central or local levels in most
Another problem arises when local authority to countries have not often relied on such fees. To

raise specific taxes is arbitrarily abrogated by date, users' fees normally account for only a
central governments. For example, in Guatemala, marginal percentage of state or local revenues;
property taxes are assigned to municipalities by although the percentage is inherently higher for
law, but the Ministry of Finance has parastatals. Governments have tended to rely on
administratively taken such taxes for the central subsidies for the provision of services rather than
government treasury. During 1989, one result was on direct payments by users at sufficient levels to
demonstrations by local employees protesting that cover total costs.A2 '
practice, both on legal grounds and the grounds
that the loss of such revenue by municipalities has Where subsidies comprise all or a substantial
made it impossible for them to increase salaries portion of parastatal revenue, the directors and
commensurate with the added responsibilities managers of an enterprise are likely to spend an
arising from the constitutionally mandated transfer inordinate amount of time lobbying national or state
of eight percent of central government revenue to level politicians and senior civil servants. In such
local governments. Even when taken by central circumstances, little incentive exists to address the
governments, however, several studies suggest that quality or service demands of clients or consumers.
as little as 40-60 percent of public sector revenues
due from tax laws in selected Latin American Partly in response to such issues, fiscal
countries are actually received by their stabilization policies are increasingly emphasizing
governments.0' Anecdotal evidence suggests that recovery of costs for goods and services provided
the rate of collection in Subsaharan Africa is by the public sector through the establishment of
substantially lower. users' fees. To the extent that direct payments by

consumers are substituted for budgetary
It is necessary to determine the level of subventions from the central treasury, subnational

revenue that ought to be generated if national and units within deconcentrated agencies must exercise
local tax laws are enforced or, if such laws are responsibility and establish systems for collections.

deemed inadequate or inappropriate, the tax Regarding the revenue generation function
carrying capacity of the economy. But either of alone, deconcentrated units not only collect
those assessments are not, by themselves,
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revenue, but should operate in much the same contributing can be excluded from enjoying
manner as profit centers in the commercial sector. the benefit,s and the possibilities of "free-
Such systems are distinguished from a devolved riding' do not exist);w'
system by the fact that responsibility for revenue
within a deconcentrated system is limited to a (b) That governments do not involve themselves
single or short range of services within a sector. in self-help initiatives which are most
In devolved systems local governments are appropriately established and maintained in
responsible for generating revenue across a wide the private sector;
range of services among various sectors.

(c) That voluntary contributions made to public
To the degree that the incentive framework sector 'stock' do not automatically require

shifts from reliance on central government the Government to finance the recurrent
subsidies to self-financing by local governments costs required to operate and maintain the
and parastatals, users' fees can, and should, be new facilities; and
expected to assume much larger importance.
Establishment of appropriate guidelines and (d) That the non-monetary contribution is truly
procedures for the generation of revenue through voluntary or, alternatively, is provided as a
users' fees is an increasingly significant element in substitute for a legitimate fee or tax.
both macroeconomic and sector-specific economic
reform programs. The example of Harambee in Kenya shows

the recurrent cost implications which might result
Loans. Although subnational governments can from 'self-help" projects. That case is often cited

borrow, have access to special municipal as a positive example of the ability to raise
development funds, and float bonds in most OECD considerable levels of monetary and non-monetary
countries, very few LDC governments currently resources for community based development.>'
allow such practices.L' In most LDCs, the Yet, because almost all such self-help contributions
central government determines the source, terms, by sublocal communities were provided for the
and amount of loans. Although the situation for construction of infrastructure without any
parastatals is often more liberal, freedom to incur commitment by those communities to provide for
debt has been tightened in many countries as an their operation and maintenance, the burden of
element of their fiscal stabilization programs. providing for recurrent costs fell on the

Government. As a result, the Government no
Non-Monetary Contributions. Where the longer provides recurrent finance for such projects

informal economic sector still predominates and unless it has given approval prior to construction.
cash resources are scarce, non-monetary
contributions by individuals can sometimes provide The problem of coercion can also arise.
a significant offset to provision of finance through Most of the literature focusing on the important
the local government budget. Such contributions contribution that non-monetary contributions can
can take the form of labor and the provision of make assumes that such contributions are
local materials. However, as argued in a recent voluntary. It is also assumed that levels of non-
USAID-financed study: "Administering such monetary contributions for the construction and
contributions and ensuring that they are equitably maintenance of infrastructure or the establishment
distributed ... may be much more difficult." 2" and operation of a service are measures of

beneficiary commitment. Little attention has been
Several cautions are in order with reference to given to the coercion that can be brought to bear

non-financial contributions as a form of local on the local population. A recent example is
government revenue. Among these are: provided by Kenya where, during March 1990, the

local press was full of reports that local authorities
(a) That for an adequate incentive for individuals were levying specific amounts as contributions to

to voluntarily contribute non-monetary the University Scholarship Fund established as an
resources, the equivalent of a market Harambee by President Daniel Moi. The
determined price can be calculated for both the avoidance of coercion in self-help projects is
contribution made and the benefit derived by particularly important in countries which
each of those specific individuals (those not
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experienced labor levies forced on the local Budget Formulation
population during the colonial period.

Decentralization can contribute to the
Notwithstanding the potential problems rationalization of expenditure decisions among the

identified here, the growing literature on the various levels of government and make them more
subject of local participation in development efficient. Nevertheless, the complexity of
convincingly shows thatnon-monetary contributions integrating the implications of investment budgeting
can result in substantial benefits to both the revenue into recurrent cost estimates and consolidating the
side of local government balance sheets and the entire public sector budget for purposes of
sustainability of investments .24 Dennis monitoring a fiscal stabilization program is
Rondinelli, James McCullough, and Ronald substantiaRy compounded when budget formulation
Johnson make the related point that services that is decentralized. Thus, if budgetary guidelines are
involve or promote employment for community not well articulated, decentralization can lead to
residents can increase the capacity of people to pay increased and inappropriate spending through
for services.21' intergovernmental duplication, contradictions, and

transfers of previous central government
expenditures to subnational governments; perhaps

Public Expenditure without a corresponding reduction of central
government expenditures. Such problems can,

The public expenditure function is solely however, be addressed through the budget approval
related to provision. Whether or not the public process.
sector itself produces public goods and services, it
will finance such production. Budget Approval

In the context of ERPs, an important objective The need to ensure that budgetary decisions
of the public expenditure function is the reduction made at one level of government are compatible
of fiscal deficits. Programs to reduce expenditure with budgetary decisions made at other levels is a
need to focus on both investment and recurrent serious and legitimate concern; especially as
budgets ac-oss the whole spectrum of the public regards budgetary support for activities which are
sector; including public enterprises and state and financed at the central level. That concern
local governments. However, the contribution of represents trade-offs among the competing technical
different segments of the public sector to the objectives of: avoiding the overload of the
consolidated fiscal deficit requires different administrative system; the need to process and
remedies in varying circumstances. make final decisions on an innumerable number of

budget proposals; and deriving efficiencies from
Although the target is a balance between decentralizing authority for such decisions to those

revenue and expenditures, primary stress during the persons responsible for the performance of
short-term stabilization phase is most often placed government operations.
on reducing public expenditure and only
secondarily on achieving balance from increased It is difficult to ensure that budgetary
revenue.2' In the longer-term perspective of decisions made by one institution will be
sector investment programs, however, the reverse compatible with budgetary decisions made by other
is the case; much more emphasis has been placed institutions regarding activities which are
on the revenue-generating function. In parallel contingent on each other. This is a particularly
with those different emphases, the focus at the serious problem where the central government is
central government level is primarily on limiting responsible for capital investment decisions but
expenditure, while concern for generation of local governments are responsible for financing
increased revenue has led to heightened interest in recurrent expenditure once the investment project
the role and performance of local governments. is completed. The recurrent requirements of such

investments might so overwhelm subnational
The public expenditure function can be usefully budgets that no real discretion is left to local

disaggregated into: budget formulation; budget governments with regard to setting priorities for
approval; and financial management. new investments or operations and maintenance

functions.
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In practice, the objective of rationalizing public At the system-wide level, difficulties of
expenditure by centralizing the budget approval coordination and integration experienced in other
function is seldom achieved. Budgetary decisions functions are not as pronounced for financial
are seldom taken in a reflective manner. The management. However, where financial
complicated procedures required to process the management for an activity is devolved, but
multitude of detailed budget proposals through the performance of that activity is contingent on other
system to the central decision point normally result activities undertaken by entities without such
in most time being spent in preparing budgets and devolved responsibilities, the inefficiencies
little time remaining for the central authority to resulting from rigidly-controlled financial
integrate and then analyze the broad strategic management systems in the latter can have negative
implications of such submissions. The amount of multiplier effects on the former.
time remaining to central decision-makers during
annual budget preparation and approval cycles is The budget formulation and approval
typically so short that either non-discriminatory functions are critical at the macroinstitutional level.
across-the-board decisions are taken or approval of The procedures established for performing those
budgets is so delayed that government agencies functions for the implementation of specific sector
operate at only minimal levels for much of each investment projects should conform to procedures
year. Because of this, the performance of applicable for the system as a whole. However,
enterprises and subnational units of government to the financial management function is of particular
which other functions have been delegated or importance to the management of sector
deconcentrated often suffer to the same degree and investments; especially where that function has
for the same reasons as institutions in wholly been delegated to a project implementation unit.
centralized systems; the primary obstacle being a
centralized budget approval process. Controlling actual expenditures according to

approved budgets is a primary concern of project
Financial Management management. The principal difference between

macro and microinstitutional arrangements is not of
The concern for rationalizing public kind but of scope. When the financial management

expenditure too often ends with the budget function is devolved, the concern of local
formulation and approval process. While public governments is for activities across a wide range of
expenditure and investment reviews should sectors and subsectors; including many recurrent
certainly be prepared from that upstream activities for which budgets are approved annually.
perspective, the actual implementation of decisions However, project managers are concerned with a
based on such analyses must remain paramount. narrower range of activities budgeted over the
Therefore, the monitoring and control of actual entire period of implementation. There will often
disbursements is of fundamental concern. be less flexibility, but also less uncertainty. The

primary subfunctions of financial management at
Specifying the appropriate role of various the project implementation level are: adjustment of

governmental levels and agencies should be related project design and its budgetary implications as
to 'whose money it is;" who is responsible for necessary due to previous errors in design and/or
raising and managing public finances. The role of changed circumstances; accounting; and auditing.
central governments in the performance of
accounting and auditing functions at subnational The issues associated with these three
levels should be reduced in proportion to reductions subfunctions are not normally affected to any
in their financing of local government expenditures. substantial degree by alternative institutional

arrangements within the project organization. Even
At all levels, the objective of financial when projects are implemented within a ministry,

management should be to achieve balance between parastatal, or local government, they are most often
the need for sufficient controls on abuse of managed within a self-contained unit. Only after
expenditure authority and the need for efficient and the initiation of the subsequent O&M phase are
effective implementation of policy decisions at the such functions dispersed. During the project
operational level. Too many LDCs have focused implementation phase, it is primarily at the
primarily on the control function, which is often interface between the project unit and the broader
retained by central governments even when system that alternative decentralization
significant revenue is generated at local levels.07 armngements affect the financial management
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function. Central and state governments will often levels notwithstanding. Such increases can be
require submission of accounts annually and will expected because:
almost always assume responsibility for performing
or contracting external audits. (a) Local governments are likely to duplicate the

rigid employment policies and expansive
staffing patterns of central govermments, in

Public Sector StafTing part because of lack of sophistication and in
part because the employment function can be

Public sector staffing is a fundamental issue at used for political patronage;
the macro-institutional level. The following
staffing issues affect national as well as local (b) Financial limitations often result in reducing
governments: impact on public expenditure; O&M and service delivery rather than
staffing patterns; technical skills; and incentives restricting employment; and
and motivation. The complexity of these issues is
substantially increased in decentralized systems. (c) The staffing of key functions within a large
Addressing such issues in a systematic and number of subnational agencies (such as
comprehensive manner is even more important for planning) will require an expansion of staff
attempts to rationalize public sector employment for those specific functions which will add to
and management within decentralized structures of absolute numbers unless reductions in staff
authority and administration. The discussion in are made in other areas.
this section is limited to the potential impact of
decentralization on public expenditure and staffing However, an absolute increase in the number
patterns. Incentives and motivation are discussed of public sector employees is not necessary, for at
in Chapter V in the context of capacity. least two reasons. First, the centralized public

service is already too large in many LDCs,
Public Expenditure consisting of significant overstaffing at the

unskilled level. Although key professional and
Table 3(g) in Appendix 3 provides data on the technical ranks would need to be expanded in many

fiscal impact of public sector staffing, cases, such expansion could be offset by paring the
disaggregated by level of government. The mean number of redundant unskilled staff. Second, the
total of general government wages as a percentage overall role of the public sector can be reduced. A
of total wages among 14 sample countries in Africa decentralized organizational system within a
was 24.8 percent in 1983; in OECD countries, the retracting public sector could be expected to have
mean among 20 countries was 20.7 percent and in an increased number of units, each smaller in size
13 Latin American countries the mean was 17 than a central unit, performing a substantially
percent. Yet in OECD countries, the share (mean) reduced number of functions (limited primarily to
of state and local governments was 11.6 percent, provision).
while in Latin America and Africa it was only 6.2
percent and 1.7 percent respectively. Ostrom, Schroeder, and Wynne suggest that

even if the absolute number of public sector
Those statistics can be understood in two ways. employees increases, this need not necessarily

First, they suggest that a disproportionate number result in equivalent escalation of cost. They argue
of public sector staff in LDCs are concentrated in that 'salaries and working conditions need not be
capital cities at the headquarters of ministries and the same for all those working in every
other government agencies. Second, to the extent jurisdiction, even jurisdictions of the same size."
that such staff are located outside the capital, they They suggest that, at least theoretically, the
are financed and controlled by the center. "official duties of small village jurisdictions will

occupy individuals only intermittently and could
Without careful analyses and design of easily be undertaken on a part-time or voluntary

programs, decentralizing responsibilities to any basis." Finally, they point out that 'traditional
significant number of local governments is likely to headmen in Botswana carry on substantial amounts
substantially increase the number of persons of dispute resolution and resource governance
employed by the public sector; formulas for activities that are crucial to the survival of their
redistributing staff from the center to subnational communities with no offices nor any salary. "''
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Unfortunately, that theoretical perspective is LDCs has not been significant to date. That is
probably much too sanguine. For example, with likely to change as programs of decentralization are
reference to the fiscal argument advanced by increasingly initiated. For example, local
Ostrom, Schroeder, and Wynne, many more governments accounted for zero percent of public
countries which assign responsibilities for the sector employment in Tanzania in 1983. Yet by
performance of village level functions to 1989, urban and district councils in that country
'traditional' headmen provide some salary or accounted for a full two-thirds of all public
stipend for the performance of such functions; servants with responsibilities for some of the most
albeit at a rate substantially lower than civil service important basic services in that country.&
salaries. In many LDCs, regular civil service
emoluments are already below the subsistence level Poliies. To the extent that significant
and are, thus, the equivalent of part-time salaries; changes in public sector employment policies might
resulting in the actuality of part-time performance result from attempts to decentralize that function,
in jobs formally established as full-time. opportunities might be created for rationalization of
Nevertheless, in aggregate, such salaries already such policies. However, without a conscious
overwhelm recurrent public sector budgets. In effort, the likelihood is that local governments will
many cases, the responsibilities of sublocal repeat the employment sins of central governments
employees can be expected to inexorably expand by copying both staffing patterns and qualification
over time; adding to pressures to transform "part- criteria. Among these are: formalistic and rigid
time" salaries to full-time remuneration. employment policies; inefficient employment

procedures; misallocation of staff by function and
Staffing Pattern sector; inadequate financing; lack of autonomy on

the one hand, yet lack of integration and
The discussion of staffing patterns in this coordination on the other hand; and scarcity of

Section is limited to the two key elements of staff skilled staff.
distribution and personnel employment and
management functions. The act of devolving the employment

function to local jurisdictions does not ensure more
Distribution. Table 3(h) in Appendix 3 rational employment policies nor improve the

provides data on the relative size of subnational capacity to implement such policies. Significantly
staffing. State and local governments in the sample increased reliance on local governments to
of sixteen OECD countries represent a large undertake an expanding array of governmental
percentage of total government employment. State functions is likely to strain local government
and local governments employ over 75 percent of capacities; not least the capacity to establish
total public sector employment in six of those rational employment policies.
countries (37.5%); a full eleven countries (68.7%)
employ over half of their staff at state and local Depending on the degree of responsiveness
levels; while only three countries (18.7%) have to demands for fiscal discipline by the local
state and local employment below 35 percent. That population (if such popular monitoring of local
situation is largely reversed in LDCs. In the government behavior occurs), the ability to
sample of thirty LDCs, only three countries employ manipulate the local public sector employment
over half of public sector staff at state and local function for short-term and narrowly defined
levels (Egypt [65.1 %], India [63%], and Argentina political interests can be extremely attractive to
[55.1 %]). In Africa, the highest percentage of local politicians. Under such circumstances, local
subnational employment to total general governments must shift their attention from
government employment is in Uganda (28.2 %). A lobbying and being responsive to central
full six of the sample fourteen African countries governments and political leaders as sources of
(42.8 %)W' employ 100 percent of general financial and political support to mobilizing the
government staff at the central level (although some support of the local population. In that respect, the
proportion of such staff are assigned to locations employment function is a time-worn mechanism of
throughout those countries). political patronage in countries around the world.

As the data clearly indicate, public sector This suggests that dispersal of
employment by state and local governments in responsibilities among an increasing number of
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governmental authorities within a decentralized range of subsectoral activities. In many cases,
system is likely to compound already existing these PIUs were only nominally responsible to
problems of public sector employment policy. ministries of agriculture while in fact operating

independently with expatriate project managers or
with the advice of expatriate advisors. In

Operations and Maintenance recognition of the multisectoral scope of such
projects, other ministries (such as specialized

The ultimate measure of the success of project ministries of rural development) or coordinating
implementation is the sustainability of efficient and committees were sometimes assigned such nominal
effective operations over the long-term. That is responsibilities. However, such alternative
primarily a function of recurrent O&M. Four arrangements seldom made any difference to the
interrelated factors affect the effective performance sustainability of project benefits.
of the O&M function: the appropriate design of
initial project implementation arrangements; The most significant consequence of the
recurrent cost requirements; incentives for IARD "by-pass' approach, for the sustainability of
performance; and availability of required capacity. decentralization arrangements, was that limited
Capacity issues will be discussed in the next public sector capacity at both national and
Chapter. The remaining three elements are the subnational levels was further weakened within
subject of this Section. sectors included within the scope of such

projects.2' That was because the regular staff of
Project Implementation Arrangements nominally responsible ministries or local

governments were left with not much to do, as
The sustainability of post-project benefits has IARD projects, with their contract staff, assumed

become an important issue. That concern has more and more of the functional responsibilities of
focused on the relationship between the nature of those sectors.
organizational arrangements for project
implementation, and institutional requirements for That need not have been the case. An
subsequent O&M. Drawing clear distinctions argument can be made that enclave projects of the
between the design, implementation, and operations territorially-based IARD type could have served as
phases of an investment project can result in too a foundation for sustainable institutional systems of
narrow a focus on how best to organize either the principal agency or devolved type. If
institutional arrangements for the implementation LARD Project implementation units had been
phase without sufficient attention to how such transformed into subnational units within
arrangements might affect the sustainability of deconcentrated central ministries, the capabilities
operations over the longer term. The focus here is developed in those projects could have been
on the sustainability of project benefits when it is sustained for purposes of O&M. Alternatively, if
intended that local governments will assume they had been incorporated within provincial or
responsibility for post-project O&M. district jurisdictions to which responsibilities had

been devolved, they could have fostered substantial
Examples of problems which can arise when levels of decentralization.

trade-offs between short-term project
implementation efficiencies and post-project In almost all cases, those opportunities were
effectiveness are not sufficiently addressed are missed because a concern for sustaining project
provided by the World Bank's experience in the benefits through effectively institutionalized
integrated rural development and roads sectors. subnational arrangements was not assigned a weight

equal to that assigned to shorter term project
Integrated Rural Development. "Integrated implementation efficiencies.

Area Rural Development" (lARD) projects were an
important vehicle for implementing rural Roads. Responsibility for national
development (RD) projects in most countries from interprovincial road networks has most often been
1974 to 1986.3" IARD project implementation assigned to central ministries of public works or
units (PIUs) were created as essentially autonomous their equivalents. Such ministries often contract
agencies. These agencies were delegated with private sector firms for the design and
responsibility for providing all inputs across a wide construction of roads. With the occasional
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exception of urban streets and rural farm-to-market responsibilities for O&M will be transferred to
roads, decisions pertaining to the provision of some other organization at project completion.
particular roads have seldom been decentralized. Lack of attention to the design of specific processes
In some decentralized systems, the responsibility which might provide the effective transfer of
for planning feeder-roads is at the local government responsibilities to local governments are then
level but for trunk roads it is at the national reinforced by the absence of incentives among
ministry level or, in other countries, responsibility project staff to address such issues during project
for planning investments in trunk roads is in the implementation. Notwithstanding a few initiatives
national ministry but planning for the recurrent cost to develop the capacity of contractors to produce
of O&M operations is at the local government road construction and maintenance under contract
level. In either case, local governments are seldom to local governments described in Chapter II,
directly involved in decisions made by central private sector organizations are seldom considered
governments concerning the location, as appropriate participants in that context.
specifications, or recurrent cost implications of
investments in roads. Recurrent Cost Obligations

The record of sustainable O&M for roads has Five broad sources of revenue for local
been particularly poor. For example, roads governments were identified and discussed in
financed by World Bank loans and credits during Section C: intergovernmental transfers; local taxes;
the 1960s and 1970s are deteriorating at a rate users' fees; loans; and non-monetary contributions.
which will make many of them unusable before the This Section assumes the availability of revenue
borrowing countries can repay the loans for their through some combination of these sources and
construction.33' The cost of providing necessary limits its focus to two issues: (1) the sources of
road maintenance in LDCs, on a sustainable basis, recurrent cost obligations and incentives for
has recently been estimated at approximately $40 allocating sufficient resources to O&M and (2) the
billion. In spite of the high costs, the financing of priority and, hence, the incentive to allocate such
and actual operational responsibility for resources to O&M.
maintenance of urban and farm to market roads is
one function most often assigned to local Sources. One responsibility most frequently
governments. In addition, the more limited delegated to autonomous or semi-autonomous
responsibility for maintaining state or provincial agencies or devolved to local governments is the
roads has also often been assigned to those levels. financing of recurrent O&M. This frequently

occurs without governments having control over the
Summary. Economies of scale and magnitude of their total recurrent financing

management efficiencies can require different obligations and having little experience in
organizational arrangements for the construction identifying and calculating the recurrent cost
phase of a project and for operating and implications of new investments. This happens
maintaining such infrastructure once established. because local govermnents do not directly control
Methods for providing sufficient linkages between decision-making, financing for capital investment,
those responsible for one phase and those or the establishment of service delivery systems
responsible for subsequent phases can be within their jurisdictions.
established. However, such methods must be
established during the upstream project In many countries, ministries at the central
implementation phase and should be explicitly level are responsible for all decisions concerning
addressed during the investment planning process. the location, design, construction, and major
For example, if it is intended that the private sector rehabilitation of large-scale infrastructure projects
will be responsible for sustaining services provided such as irrigation systems and provincial and
by a public sector project, then the competitive interprovincial roads. Nevertheless, responsibility
involvement of the private sector in upstream for providing and actually performing post-project
project implementation would be appropriate. O&M is often assigned to provincial or local

governments. Similarly, central and state
Unfortunately, to the extent that such issues governments sometimes require that local

are addressed in project design documents, the governments finance the recurrent costs of staff
solution too often focuses on the assertion that necessary to sustain the operations of nationally
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mandated services, such as teachers' salaries or the ability to raise it. It has been argued elsewhere
general services required to provide universal that calculations of the political costs of raising
primary education. However, in spite of assigning revenue and the alternative uses to which it can be
that obligation to local governments, it is rare for allocated are at the heart of the willingness to
such governments to be directly involved in respond to revenue needs.3' An important
decisions leading to the creation or the design of element in that regard is the extent to which a
such facilities. critical mass of local government decision-makers

and beneficiaries perceive a direct link between
A more indirect influence of central and state revenues paid and benefits received from O&M

governments results when direct grants provided to relative to the perceived benefits received from
local governments can be used only for capital alternative uses of revenue.
investment which, in turn, results in a subsequent
obligation by local governments to provide The expectation that, if important
recurrent O&M from their own locally generated infrastructure deteriorates badly enough, central
resources. Although local governments retain government will assume responsibility for its
discretion to decide whether or not to accept such rehabilitation contributes yet another disincentive
funds and have some choice about what specific for performing the O&M function. Some central
investments for which such funds should be used, governments have attempted to ensure local
the imperatives are obvious.' provision of O&M by mandating a specific portion

of transfers for that purpose. Ostrom, Schroeder,
The recurrent cost implications of 'self-help" and Wynne cite two examples where such

initiatives undertaken by private sector NGOs or approaches have failed because of the inability of
community level interest groups is illustrated by the central governments to monitor the actual use of
example of the "harambee' movement in Kenya such funds:
described in Section D. Local and community-
based initiatives should be encouraged. However, The Government of Bangladesh
preference should be given to initiatives which mandated that 25 percent of the
include community commitment to take normal (non-development) budget be
responsibility for recurrent O&M, not merely to set aside for maintenance. Field
contributing to investment. Otherwise, local work indicated that the mandate was
governments should be included as parties to such not fully understood by local officials
initiatives at the outset. and was seldom, if ever, audited and,

as a result, was ineffective.3y The
An important expectation underlying advocacy Government of Indonesia has also

of devolved investment decision-making to local mandated that a portion of the general
governments is that such responsibilities will result Inpres grants be spent for
in increased revenue generation at local levels to maintenance; however, the nature of
finance locally provided goods and services. the projects undertaken with these
Financial self-sufficiency is viewed as an essential monies is such that one local official
component of discretionary decision-making at admitted that, so as to conform to the
local levels which is the hallmark of a devolved mandate, they simply term one or
system. For that expectation to be realized two more of the projects as a
requirements must be met: recurrent obligations 'maintenance' project in spite of the
resulting from centrally mandated or financed fact that it does not differ from others
investments do not reach levels which totally in their project portfolio.32 '
absorb reasonable levels of locally-generated
revenue and local governments have the interest
and capacity to calculate the recurrent cost Summary Conclusions
implications of their own investments and those
made by others on their behalf. Even a summary discussion of the five key

economic management functions provided in this
Incentives Chapter illustrates the wide variety of outcomes

which can occur under alternative forms of
It is important to note here that a willingness decentralization within specific country

to use revenue for O&M must accompany the
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environments. Evidently, location-specific analyses responsibilities at both central and local levels.
must remain an important element of any Also, a strong decentralized system needs a strong
assessment. Nevertheless, governmental policies center and there are weaknesses at both central and
and implementation arrangements which confuse local levels. Therefore, it is important to employ
discretionary authority and principal agency pose an analytical framework which identifies which
a generic problem among a large number of outcomes most frequently occur when responsibility
countries in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. The for performing each key economic management
survey of key economic management functions function is assigned, and actually performed, in the
illustrates the contradictions that often exist same manner within the same subsectors. Such an
between discretionary authority as a policy approach is likely to enhance the ability to reach
objective and the incentives provided by structures valid conclusions through empirically-based
of authority for financial and personnel matters comparative analyses.
which are more compatible with principal agency.
Formulating and implementing policies and/or An important additional element in analyzing
specific investments are more difficult when such location-specific consequences of decentralization
contradictions exist. programs is the capacity of subnational authorities

to perform those functions for which they are
Part of the lack of clarity on fiscal and responsible. That is the subject of the next

budgetary issues stems from ill-defined roles and Chapter.



ABSORPTIVE CAPACITY AND INCENTIVES

Many decentralization programs fail to approaches to improvement of the capacity of local
improve either economic or administrative governments.
efficiencies. This failure is frequently attributed to
the absence of managerial and technical capacity at Financial and Technical Constraints
the local government level. There is the danger,
recognized by bureaucrats and the local population The importance of these two variables is
alike, that decentralization might transfer well understood. Suffice it to repeat the argument
responsibilities to those without the capacity to presented earlier (Chapter II) that limiting local
carry them out and so result in the deterioration of govermments to the provision of public goods and
government services. The perception of services should have, as a major effect, the
inadequate capacity at subnational levels is often substantial reduction in the number and types of
used to justify retaining managerial, administrative, technical skills required and, with lesser effect, the
and technical controls at central level. amount of financial resources directly required by

local authorities.
While this paper acknowledges that capacity is

indeed a major constraint to effective Policy Framework
decentralization, it argues that the diagnoses of
capacity problems has often: failed to address the The policy framework primarily affects
range of elements which contribute to the concept incentives. The key point is that priorities for the
of capacity; given insufficient attention to the allocation of scarce financial and technically skilled
possible reduction of required capacity at local human resources are established in the context of
levels through consideration of changes in the role policies. If financial and technically skilled
of the public sector; and neglected the relationship manpower resources are not allocated to the
of incentives to capacity. performance of particular functions, activities, or

tasks, the problem is not so much the absolute non-
This Chapter addresses those three deficiencies availability of such resources as it is an expression

through consideration of: the concept ocapacity of priorities; whether such priorities are formally,
itself (Section A) and incentives and'their or even consciously, established or not. Policy
relationship to capacity issues (Section B). prescriptions inconsistent with each other constrain

the ability of organizations to exercise authority
and fulfill their responsibilities.

Public Sector Management and Institutional
Environments Legal Framework and Structures of Authority

The concept of capacity is often understood in An assessment of the legal framework
the too limited sense of the technical ability to includes the type of authority legally assigned to
perform a specific function. From an institutional specific organizations, not just the nature of their
perspective, capacity is the ability to anticipate and assigned responsibilities. Within decentralized
influence change, make informed decisions, attract systems, it is often the case that responsibilities are
and absorb resources, and manage resources to administratively deconcentrated, delegated, or
achieve objectives.!' The broader institutional devolved, but the legal or political authority to
environment within which organizations operate has efficiently meet those responsibilities is held back.
a direct effect on capacity. Such environments can Certainly, the legal assignment of authority and
provide fertile ground or can hinder effective responsibilities might be established for the
achievement of decentralization objectives. performance of specified activities, but that, in

itself, does not deternine whether such
Because of the variety of institutional responsibilities will be exercised. For analytical

environments and their differential impact on purposes, it is necessary to understand both the
capacity, a valid understanding of circumstances formal legal framework and the manner in which
within specific countries is a prerequisite. That, in authority is actually exercised to determine whether
turn, requires tailor-made, rather than ready-made, an appropriate legal framework exists.
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The nature of alternative institutional The latter situation has prevailed, until
arrangements and procedures at the system-wide recently, at the formal institutional level in most
level has a direct impact on the capacity of LDCs. However, that need not necessarily mean
organizations and individuals to perform their that traditional cultural attitudes at the informal
functions at subnational levels. The key is to 'level cannot, at the same time, support the
establish systems and procedures which are institutional requirements inherent in economic
compatible with the skills and motivation of reform. While in tribal societies emphasis might
available staff employed by local governments or not be placed on extreme individualism, it might
autonomous agencies. Institutional capacity should not support collective responsibility at the level of
not be assessed solely in terms of some premise an entire country either. Although 'individual
about a technically ideal institutional framework. initiative" might be understood to require
Assessments should be based on analyses of how responsibilities to distribute benefits to the family
available capacities can be optimized given or tribe, this need not mean that such initiatives
alternative institutional options. Such analyses must be taken by the public sector nor that
should also include the feasibility of improving individuals are responsible to provide benefits to
such capacities through various options over a everyone arbitrarily categorized as citizens of a
period of ten years or so. particular country as defined by current

international lawY
Decentralization and Nation-Building

The potentially different outcomes of
In addition to economic efficiency criteria, the decentralization can easily threaten modernizing

role and structure of decentralization in any country elites, especially in Africa and Southeast Asia.
is affected, at least to some extent, by attitudes Familial or other ethnic and kinship loyalties
concerning: the appropriate place of the public and among fellow citizens might transcend and be more
private sectors in the economy and competing important than the commitment to the country from
values concerning the importance of the individual, which legally defined citizenship is derived.
family, or community.2' The latter issue can be Decentralized systems are likely to provide multiple
particularly complex, as the definition offamily can channels for the expression of different norms and
vary among cultures along an extended range from values arising from different cultures within a
the nuclear household to broadly defined kinship country. Indeed, providing mechanisms for such
groups, while the definition of community can diversity of opinion is often advocated as an
apply to social groupings less or more objective of decentralization. Yet such mechanisms
comprehensive than would be encompassed by the can complicate attempts to forge a new national
technical definition of citizenship in a legally identity. The fear, at its most extreme, is that
sovereign state. decentralization might lead to secessionist

movements in local jurisdictions within which
Such norms and values have significant impact ethnic majorities are concentrated.

even where a particular society and its government
place the highest priority on maximizing economic That problem arises precisely because many
growth objectives. A society which places high sovereign-states in Africa and Asia do not
value on individual initiative and self-reliance is correspond to nation-states. Most of them were
more likely to limit the role of government to the arbitrary creations of colonial powers which
provision of goods and services than a culture grouped several, often hostile, communities within
which places higher value on society's collective the same country and established boundaries which
responsibility to provide such goods and services. split such communities. Although the subject of
Such decentralized institutional arrangements might dual or multiple polities cannot be specified in any
have a positive impact on pluralistic participation in detail here, this problem is of no small
decision-making and expanded private sector consequence for the subject of decentralization.4
initiative in the former situation, but only serve to Notice need only be taken the inviolability of
expand the role of government and tighten the level current African borders is a doctrine enshrined in
of government control at local levels in the latter the Charter of the Organization of African Unity
situation. (OAU) and considerable pressure has been brought

to bear on those African governments which might
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appear to be contemplating any adjustments to their bureaucratic norms and values are shared among
external boundaries. the general population, the political leadership, the

established political party apparatus, significant
It is possible that appropriate forms of organized interest groups outside government, and

decentralization could result in reducing separatist the professional civil service; and the degree of
pressures. Indeed, that is a political argument congruence between shared norms concerning the
often voiced in favor of decentralization. By structure of authority and the actual structure of
extending sufficient autonomy to local jurisdictions that authority.
which more accurately represent social and political
communities, pressures to assert absolute legal Where legitimacy for decentralized authority
sovereignty by such communities might be reduced. is generally low, or is high for one type while
That is even more likely to be effective where the another type is actually in place, or where it is in
role of the public sector has been reduced, so that favor with one interest group (like political parties)
many of the social constraints on individual or but not another (like the civil service), the
community action are left to the mechanism of the performance of decentralized government functions
private sector market. Nevertheless, as the current can be expected to be weak.
experience of the Soviet Union suggests, that can
be a very difficult line to walk. Of course, the specific nature of political

cleavages within various countries can range
The fact that countries are not homogenous widely. Examples include new political leaders in

with regard to norms and values complicates the favor of decentralization opposed by previously
ability to appreciate the institutional environment. established political party cadres; national labor
Norms and values are affected by interests and unions opposed to the decentralization policies
must be understood in both relative and dynamic advocated by national political leaders; regional
terms. Any sense of broad national culture must, leadership opposed by central military officers;
for operational purposes, be disaggregated by civil servants of ministries and other centrally-
issue, interest group, and perception of based agencies opposed to the decentralization
circumstance. policies of ministerial level political leadership;

minority ethnic groups favoring decentralization
Values associated with support for opposed to majority ethnic groups favoring

decentralization often change as circumstances centralization; and so forth.
change. For example, local officials in Tanzania
reported that the poor performance of some locally Role definitions, position descriptions,
elected bodies in delivering basic services caused a bureaucratic incentives, and cultural norms within
great deal of disillusion, leading to cynicism, about the bureaucracy at the local level often promote a
the capacity of district and municipal councils to do sense of elite status which militates against
anything effectively.Y Disillusionment with the participation by beneficiaries and consumers. That
performance of the public sector in Tanzania is not problem is compounded when these same
unique to local government, and the central characteristics are exhibited by central level
government is partly to blame for recreating government officials towards local government 7'

councils without adequately addressing resource Bureaucratic cultures need to be changed for
and manpower needs.Y Yet some municipal effective participation to occur. However, the
councils are operating with relative effectiveness design and implementation of projects and
and have the confidence of their citizens. programs must be adapted to the existing

bureaucratic culture, at least in the short-term, if
Decentralization and Governance they are to be effective.

Behavior within governments is influenced by The issue of governance can be further
some conception of legitimacy. This includes complicated by conflicting interests. A basic
notions of appropriate structures of authority and asymmetry often exists between the interests of
behavior of public officials. Support for alternative national political leaders, their local constituents,
forms of decentralization depends, to some extent, and professional civil servants. A recognition of
on: the degree of agreement about the legitimate that issue often results in central government civil
structure of authority among the population of a servants being viewed as the 'villains." That is
country; the extent to which political and counterproductive since the civil service performs
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necessary functions and cannot, nor should not, be those above subsistence than for those below that
'wished away."!' Rather, recognition of level.
competing interests should enable practitioners to
approach decentralization efforts from the realistic Too many civil servants in LDCs, especially
perspective that a sufficient range of interests, in Africa, are paid salaries and benefits below
incentives, and motivation of key stakeholders in subsistence requirements.L°' These subsistence
the system must be aligned.2' civil servants cannot be expected to approach the

performance of their official tasks with sufficient
This is not impossible. As an example, during commitment to efficient and effective performance.

the design of a health project in Guinea, an attempt
was made to approach issues of consensus and Farmers, for example, cannot be motivated
commitment. Action was taken at the start to build to produce above subsistence when the economic
national consensus around a comprehensive sector cost of inputs is negative or when there is nothing
strategy. The process of decentralizing project on which to spend profit. In the same manner,
management evolved in conjunction with that subsistence civil servants will not be motivated to
strategy. Thus, in addition to the responsible line increase their expenditure of inputs without, at a
ministry, the ministry in charge of decentralization minimum, a subsistence level economic return. As
was directly involved in project design and obvious as this appears, appropriate responses are
implementation; thereby supporting local level not so obvious.
organization and legitimation of new local
management structures and bodies. When extrapolating from an industrialized

developed country perspective, the focus is almost
always on direct monetary salaries whose financial

Incentives and Motivation costs are easy to identify and measure. However,
several other types of indirect benefits also have

Incentives can be positive, negative, or the financial implications for setting civil servants'
sum of both, but in most cases will be based on position above or below subsistence. Examples
some relatively complex combinations of interests. include: time made available for pursuing economic
Such interests combine in different ways for activities outside of government service; availability
different people; which complicates attempts to government transport for use by family members;
structure incentives in support of improved and services provided by "messengers" and other
performance. Such combinations of interests are marginal staff in the form of shopping for food and
affected, at least to some degree, by the calculation other household supplies. The primary advantage
of the opportunity costs of performing assigned in incorporating both direct and indirect costs of
activities and/or complying with established income to public employees is that it makes the
procedures. costs of public employment more transparent than

when much of the remuneration is in the form of
Although it is the sum of incentives and indirect services. Thus, it is much more difficult

disincentives which create motivations, for the to determine the extent to which particular public
purposes of this paper it is useful to separate direct employees are actually above or below subsistence.
financial incentives from non-financial incentives.
To illustrate this point, this Section will focus on Non-competitive salaries and benefits,
incentives for civil servants as key stakeholders in inefficient employment policies and procedures,
the system. and public sector retrenchment programs often

result in the temporary recruitment of specialized
Financial Incentives technical staff as contract personnel outside the

normal civil service. Such personnel are often
When considering financial incentives, it is provided with contracts which include enhanced

useful to distinguish broadly between situations in terms and conditions of service.
which direct pay and emoluments are sufficient to
raise family income above subsistence and Using contracts to employ staff having
situations in which such pay and emoluments are specific technical skills pertinent to a particular
not sufficient. The specific incentives which might short-term task or to the requirements of a time-
further improve performance efficiency and bound project implementation phase can be an
effectiveness are likely to be more complex for
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efficient approach. Such contracts legitimately non-financial. These incentives can be
include enhanced salaries over that of the regular disaggregated further into two categories: generic
civil service because such employment is temporary incentives and incentives associated directly with
and compensation for retirement and other related public sector employment at local levels.
benefits should be provided. However, when
personnel performing tasks relevant to subsequent Generic Incentives. Generic incentives
operations are paid enhanced salaries, or when include such considerations as: opportunities for
contract personnel are employed as substitutes to significant career advancement over time; potential
avoid such issues, problems of sustainability are for exercising power and influence; pleasant and
likely to result. effective working relationships with supervisors

and colleagues; access to appropriate facilities; and
The issues identified above are particularly status and prestige. The extent to which local

important in those countries undergoing a fiscal governments can provide such incentives to staff
stabilization program. Under those conditions, the whose remuneration exceeds subsistence levels,
conundrum is often encountered that one must raise especially as compared to such conditions offered
salaries and benefits, absorb the increasing costs of elsewhere, can have a significant impact on their
indirect benefits to sufficiently motivate people, performance.
and recruit technical personnel on contracts outside
the civil service while, at the same time, reducing Incentives Specific ToLocal Govermnents.
the amount of government finance available to Some elements which might contribute to positive
remunerate public employees. That conundrum is incentives for seeking employment in local
quite often resolved by an attempt to reduce the governments rather than central governments
size of the public service and limit reliance on include: ability to work close to home and in own
personal employment contracts, with the cultural environment; stability of location of
expectation that funds remaining to the wage bill employment/avoiding prospects of frequent nation-
will be distributed to remaining staff. Such wide reassignments; expectation of observable
redistribution is often expected to result in impact of performance on own community's
increased salaries to remaining staff. environment; reduced costs of living outside of

capital cities; reduced disruptions in life-style
When faced with such issues, yet another and/or employment of spouses and children; and

approach might yield better results. Contract entry into organized political parties or local groups
personnel are, in effect, individual private sector of political influence.
contractors. In those terms, the precedent for
assigning project implementation responsibilities to
the private sector, under contract to the public Decentralization and Labor Markets
sector, has already been well established in most
LDCs. Thus, all that would be necessary to fulfill Even if the role of the public sector in
the suggestion made throughout this paper would general and local governments in particular is
be to extend the practice of hiring individuals to changed dramatically by limiting such governments
contracting-out to local private sector firms. That to provision, the performance of the necessary
is what many LDC governments already do when functions which remain will require the
hiring foreign technical assistance firms to manage employment of qualified managerial and technical
donor-financed projects. Such arrangements would staff. Given this, the public sector will continue to
be particularly appropriate in situations where local face a scarcity of skilled professional and technical
governments intended to contract with private staff.
sector firms for O&M of those public goods and
services established by a project once completed. The discussion to this point is based on the

assumption that the best approach to addressing
Non-Financial Incentives incentive issues is to identify those elements which,

in a particular combination, are likely to positively
The specific incentives which might further affect performance within a specific place over a

improve staff performance are likely to be more specific period. However, problems which might
complex for those above subsistence level than for normally be expected to arise between employers
those below it. Many incentives are likely to be and employees in the private sector1 '' are
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compounded when governments are the employer. Employment of public sector staff within
Governments are agents on behalf of the broader hybrid systems could create serious problems to the
population. It is the citizenry who are, ultimately, extent that: the policies or programs of one
the principal employer. Within the public sector, organization or level of government are
senior supervisory staff tend to share the implemented by other organizations or levels of
motivations of subordinates rather than the interests government or are contingent on such other entities
of the citizenry. In the absence of an electorally- and differential conditions of service create
based political system, citizens do not normally competition in a distorted public sector employment
have direct ability to manipulate positive and market. In the first case, policies or programs
negative incentives which might affect the might not be implemented in an efficient or timely
performance of their agents. mer because the implementing agency's

employment policies are too rigid or cumbersome
Alternative decentralization arrangements to meet the need or because the implementing

might offer the possibility that incentives, even agency does not place sufficient priority on the
within the public sector, could be established activity to recruit appropriate personnel.
through a labor market mechanism without needing
to rely on a direct role for the citizenry. Under the terms of the Provincial
Decentralization can create systems whereby Development Program in Indonesia (which
successful recruitment of appropriate staff would be commenced in 1978), provincial planning bodies
determined by alternative conditions of service were responsible for preparing integrated provincial
offered by competing institutions. Through trial programs in subsectors (secondary crops and
and error, appropriate structures of incentives horticulture, small ruminants, and small-scale
would be discovered. That is how conditions of industries and credit). Responsibilities for
service are established in the private sector. implementing such plans were assigned to the
Conventionally, opportunities to compete through sectoral line agencies (the provincial offices of the
the offering of different conditions of service ministries of agriculture and industry and
among public sector organizations are severely government-owned development banks). Although
circumscribed. How might such competition be sectoral agencies would agree with such subsectoral
fostered within the more traditional civil service? programs during the planning stages, they did not

place sufficient priority on implementing such
Within a decentralized system, different programs when time came to assign staff to those

governments at different levels and agencies within tasks. Other programs initiated at the central level
different sectors could offer alternative incentives. were given higher priority and took precedence.
Such different schemes could be expected, at least
theoretically, to attract different people with In cases of differential conditions of service,
different preferences. To the extent that those if the resources available to one agency with the
attracted are the right people for the job, such authority to establish its own employment policies
systems could be deemed to be appropriate. Where create unfair disadvantages for agencies restricted
the relevant population groups' attitudes towards by more centrally-controlled policies, scarce
incentives are shared, different schemes could be qualified staff might be drawn away from the
expected to provide intelligence about the optimal latter's more important functions. For example,
structure of incentives. the Tourism Department of the Ministry of

Commerce in Lesotho was transformed into a
The potential for establishing public sector parastatal, which allowed it to establish better

equivalents of labor market systems is provided terms and conditions of service than in the central
only in the context of delegated, devolved, ministries. That occurred although, contrary to its
principal agency, or hybrid systems. Although the establishing act, the Tourism Board never received
potential for enhancing incentives for improved any of its subscribed capital nor was it able to
local government performance within such systems engage in revenue producing activities. From the
has been suggested, experience has warned of how outset, it was totally dependent on annual
this approach can have negative affects on system- subventions from the Ministry of Commerce's
wide performance. Some discussion of that budget. That subvention was consumed almost
experience is useful as a caution at this point. entirely by office rental charges at one of the best

hotels in Maseru and by staff salaries and benefits.
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Although the new Lesotho Tourism Board's Career Progression. Employment within
function did not have high priority, several project implementation units often provides
economists were employed there at the same time excellent experience which can be used for inter-
that the Ministry of Planning was woefully organizational transfers; especially from the public
understaffed. to the private sector. Indeed, the close supervision

which should be provided when implementing
Two important areas of concern arise when complex projects can provide the on-the-job

responsibilities for employment are delegated to training that private sector employers do not wish
enclave projects which, in turn, rely on contract to provide themselves for entry level personnel.
personnel: authority relationships and career
progression. Conversely, project implementation units are

less likely to provide a sufficiently large
Authority Relations. When project organizational hierarchy for promotion within the

implementation units are largely staffed by contract organization. That situation can be ameliorated
personnel or operate essentially as autonomous somewhat if such units are located within (and are
agencies, relationships between project staff and the considered to be an integral part of) a larger
established bureaucracy, at either national or local organization such as a ministry or large parastatal.
levels, are often dysfunctional. Public sector Opportunities will be even greater if the public
bureaucracies are normally highly structured in sector allows substantial mobility between its
both personnel grades and levels within various organizations; so that, for example, a mid-
organizations. Authority is associated not so much level manager in a Ministry of Agriculture can be
with the actual performance of a task but, rather, transferred to a higher-level position in the
with a person's grade and place in the structure. Ministry of Commerce. However, that is seldom
Contract personnel with their idiosyncratic terms the case in the public sector. In addition to the
and conditions of service who operate within a rigidities of public sector employment policies,
largely ad hoc implementation group cannot be post-project mobility within the govermment is
.placed' in terms of either personnel 'grade' or constrained when salaries and benefits of project
parallel level of authority. In such cases, the implementation staff are substantially higher than
ability of such personnel to influence the decisions those obtaining for regular positions in the civil
and behavior of civil servants within regular service. Constraints on horizontal and vertical
government units who are responsible for the mobility are likely to be further compounded if
provision of contingent services or materials, or for responsibilities for recurrent operations are
the performance of collateral activities, is often assigned to a large number of small decentralized
extremely low. The articulation of clear lines of units; especially if such units provide substantially
authority between and among such cooperating lower salaries and benefits than are provided by
entities is extremely important. project implementation units.



SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS

The many difficulties inherent in any major m an ce of
program of decentralization need not present thiaeo
impossible barriers to the establishment of rational
public sector policies and practices. However, The focus on capacity would shift to some
appropriate policies are not likely to occur extent to an emphasis on requirements of the
serendipitously. Careful analyses and design of institutional system rather broadly conceived. If
decentralization programs, including the meeting those requirements is not feasible or if
establishment of supportive incentive systems, subnational governments do not have the capacity
should be a high priority of any program to to perform those provision functions assigned to
rationalize the public sector. them, priorities need to be established for the

allocation of responsibilities. Some strengthening
The conventional wisdom holds that of public sector capacity at those levels might also

parpatory management and cn aliztionar be required.
not likely to work unless they are accom by
conciid effortsl Buiocal capacity. That most Even with a dramatic reduction in the role of
dften4eads-advocncy-of rograms tfor -iinpr6viiig the public sector, scarce professional and technical
public sector management capacity at local levels. staff will still be required by both central and
But too often, such programs are unnecessarily subnational governments. Approaches to such
comprehensive, too long-term, costly, and unlikely issues should address trade-offs between the
to satisfactorily achieve their objectives. Thus, potential impact of a labor market approach to
such a response is self-defeating. public sector employment and the impact of

c~onsidir__the maintaining relatively uniform conditions and terms
-*mor,,,. 1 0 /liapp toa~h iS to consider the of service.

considering a more limited role for the public Although advocacy of substantial changes in
sector in general. In that situation, local the role of the public sector and changes in
governments might very well have expanded employment policies can contradict fundamental
functhons as coh eip WtO their role in a political values within a country, that need not
substantially centralized SYStM _ yet ave necessarily be the case. With the recognition that
considerably fewer responsibilities than those incentives at the aggregate level represent the sum
no ll>~ _ny system of active of various trade-offs among conflicting and
decentralization. In thisi way, the role of local changing values at the individual level, some
gov-ernments would be enhanced with regard to the elements of both economic reform and supportive
provision of public goods and services through decentralization programs can appeal to a critical
performance of the planning, public expenditure, mass of individuals and interest groups.
and revenue generation functions. -Staffing would Determining which incentives on a disaggregated
be mainly limited to those personnel[ireto basis might appeal to what segments of a society is
pe~iih~1hi~filll~tions. Local government important in assessing the potential impact of
resvonsiMi*l_ ii-to alternative decentralization arrangements on
financingfsuch activities. eBsta_shicifiions economic development programs.
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Notes: Chapter I

1. For a summary review of the historical evolution of the concepts of decentralization, refer to Elinor
Ostrom, Larry Schroeder, and Susan Wynne, Institutional Incentives and Rural Infrastructures, draft
state-of-the-art paper prepared for USAID 'Decentralization: Finance and Management Project," mimeo
(April 1989), p. 165 - 168. The three types specified at this point in the paper are not the only forms
of decentralization found in the literature. "Privatization' (Dennis Rondinelli, et. al, Decentralization
in Developing Countries: A Review of Recent Experience, Staff Working Paper No. 581 (Washington,
D.C.: The World Bank, 1984); "popular participation" and "divisionalization" (N. Kiggundu, Managin
Organizations in Developing Countries (West Hartford, Connecticut, Kumerian Press, 1989); and
'polycentric or noncentral governance systems' (Elinor Ostrom, Larry Schroeder, and Susan Wynne,
op. cit.) are examples of other labels some authors have used to distinguish among alternative types of
decentralization. However, for the purposes of this paper, "privatization" is excluded as a form of
decentralization because: extensive analyses of privatization by the Bank and guidelines in that regard
are already available on that issue and privatization is an important element of the policy reform model
and is considered as an element of the economic policy side of the equation in this paper. As for
'popular participation," it is a generic objective of decentralization more than a form of it, while
"divisionalism" is an extreme case of devolution. Neither are considered alternative types of
decentralization in this paper. The comprehensive term "polycentric or noncentral governance systems'
is suggested by its authors as useful for shifting the focus of decentralization from a focus on local
administration to local governments as "institutions [which] exercise independent, circumscribed
authority to make and enforce law within their own jurisdictions" (p. 179). However, since that
definition is essentially the same as that for devolved systems, it is not necessary to create new
terminology for that purpose.

2. Dennis Rondinelli, John Nellis, and G. Shabbir Cheema, Decentralization in Developing Countries: A
Review of Recent Experience, Staff Working Paper No. 581 (Washington, D.C.: The World Bank,
1984), pp. 10, 15, and 19.

3. Tim Campbell w/George Peterson and Jose Brakarz, Decentralization To Local Government in LAC:
National Strateeies and Local Response in Planning. Spending and Management, Regional Studies
Program Report No. 5 (Washington, D.C.: The World Bank, July 1991), p. 5 introduce "principal
agency' in terms identified as 'top-down principal agency" in these pages. The concept of "bottom-up
principal agency" was suggested to the author by Mr. S.Y.M. Zanu, Actg. Chief Director, Ministry
of Local Government, Government of Ghana.

4. Dennis Rondinelli, James McCullough, and Ronald Johnson have explicitly expanded the definition of
'delegation" to a grant of responsibility and authority to "publicly regulated private enterprises"
("Analysing Decentralization Policies in Developing Countries: a Political-Economy Framework,"
Development and Change, Vol. 20 [1989], p. 74). They contend that governments 'most often"
delegate responsibilities to "organizations representing specific interest groups in society and that are
established and operated by the members of those organizations....; includ[ing] farmers' cooperative
organizations, trade unions, or women's and youth clubs." However, as their list and World Bank
experience suggests, delegation of authority to such organizations is central to public sector operations
primarily in the agriculture (especially irrigation) and population planning sectors. Outside those
sectors, the delegation of authority and responsibilities continues to be limited most often to parastatals
and to agencies providing services in the form of special districts, such as water districts, irrigation
districts, and school districts.
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Notes: Chapter II

1. The most common objective cited by World Bank staff, in responding to the questionnaire prepared and
distributed for this paper, was the introduction of decentralized arrangements to increase administrative
efficiency. They cited, as examples: the improvement of implementation and responsiveness to changing
situations and local needs; a reduction of demands on overloaded central government institutions;
improving the effectiveness of supervision of subordinate staff; better coordination of service delivery
at subnational levels; improved efficiency and expanded coverage of services; improved capacity through
on-the-job learning of new management techniques and the identification and redeployment of ineffective
personnel.

2. Although the political consequences of decentralization can take many forms, the objective of
decentralization most often cited by World Bank staff and the professional literature on the subject is
the involvement of communities at the grass roots level to make programs more responsive to local
interests. This objective was cited for projects including local highway maintenance in Madagascar,
development of urban infrastructure and municipal projects in Ghana and Indonesia, and integrated rural
development and rural roads projects in Colombia. Other political motives were also cited in World
Bank staff responses to the study questionnaire. These included the argument that in some countries
abatement of civil rebellion (The Philippines) or attempts to increase political stability (Colombia) were
the chief objectives of decentralization and the belief that, were it not for the need to address regional
grievances, those governments would not choose to decentralize.

3. For a summary of the historical evolution of this objective from the creation of Title IX of the United
States Foreign Assistance Act of 1966 to the broader-based support of such objectives by 1987, refer
to Kurt Finsterbusch and Warren Van Wicklin IH, "The Contribution of Beneficiary Development to
Project Effectiveness," Public Administration and Development, Vol. 7 (1987), p. 2-4.

4. P.N.L. Walakira, "The Relevance of Socio-Cultural Factors to Public Administration and Management:
The East African Experience and Beyond," in Public Administration and Maaneement, p. 84-85. He
also cites in support of that analysis: David Leonard, Goren Hyden, J. Maeda, and S.S. Mushi,
"Decentralization and The Issues of Efficiency, Effectiveness and Popular Participation,'" mimeo.

5. The eleven objectives identified were: (1) people's participation, democracy, and self-governance; (2)
bottom-up planning; (3) community participation in self-generated projects; (4) inter-territorial equity
(human and material resources); (5) redistribution of resources (manpower, funds, other resources) from
center to local level; (6) mobilizing local resources (manpower, funds, etc.) to assist/complement
national efforts; (7) facilitation of communication among levels (between national and local); (8)
reduction of red-tape/bureaucracy; (9) maintain/promote law and order; (10) enhancement of socio-
economic well-being of the people; and (11) provision of services to the people in the most efficient
manner. Reported in Andrea Jones and Hans Knikkink, "Proceedings of The Local Government Action
Planning Workshop," mimeo (Dar Es Salaam: Ministry of Local Government, Community
Development, Cooperatives, and Marketing, 1990), p. C/i.

6. Andrea Jones and Hans Knikkink, loc. cit.

7. Studies by both the IMF and the United States Agency for International Development conclude that, at
the micro or individual enterprise level, public versus private ownership is not a significant determinant
of performance efficiency. The primary determinant is the extent to which the enterprise, whether
public or private, is subjected to the working of the market. Bankruptcy laws exist in most countries
precisely because privately owned enterprises are often operated inefficiently. At the macro-level,
public sector enterprises as a whole are normally less likely to suffer the ultimate sanction of the market
and, thus, in aggregate, the public sector is most often less efficient than the private sector.
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8. For a summary discussion of "non-excludability and the free rider problem," see Elinor Ostrom, Larry
Schroeder, and Susan Wynne, Institutional Incentives and Rural Infrastructures, draft state-of-the-art
paper prepared for USAID 'Decentralization: Finance and Management Project," mimeo (April 1989),
p. 76-84.

9. Compare with Elinor Ostrom, Larry Schroeder, and Susan Wynne, op.cit., p. 84-85 and Dennis
Rondinelli, James McCullough, and Ronald Johnson, "Analysing Decentralization Policies in Developing
Countries: a Political-Economy Framework," Development and Change, Vol. 20 (1989), p.63 .

10. Elinor Ostrom, Larry Schroeder, and Susan Wynne, op. cit., p. 95-96 and Dennis Rondinelli, James
McCullough, and Ronald Johnson, loc. cit..

11. Elinor Ostrom, Larry Schroeder, and Susan Wynne, op.cit., p. 97-98.

12. Oliver Williamson, 'Transaction Cost Economics' in Richard Schmalensee and Robert Willig (eds.),
Handbook of Industrial Organization (Amsterdam: North Holland, 1988).

13. John Montgomery, "The Informal Sector as an Administrative Resource," in Dennis Rondinelli and G.
Shabbir Cheema (eds.), Urban Services in Developing Countries: Public and Private Roles in Urban
Development (London: Macmillan, 1988), p. 89-111.

14. Ibid.

15. Ibid.

16. For early discussion of these concepts, refer to Richard Musgrave, loc.cit.; and Vincent Ostrom,
Charles Tiebout, and Robert Warren, "The Organization of Government in Metropolitan Areas: A
Theoretical Inquiry," American Political Science Review, Vol. 55 (1961). For applications of these
concepts, see Elinor Ostrom, Roger Parks, and Gordon Whitaker, Patterns of Metropolitan Pricing
(Cambridge: Massachusetts: Ballinger, 1978); Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations,
The Organization of Local Public Economies (Washington, D.C.: Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations, 1987) and Metropolitan Organization: The St. Louis Case (Washington,
D.C.: Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 1987); and Vincent Ostrom, Robert Bish,
and Elinor Ostrom, Local Govermment in the United States (San Francisco, California: Institute for
Contemporary Studies Press, 1988).

17. Elinor Ostrom, Larry Schroeder, and Susan Wynne, -p. cit., p. 115.

18. The political science and political economy literature has long reflected a debate over the extent to which
the operation of a market-oriented economic system requires a politically democratic environment. The
school which argues the contingent nature of the relationship between political and economic systems
is represented by Milton Friedman in Capitalism and Freedom (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1963) and Politics and Tyrannv: Lessons in Pursuit of Freedom (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton
University Press, 1985). The contrasting view that the characteristics of alternative economic and
political systems are largely independent of each other is represented by Michael Harrington in The
Other America (New York: Pelican, 1971) and Twilight of Capitalism (New York: Simon and Schuster,
1977). More recently, a preponderance of professional commentary by political scientists and
economists in the United States' mass media concerning the current experiments with economic and
political liberalization in China and the Soviet Union argue that both of those programs are experiencing
severe stress precisely because the two systems are not developing in parallel.

19. World Bank, Sustainable Growth with Equity. A Long-Term Perspective for Sub-Saharan Africa.
Technical Department, Africa Region, Report No. 8014 (Washington, D.C.: The World Bank, 1989).
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20. Dennis Rondinelli, James McCullough, and Ronald Johnson, op. cit., p. 59, cite in support of this
argument, Charles Tiebout, 'A Pure Theory of Local Expenditures," Journal of Political Economy, Vol.
64 (1956), p. 416-424; Vincent Ostrom, Charles Tiebout, and Robert Warren, op. cit., p. 831-842;
James Buchanan and Gordon Tullock, The Calculus of Consent: Logical Foundations of Constitutional
Democracy (Ann Arbor, Michigan: University of Michigan Press, 1962); Mancur Olson, Jr., The Loeic
of Collective Action: Public Goods and The Theory of Games (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
University Press,1965); Vincent Ostrom and Elinor Ostrom, "Public Goods and Public Choices," in
E.S. Savas (ed.), Alternatives for Delivering Public Services: Toward Improved Performance (Boulder,
Colorado: Westview Press, 1977); and Arturo Israel, Institutional Development: Incentives to
Performance (Baltimore, Maryland: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987). For a more recent
updated summary of this theory, refer to Elinor Ostrom, Larry Schroeder, and Susan Wynne, op. cit.,
p. 183-187.

21. While acknowledging the useful insights provided by Public Choice Theory to thinking about
decentralization issues, Dennis Rondinelli, James McCullough, and Ronald Johnson (op.cit., p. 60)
criticize it for "[its] overly rationalistic assumptions and narrow prescriptions."

22. Geoffrey Lamb, "Market Surrogate Approaches to Institutional Development," working paper, mimeo
(Washington, D.C.: The World Bank, 1982).

23. Gabriel Roth, The Private Provision of Public Services in Developing Countries (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1987); cited in Rondinelli, McCullough, and Johnson, op. cit., p. 76. Arturo Israel
argues that:

it is clear from experience that economic competition [creates] . . pressures [which]
act as incentives to increase... operational perfornance (or reduce.., organizational
slack) and.. .force the redefinition of objectives or goals or other questions to be
answered.... [However], what is less clear is the role of.. .competition surrogates,
especially in low-specificity activities in which goals and methods are not clearly
defined or their is disagreement about them.... Whether competition surrogates
act as incentives to improve performance and to modify goals in the same way
as economic competition will depend on the kind of pressures to which an
institution is subjected and the nature and complexity of the institution itself. It
will also depend on the intensity of those pressures. A reasonable hypothesis is
that the more homogeneous the institution and the pressures, and the greater the
intensity of those pressures, the more competition surrogates will resemble
economic competition in their effects on efficiency and goal definition. As
intensity diminishes and heterogeneity increases, the effects of the surrogates
become less predictable and probably act more to improve efficiency than to
modify goals" (op. cit., p. 95).'

24. Compare to Hemando de Soto, The Other Path: The Invisible Revolution in the Third World (Bogota:
Editorial La Oveja Negra, 1987).

25. As James Hicks of the World Bank has pointed out, such informal "governmental" arrangements on the
demand side can lead to the reasonably effective performance of some functions (e.g., garbage collection
or maintenance of small-scale infrastructure), but not others (e.g., conflict resolution through judicial
processes or regulation of traffic); remarks at Seminar on Decentralization with faculty and staff of
American University at the World Bank, April 18, 1990.

26. Elinor Ostrom, Larry Schroeder, and Susan Wynne, op. cit., p. 175; see also Susan Wynne,
"Institutional Resources for Development Among the Kgalagadi of Botswana," in Vincent Ostrom,
David Feeny, and Hartmut Picht (eds.), Rethinking Institutional Analysis and Development (San
Francisco, California: Institute for Contemporary Studies Press, 1988), p. 213-246.
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27. Roberto Schatan, research assistant and World Bank Summer Intern, identified this case for the paper.
For more detail, refer to G. Campero, Ante La Sobre Vivencia v La Accion Politica (Santiago, Chile:
ILET, 1987); J. Chateau, Espacio v Poder: Los Pobladores (Santiago, Chile: FIACSO, 1987); D.
Garcia and J. Silva, 'El Movimiento Vecinal y La Democracia: Participacion y Control en el Gran
Buenos Aires," in E. Jelin (ed.) Los Nuevos Movimientos Sociales, Vol. II (Buenos Aires: Centro
Editor de. America Latina, 1985); S. Jaramillo, 'Apuntes Para la Interpretacion de la Naturaleza y de
las Proyecciones de los Paros Civicos en Colombia," and P. Santana, 'La Crisis Urbana y el Poder
Local y Regional," both in Ciudades en Conflicto (Ecuador: Editorial el Conejo, 1986); D. Palma, La
Informalidad. La Popular v El Cambio Social (Lima, Peru: Cuademos Delco, 1987); and L.A.
Restrepo, 'El Protagonisro Politico de los Movimientos Sociales," Revista Foro (Bogota, Colombia),
No. 2, February 1987.

28. The examples of initiatives undertaken in the road construction and maintenance sector are drawn from
The World Bank, Africa Technical Department, Infrastructure Division, "Developing Domestic
Contractors in Road Maintenance in Africa," mimeo (April 1990).

29. Joan Nelson, "The Politics of Pro-Poor Adjustment Policies," mimeo, paper prepared for the World
Bank Symposium on Poverty and Adjustment, April 11-13, 1988 (Washington, D.C.: Oversees
Development Council, 1988).
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DECENTRALIZED STRUCTURES AND FUNCTION
Structural Arrangements

FUNCTIONS DECONCENTRATION DELEGATION

Economic and Investment Normally Ministry of Planning or similar planning Autonomous or semi-autonomous agencies responsible
Planning body retains ultimate responsibility for for strategic corporate plans; sometimes within

translating political mandate of Govemment into boundaries established by central govemment planning
national plan. Distinguished from centralized guidelines, sometimes without guidance. Might or
planning system by extent planning inputs are might not have planning units or staff assigned full-
solicited (or required) from branch offices which time. Decisions based on plans are the responsibility of
compete for inclusion in national plan. boards of directors and/or general managers. Extent of

delegation does not determine degree of simplicity/
rigidity of intemal procedures.

Public Expenditure Primary responsibility Ministry of Finance, but Autonomous or semi-autonomous agencies responsible
(al Budget Formulation based on proposals from variety of central for preparing own budgets, with or without

govemment agencies. Those agencies either supervision of central govemment ministries.
prepare their own budgets in centralized manner Finalization of budget proposals normally responsibility
or have intemal procedures for proposal from of boards of directors and/or general managers. If such
their own lower levels. Although not decision responsibility of extemal institution, budget
concentrated like centralized system, Ministry of formulation function is centralized. Viable enterprises
Finance reserves responsibility for preparing expected to transfer finance to center through taxes
comprehensive/integrated budget. Distinguished and/or dividends.
from centralized system by extent budget
proposals solicited (or required) branch offices.

(bl Budget Approval Budget approval responsibility of sector Budget approval responsibility of sector ministries
ministries within budget limits las established by within their own budget limits (as established by the
the Ministry of Finance and, perhaps, approved Ministry of Finance and, perhaps approved by national
by central govemment cabinets and/or govemment cabinets and/or legislatures). Ultimate
legislatures). Ultimate decisions seldom left decisions seldom left solely to boards of directors
solely to branch office. This is point in and/or general managers. This is point in
planning/budgeting process that central planning/budgeting process that central ministries have
ministries have opportunity harmonize budget opportunity harmonize budget proposals.
proposals

ic) Financial Management Autonomous/semi-autonomous agencies manage Local units of central or state govemments manage
own finances. Central govemments require own finances. Central and/or state govemments
submission of accounts on annual basis and require submission of accounts on annual basis and
perform audits. Strong intemal accounting and perform audits. Strong intemal accounting and auditing
auditing functions functions prerequisite for effective operations.
prerequisite for effective operations.
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DEVOLUiON PRINCPAL AGENCY HYBRID

Similar in at least three key respects to that in Normally Minitry of planning similar Planning functions disaggregated and
delegated system: (1i planning prny rsponsIblty of plannin body retainz ultimate responsibility assigned to various instutions and lewbs of
local gvovmments: iit each ha authority to implemnt for tranalting political mandate of goveme nt. Each of thes. various agencies
own plans: /iii) plans tend to focus inwar rather than Goveme nt into national plan. Distinguished of govemment might or might not shore
on linkage to plans prpared or adopted by other. from contralitzd planning eyrtem by extent information and/or coordinate its planning
Primary differences are: (li delegated systems focus on planning inputs ae soicited (or requiredt with any of the other institutions involved.
single or closly-related production or service from local govemments through nagotiation
functions, local governmnts raponsible for integrtd of contract TORs with central govemment.
planning across sctors; 0l) loc governments require
specific organizations horizontly. Does not detemine
degmre of concentration or devoution to sub-local
levels of government ||

Preparation of budgets is primarily the responsiiity of Primary responsbility Minisry of Finaxnco, udgetary responsibilities disaggregated and
local governments. Grant-in-aid to local governmnn but based on proposals from variety of assigned difterentially to various institutions
by central govrmments ae comnnon, revere sedom central govemment agencies. Those and levels of govemment. To extent
the case. Local budget preparation focused internly, agencies sither prepar their own budgets in planninglimplementation of some activities
Uttbe concrm for financial actitIes In broader centralized manner or have intenal are assigned to local govemments while other

environment. Local governmet should reflect broad proceduroe for cost estimates from local activitise assigned to srmi-autonomous
financial responsibilites across sectors nd delegated govemmrnnts. Atthough not concentrated like agencies or central govemment, difficult
budget preparation procedures for own sector-speoific centralized system, Ministry of Finance ensure budgetary decisions compatible. Each
Implemntation agencies, reserves responsibilty for preparing agency might or might not share information

comprehensive integroted budget. and/or coordinate budget formulation
Distinguished from centralized system by functions. Particulsily serious problem where
extent budget proposals soicitad for requied central governments responsible for capital
from local govemments regarding cost of investment decisions but local govemments
acting as agents. for financing post-project recurrent

expenditure. Each institution likely make
assumptions about budgetary decisions of
other institutins.

Subnational govemment mancies approve own Budget approval responsibility of s_tor Approval of budgets among sectors and
budgets Ihaving that uthority is essentiai condition ministries within budgeot limits las botween levels of govemment extremely
for system to be 'devotvdti. One problem with such established by the Minisry of Finnce and, complex. Budget approval responsibilities
systems is mutiplication of policy nd impimntation perhaps, approved by central govement assigned through variety of mechanisms to
decision-points, cabinets andlor legisatures). Ultimate different institutions end levels of

decisions never left to local govemrments govemment. To extent approval of budgets
This is point in planning budgeting proces ior some activities assigned to local
that central ministries have opportunity govemment while approval of other budgets
harmonoiz budget proposal. assignod to semi-utonomous agencies or

central govemment bodies, difficult ensure
compatibility.

Local governments do not routinly submit accournts Local govemments mange own finnces. The difficutites of coordination and
to centrl govemment although centrd govenments Central govemments require submission of integration exporienced in the performance
might perform extemal audits. accounts on annual basis and perform of other functions within hybrid sstems is

audits. Strong intemal accounting nd not as pronounced with respect to financial
auditing functions prerequisite for effective management. In cases where financial
opertions, management for en activity Is devolved, but

performnnce Is contingent on other activitis

undertaken by entities without dovolved
responsbilities. Inefficiencies resulting from
rigidly controlled financial management
systomB in the latter can have negative
mutipiher affects on the former.
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FUNCTIONS DECONCENTRATION DELEGATION

Fiscal Policy and Revenue Revenue generaton Dmited to single or short If performance boards of directors or general managers
Generation range of sevice within a sctor. evaluated in terms of short-term profitsldividends or

quantity of goods/services produced, little incentive to
address medium/long-term maintenance functions.

(a) Intergovemmental Ficd by cntral govemewnt budget; not Managoment of fiscal polcy not responsibility of
Transfers affected by intergovemnmntal transfes. prastatals or other semi-autonomous agencies which

recive goverment subsidies.

Ibl Local Taxes NormaHy financed by users fees, not taxes.

(c) Users' Fees Branch offices responsible/ establish systms for When parastaal have a commercial function, revenue
colbction. Deconcentrated units hould also generated from payewnts by clients/consumers.
operate as profit centrs'. Pricing responsibility of managers with guidance from

boards of directon although distinctions between
enterprises operating in a competitive environment
must be distinguished from those operating as
monopolies (e.g., utilities). In competitive
environmnnts, pricing decisions made by managers to
qualify as doegation. In monopoly situations, revenue
primarily function of users' fees. Responsibility to
*stabish prices utonomously rarely given by
govenmment. Even in cases when monopoly enterprise
deibgated aN other responsiblities, regulation of pricing
expected

(d) Borrowing Branch offices hav no authority to borrow. Not Entitisa have authority for borrow from commercial
juridical pwrsona. banks.

(a) Non-Monetary Can be provided to Branch ofices. Can be provided to parastals
Contribution
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DEVOLU_ON PRINCPAL AGENCY HYBID

Revenue generation is key to functions of iocd Revenue goneraton responsibolity of central Wid dispersal of responsibilitI for revenue
govemments. Without ability to generte revenue, govemment agencies on whose behalf local generation. When responsibilities for
ability of local govemments to exercbi discretionary govemments act as principal agents. performance of O&M in one subsector Is
decisaon-making acros a wide range of servicos Is delegated to one agency but in
reduced. In pure devolved systems, local govemments interdependent subsector is centralized.
must be largely s*if-sufficient in revenue. deconcentrated. or devolved to yet other

entites, disincentives result for performance
of maintenance functions.

Transfers from central govermmnt minimized. When Transfers from central govemment Transfer from central govemment primarily
used, only in from of non-targeted bbck grants minimized. When used, only Inorm of targeted non matching grants to local

targeted grants. govemrnment acting as principal agents. Other
central govemment limited, but, refused to
support local govemment discretionary
authority only to a form of targeted, non-
matching block grants.

Local govemrnments need direct access to broad rang Local govemments have primary access to
of tax sources to finance own discretionary authority. ioal taxes. Central govemment also raises

revenue at local levels. Some sources
exclusive to local on central govemments,
other taxes shared. 'Richer' local
govemment might be 'taxed' by central
govemment for redistribution to 'power'
local governments.

Local goveme nts receive direct payment of users' Local govemments financed by central Local and Central govemrnents have access
fees and establish scheduies of fees, govemment through sectorsi misy to both exclusive and shared fees.

budgets. Commwrcial parstatals establish own prces.

Local govemnments have authority to borrow from Local govemments do not have authority to Local and central govemments have
commercial banks, borrow from commercili banks authority to borrow; although for local

governments limited to discrtionary
purposes. Commercial perastetsls also have
authority to borrow. Non-commercial
pwarstatals borrow only with govemment
guarantees. Branch offices, central
govemrnment, and ministry/agencies cannot
borrow.

Can be provided to local govemrnmnts Can be provided to local govemments. Diffrent levels/agencies of govemment
compete for non-monetary contributions.
Can resuit in overoading planning
management capacity of public sector or
over reaching demands by govemment
agencies on consttuents.
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FUNCTIONS DECONCENTRAION DELEOATION

Public Sector Staffina Ministries or other central govemment agencies Boards of directors estabUsh personnel policies;
(a) Employment cruit staff; enforce staff discipline; and dismiss managers establish personnel procedures, recruit

*mployees. Central govemment ministries or candidates, endorse staff discipline; and dismiss
other supervisory bodies retain authority to employees. Central govemment ministries or other
*etablish employemnt policies or procedures. supervisory bodies might be involved In employment

and retention of senior staf.

(b) Personnel Management Central goveme nt ministries or agencies Board of directors establish personnel policies;
establish personnel policies. Branch office managers establish personnel procedures. recruit
managers responsibie for hiring, dismissal and candides, enforce staff discipline; and dismiss
supervision of staff, employees. Central government ministries or other

supervisory bodies might be involved in employment
and retention of unior staff.

Oceratlons and Maintenance Sectoral ministries primary responsibie for Autonomous/semi-autonomous agencies responsibie
(0 & M) project impiementation planning. Altematvely for project planning; sometimes under supervision.

such responsiblItIes assigned to local plannin Investment plannin decisions responsibility of boards
(a) Implementation Planning unit responsibie directly to Ministry of Planning. of directors and/or general managers.lnvestment

Akthough not as concentrated in centralized planring focusses on needs/interests of specific
system. sectoral ministries nd utimately. enterprise itelf. Little attention paid to Unkages to
Ministry of Finance or Planning, til reserves other Instiutions.
ultimate responsibility for approving plans and
translating them Into ministerial or sector-
specific document with country-wide
application. Deconcentreted projoet planning
system distinguihed from centralized system by
extent to which Initativets and/or design
documents solicited lor required) ftrom ceal
governmments or Branch offices.

(bl Management Branch offtics responsibie for managing on- Autonomous/semI-outonomous agencies responsibie
going O&M. for on-going O&M

(cl Technical Support Branch Offices have own technically qualified Autonomous or semi-autonomous agencies have own
staff. Interal expertise.
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DlVO UTION PUiNCIPAL AaGlCY iHYiRID

Local goverments have reaponsibility for establishing Local govemments have responslbiiity for Central govementand bocal govemmnti
employment policy: as wal as actully hiring nd establishing employment poicy; as wdN as maintain seprate employment policies and
dismissIn staff. ctually hirng and dismissIng staff, retain seprate *uthority to hire, promote

and transfer staff.

State or local governm nt policy-makers responsible State or local governmmnt polcy-makwe Personnel managed under different systems
for establishhn peronnel polcy. Senior managers of rsponsible for establishin personnel at each level of govemment nd among
the entity have the qeponsibigity for supeMsion, polcy. Senior managers of the entity have different local govemment and parustatais.
hiring nd dimtssal decisions, the responsibility for supervison, hirng and

dismissal decisions.

Local govenmments rponsible for project-planning Local govemments responsible for project Project implementtion planning can be
impbementabon impbmentation planning, responsibility of any one or combination of

agencies rqponsible for both financing and
managing such implementation. Can become
complex when one or more agenciss
responsible for financing and yet others are
responsible for managemnent.

Local govement responsible for on-going O&M Local govemment responsible for ongoing infinit combination of agenies including
O&M. private sector on contract, can be Involved

in proiect implementation.

Local govenments have own central technical support Local governmmnts have own central Can be very compblex especially if the
unit or have technically qualfled staff assigned technical support unit or have technicaly agencies which need to cooperate are
directly to each sectoral unit within own juriudiction. qualified staff assigned directy to each organized differently, some deconcentrated

sectoral unit within won judediction. Might delegated, or devolved.
aleo be supported technidcay by central
govemment ageny on behalf of which it
act as principal agent.
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POLMTICAL AND ADMINLSTRATIVE STRUC URES

Unitary (U) Decentralized
or or

Country De0trall zni inff Popaion

Africa:

ANGOLA U 9.0
BENIN U decentralizing 4.6
BOTSWANA U decentalizing 1.2
BURKINA FASO U decentrdized 7.7
BURUNDI U 5.2
CAMEROON U decentraized 10.9
CAPE VERDE U .3
CAR U decentralized 3.0
CHAD U S.7
COMOROS E decentralized .S
CONGO U 2.0
COTE d'IVOIRE U decentralizing 11.8
DJIBOUTI U .3
EQUAT. GUINEA U .4
ETHIOPIA U decentralizing 47.7
GABON U 1.1
GAMBIA U .8
GHANA U decentralizing 13.7
GUINEA U decentralizing 6.1
GUINEA-BISSAU U .9
KENYA U decentralizing 23.7
LESOTHO U decentralizing 1.7
LIBERIA U decentraliig 2.5
MADAGASCAR U decentralizd 11.1
MALAWI U decntralized 8.1
MALI U decentralizing 8.5
MAURITANIA U decentralizing 1.8
MAURITIUS U decentralized 1.0
MOZAMBIQUE U 15.3
NIGER U decentralizing 7.4
NIGERIA E decentralized 115.2
RWANDA U decentralizing 7.3
SAO TOME/PRINC. U decentralized .1
SENEGAL U decentalizing 7.7
SEYCHELLES U .1
SIERRA LEONE U decentrlizing 4.3
SOMALIA U decentalizing 8.6
SUDAN U decentralized 25.0
SWAZ-ILAND U .8
TANZANIA U decentralized 24.7
TOGO U 3.4
UGANDA U decentralizing 16.8
ZAIRE U 84.0
ZAMBIA U dcentralizing 7.8
ZIMBABWE U decentralizing 10.0
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Asia:

BANGLADESH U traLid 112.8
BHUTAN U 1.5
BURMA U 39.9
CHINA U dcentralized 1,069.6
INDIA E decentralized 833.4
INDONESIA U decentralizng . 189.7
KAMPUCHEA U 6.9
KOREA U 45.2
LAOS U 3.9
MALAYSIA E dcentalized 16.9
MALDIVES U dcntralized .3
NEPAL U decentalized 18.8
PAKISTAN E decentized 110.4
PHILIPPINES U decentrlized 62.0
SRI LANKA U dcentalizing 17.5
THAILAND U decentalizing 55.0
VIETNAM U 66.7

Caribbean:

BAHAMAS U .2
BARBADOS U .3
DOMINICAN REP. U decentralized 7.3
HAITI U 6.2
JAMAICA U 2.4
TRINIDAD/TOB. U 1.3

Latin American:

ARGENTINA U decentralized 32.6
BELIZE U .2
BOLIVIA U denal 6.9
BRAZIL E dnliz 154.0
CHILE U decenalized 12.9
COLOMBIA U decentralize 31.9
COSTA RICA U 2.9
ECUADOR U dcenalizing 10.5
EL SALVADOR U 5.5
GUATEMALA U decnraizing 9.4
GUYANA U .8
HOUDURAS U 5.1
MEXICO E d lizd 88.1
NICARAGUA U 3.7
PANAMA U 2.4
PARAGUAY U 4.5
PERU U 21.8
SURINAME U .4
URUGUAY U 3.0
VENEZUELA E 19.2
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Middle East:

AFGHANISTAN U 16.6
ALGERIA U 25.1
BAHRAIN U 5
EGYPT U decentralizing 54.8
IRAN U 51.0
IRAQ U 17.6
JORDAN U decentralized 3.0
KUWAIT U 2.0
LEBANON U 2.9
LIBYA U 4.3
MOROCCO U decentralized 25.4
QATAR U .3
OMAN U 1.4
SAUDI ARABIA U 12.7
SYRIA U 12.2
TUNISIA U 7.9
TURKEY U decentralized 55.4
UAE E decentralized 1.5
YEMEN AR U decentralized 6.9
YEMEN PDR U decentralized 2.5

South Pacific:

FIJI U .8
KIRIBATI U .1
PAPUA NEW GUINEA U decentralized 3.6
SOLOMON ISL. U .3
TONGA U .1
VANUATU U .2
W. SAMOA U .2

Other:
YUGOSLAVIA E decentralized 23.8



COUNTRIES ENGAGES IN BOTH STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT (1985)
DECENTRALIZATION (1989)

Adjustmnent Decentralization

48 recipients of Adjustment 23 countries that received 10 countries that Decentralized Decentralizing
lending SALS before 1985 received 3 or more SALS

Bolivia _X . _ . X

Brazil X X X

Cote d'lvoire X X x

Ghana X X x

Guyana X X __ _

Kenya X X x

Malawi X X X

Mauritius X X

Mexico X X ,___

Morocco X _ X X

Nigeria X X

Pakistan X X X

Philippines X X X

Senegal X _ X
Sierm Leone X _ X
Sudan X X
Tanzania X _ X
Thailand X X _ X
Turkey X X X >

Uganda X .

Yugoslavia X X

Zambia X X X

Zimbabwe X X



Table 3(a): PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUTION OF AUTONOMOUS LOCAL AGENCIES TO CONSOLIDATED
LOCAL GOVERNMENT SPENDING IN SELECTED CITIES

Number of % of Total % of Capital
City A2escies Expenditures Expenditures Autonomous Agency Function Source

COLOMBIA
Bogota (1972) 12 79.3 98.5 Public Utilities, Housing, Roads, Public Linn (1980a)

Transportation, Refuse Collection

Cali (1974) 4 80.0 90.9 Public Utilities, Housing, Roads, Refuse
Collection Linn (1980a)

Caragena (1972) 4 84.1 84.4 Public Utilities, Roads, Refuse Collection Linn (1975)

INDm
Ahmadabad (1971) 3 58.7 32.7 Education, Public Transportation Milk Scheme Bahl (1975)
Bombay (1972) 1 30.2 19.7 Electricity, Public Trnasportation Bougon-Maassen (1976)
Bombay (1975) 1 39.2 19.4

KOREA
Seoul (1971) 1 23.1 10.3 Education Bahl & Wasylenko (1976)
Seoul (1983) 1 25.5 39.1
Daegu (1975) n.a 42.2 n.a Water, Land Readjustment, Housing Smnith and Kim (1979)
Owangju (1975) n.a 21.6 n.a Water, Land Readjustment, Housing Smith and Kim (1979)
Daejeon (1975) A.a 38.4 n.a Water, Land Readjustment, Housing Smith and Kim (1979)
Jeoqu (1975) n.a 36.0 n.a Water, LAnd Readjustment, Housing Smith and Kim (1979)

INDONESIA
Jakuat (1972) 5 23.2 15.9 Water, Public Tansportation, Land Linn, Smith and

Developmnent, Education, Abattoir Wignjowijto (1976)
Jakarta (1982) 4 11.0 -

BOTSWANA
Francistown (1972) 2 39.0 n.a Water, Electricity 1974 World Bank Mission

D&At

Source: Roy Bahl and Johannes Linn (1988) 'Urban Public Finance in Developing Countries," mimeo (Washington, D.C.: World Bank)
Chapter 2: between pages 9 and 10.



Table 3(a) continued

Number of % of Total % of Capital
City Aeencies Expenditures Expenditures Autonomous Agencv Functions Source

NICARAGUA
Managua (1974) 1 28.7a/ n.a Water Lacayo, Layman and Velasco (1976)
Managua (1979) 1 25.1 n.a

JAMAICA
Kingston (1972) la/ 43.4 73.4 Water Bougeon-Ma ssen and Linn (1975)

a/Based on revenues.

Metropolitan water company administered under central govemnment control. The expenditures and revenues of this enterprise
are not included in the other expenditure and revenue tables in this chapter.



Table 3(b): FINANCING OF LOCAL PUBLIC EXPENDITURES IN SELECTED CITIES: PERCENTAGE
DISTRIBUTION BY TYPE OF REVENUE

Locally Raised Revenue Revenue from External Sources
Total Self- Other Total Grants &
Local Local Financing Local External Shared Net

City Year Revenue Taxes Services Revenue Revenue Taxes Borrowinea/ Source

Francistown (Botswana) 1972 102.9 46.8 56.1 - -2.9 1.9 -4.8 World Bank Estimates
Francistown (Botswana) 1986 55.8 33.5 22.3 - 44.2 47.0 -2.8
Mexico City (Mexico) 1968 101.9 70.9 5.2 25.8 -1.9 8.9 -10.8 Fried (1972)
Mexico City (Mexico) 1982 13.5 6.5 4.2 2.8 86.5 26.3 60.3
La Paz (Bolivia) 1975 97.0 61.9 3.6 31.5 3.0 9.0 -6.0 World Bank Estimates
La Paz (Bolivia) 1985 83.0 46.9 8.8 27.3 17.0 2.0 15.0
Tunis (Tunisia) 1972 93.9 36.8 7.1 50.0 6.1 0.7 5.4 Prud'Hommne
Tunis (Tunisia) 1985 33.8 24.7 5.3 3.8 66.2 17.1 49.1
Kitwe (Zambia) 1975 92.7 35.0 53.1 4.6 7.3 2.2 5. I World Bank Estimates
Valencia (Venezuela) 1968 90.8 44.8 13.4 32.6 9.2 9.2 - Cannon et all (1973)
Lumbumbashi (Zaire) 1972 90.5 72.8 - 17.7 9.5 9.5 - World Bank Estimates
Rio de Janeiro (Brazil)b/ 1967 88.4 74.5 7.2 6.7 11.6 .1.7 9.9 Richardson (1973)
Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) 1984 92.2 72.3 12.0 7.9 7.8 0.4 7.4
Ahmedabad (India) 1970/1 86.3 38.6 41.8 5.9 13.7 4.2 9.5 Bahl (1975)
Ahmedabad (India) 1981 65.9 60.1 4.5 1.3 34.2 8.6 25.6 .

Bombay (India) 1970/1 84.6 37.9 38.7 8.0 15.4 1.0 14.4 Bougeon-Maaseen (1976)
Bombay (India) 1981/2 81.8 35.8 42.3 3.7 18.2 0.7 17.5
Karachi (Pakistan) 1974/5 84.1 67.6 2.2 14.3 13.9 2.8 13.1 Kee (1973)
Karachi (Pakistan) 1982 101.4 93.3 0.9 7.2 -1.5 3.0 -4.5
Seoul (Korea) 1971 80.0 30.3 36.3 13.4. 19.9 15.8 4.1 Bahl and Waylenko (1976)
Seoul (Korea) 1983 70.1 38.7 26.8 5.5 29.1 22.0 7.0
Daegu (Korea) 1983 54.9 25.4 21.5 8.0 45.1 32.9 12.2
Jeonju (Korea) 1983 59.8 13.8 18.8 27.1 40.2 31.0 9.2
Gwanju (Korea) 1983 41.2 12.4 25.4 3.4 58.8 22.2 36.7
Daejeon (Korea) 1983 63.2 20.8 34.9 7.6 36.8 32.5 4.3
Jakarta (lndonesia)cI 1972/3 78.8 40.6 15.2 23.0 21.1 21.1 - Linnetal.

(81.9) (43.7) (15.2) (23.0) (18.1) (18.2)
Jakarta (Indonesia) 1981 65.7 38.8 17.6 9.3 34.3 39.1 -4.8

(69.6) (42.7) (17.6) (9.3) (30.4) (35.2) (-4.8)
Lusaka (Zambia) 1972 78.2 39.3 36.9 2.0 21.8 6.0 15.8 World Bank Estimates
Cali (Colombia) 1974 74.4 15.6 57.5 1.3 25.7 2.8 22.9 World Bank Estimates I
Calculta Corp. (India) 1974/5 73.8 64.4 - 9.4 26.2 19.4 6.8 World Bank Eistimates
(Calufla Corp. (India) 1982 61.3 49.0 - 12.3 38.7 54.9 -16.2

Source: Roy Bahl and Johannes Linn (1986) "Urban Public Finance in Developing Countries," mimeo (Washington, D.C.: World Bank)
Chapter 2: between pages 15 and 16.



Table 3(b) continued

Locally Raised Revenue Revenue from External Sources
Total Self- Other Total Grants &

Local Local Financing Local External Shared Net
CityYear Revenue Taxes Services Revenue Revenue Taxes Borrowinga/ Source

Cartagena (Colombia) 1972 70.4 23.3 43.3 3.8 29.6 12.8 16.8 Linn (1975)

Mbuji-May (Zaire) 1971 70.2 66.5 2.7 29.8 29.8 - World Bank Estimates
Manila (Philippines) 1970 70.0 55.0 10.0 5.0 30.0 30.0 - Bahl et al
Manila (Philippines) 1985 71.6 58.3 6.0 7.4 28.4 24.1 4.3
Bukaru (Zaire) 1971 69.9 67.4 - 2.5 30.1 30.1 - World Bank Estimates
Madras (India) 1975/6 69.2 54.5 3.7 11.0 30.8 25.1 5.7 World Bank Estimates
Madras (India) 1979 72.9 58.0 0.6 14.4 27.1 13.7 13.4

(84.6) (69.6) (0.6) (14.4) (15.4) (2.0) (13.4)
Bogota (Colombia)c/ 1972 62.5 13.7 48.5 0.3 37.5 14.0 23.5 World Bank Estimates

(72.4) (23.6) (48.5) (0.3) (27.6) (4.1) (23.5)
Tehran (Iran) 1974 46.9 42.8 - 4.1 53.1 45.2 7.9 Smith (n.d.)
Kingston (Jamaica) 1971/2 30.1 23.9 2.7 3.4 69.9 67.2 2.7 Bougeon-Maassen & Linn (1975)
Kinshasa (Zaire) 1971 26.9 25.4 - 1.5 73.1 73.1 - World Bank Estimates
Sao Paulo (Brazil) 1984 72.9 62.0 4.2 6.7 27.0 0.4' 26.6
Nairobi (Kenya) 1981 80.2 34.1 46.1 - 19.8 13.7 6.0
Mombasa (Kenya) 1981 75.6 75.6 - - 24.4 32.2 -7.8
Lima (Peru) 1982 73.4 27.8 36.1 9.5 26.6 19.0 7.7
Bangkok (Thailand) 1977 60.4 47.2 5.3 7.9 39.6 39.6 -

(84.2) (71.0) (5.3) (7.9) (15.8) (15.8) -

Gujranwala 1983 106.9 82.0 8.5 16.4 -6.9 10.3 -17.2
Lagos 1980 51.2 42.8 0.2 8.2 48.8 48.8 -

Managua (Nicaragua) 1979 80.2 45.8 - 34.3 19.8 5.0 14.8
Dhaka (Bangladesh) 1983 113.4 48.9 30.5 34.0 -13.4 34.6 -48.0
Median

Before 1979 78.5 46.2 13.4 7.9 21.5 11.2 8.7
Since 1979 70.1 38.8 17.6 7.8 29.1 22.0 7.0

a/Net borrowing consists of loan financing minus net changes in financial assets or reserves.
h/Due to exclusion of autonomous agencies, the contribution of self-financing service revenues are probably understated.
c/Figures not in brackets include shared taxes under grant; figures in brackets include shared taxes under taxes.
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Table 3(c): DMPORTANCE OF INTERGOVERMENTAL TRANSFER
IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE

Cities in Countries Where the Subnational Intergovernmental
Government Share" of Total Government Transfers as a Percent

Expenditures Is of Government Revenuesi

Above 30%: (1967) Rio de Janiero (Brazil) 1.7
(1984) Rio de Janiero (Brazil) 0.4
(1971) Ahmedabad (India) 4.2
(1981) Ahmedabad (India) 1.6
(1971) Bombay (India) 1.0
(1975) Bombay (India) 1.0
(1982) Bombay (India) 0.7
(1970) Calcutta (India) 18.5
(1975) Calcutta (India) 19.4
(1982) Calcutta (India) 54.9
(1976) Madras (India) 25.1
(1979) Madras (India) 13.7
(1982) lbadan (Nigeria) 64.4
(1968) Seoul (Korea) 23.2
(1971) Seoul (Korea) 15.8
(1975) Seoul (Korea) 14.3
(1983) Seoul (Korea) 22.0

10 - 30%: (1975) Karachi (Pakistan) 2.8
(1982) Karachi (Pakistan) 3.0
(1968) Mexico City (Mexico) 8.9
(1982) Mexico City (Mexico) 26.3
(1974) Cali (Columbia) 2.8
(1972) Cartegena (Columbia) 12.8
(1972) Bogota (Columbia) 12.9
(1979) Bogota (Columbia) 8.8
(1975) Nairobi (Kenya) 31.6
(1982) Nairobi (Kenya) 24.7
(1975) Mombasa (Kenya) 33.8
(1981) Mombasa (Kenya) 32.2
(1970) Manila. (Philippines) 30.0
(1970) Manila, (Philippines) 30.0

Les than 10%:
(1972) Francestown (Botswana) 1.9
(1986) Francestown (Botswana) 47.0
(1975) La Paz (Bolivia) 9.0
(1985) La Paz (Bolivia) 2.0
(1972) Tunis (Tunisia) 0.7
(1985) Tunis (Tunisia) 17.1

Source: Roy Bahl and Johannes Linn (1988) *Urban Public Finance in Developing Countries,"
mimeo (Washington, D.C.: World Bank), Chapter 13: between pages 4 and 5.
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Table 3(c continued

Cities in Countries Where the Subnational Intergovernmental
Govemment Share of Total Government Transfers as a Percent

Expenditures Is of Government Revenueb

Less than 10% (cont.): (1983) Dbaka (Bangladesh) 34.6
(1983) Chittagong (Bangladesh) 41.7
(1975) Kitwe (Zambia) 2.2
(1968) Istanbul (Turkey) 28.0
(1972) Lumbumbishi (Zaire) 9.5
(1971) Bukavu (Zaire) 30.1
(1971) Mbuji-Mayi (Zaire) 29.8
(1971) Kinshasa (Zaire) 73.1
(1973) Addis Ababa (Ethiopia) 18.7
(1980) Dakar (Senegal) 78.7
(1972) Lusaka (Zambia) 6.0
(1981) Abidjan (Ivory Coast) 67.1
(1972) Kingston (Jamaica) 67.2
(1977) Kingston (Jamaica) 98.2
(1974) Tehran (Iran) 45.2
(1973) Jakarta (Indonesia) 21.1
(1981) Jakarta (Indonesia) 39.1
(1968) Bangkok (Thailand) 19.8
(1977) Bangkok (Thailand) 39.6
(1977) Colombo (Sri Lanka) 19.0
(1982) Colombo (Sri Lanka) 42.6

* In this computation, Central grants to State and Local Governments are netted out of total
Central Governmet expenditues to avoid double-counting.

b Total local government revenues including borrowing.

* Agggate of all cities and municipalities in Metropolitan Manila.



Table 3(d): GRANTS DISTRIBUTED ON A FORMULA OR AD IIOC BASIS

Country City Determination of Total Grant Pool Eligible Units Method of Distribution
Among Eligible Units

India Ahmadabad Proceeds of a pre-1939 toll tax
on vehicles.

Indonesia Jakarta (a) 10% of foreign currency raised
through province exports in
1976 plus 5% automatic increase
per year.

Philippines Manila (a) 20% of national taxes All local governments (a,b) 769% to cities and provinces and
24% to municipalities; 70% by

(b) A share of specific excise population; 20% by land area
taxes on petroleum products. and 10% by equal shares.

Korea Seoul (a) Education grant: 11.55 % of (a) All local govern- (a) Fixed amount per school and per
(pre-1972) national tax revenues. ments providing class. 0

education services;

(b) Local share grant: 17.6% of (b) All local govern- (b) Approved budget 'deficits'
national tax revenue. ments. defined as the difference

between approved costs and
80% of 'collectable' revenue.

Korea Seoul (a) Local share grant: ad hoc (a) Same as pre-1972 (a) Same fdtmula as pre-1972 except
(post-1972) decision, depending on that apptrximately 20% is

current budget condition distributed on an ad hoc basis
of Central Government. by the Ministry of Home

Affairs.

(b) Subsidy: ad hoc determi- (b) Same as pre-1972 (b) Approved on a project basis.
nation.

Source: Roy Bahl and Johannes Linn (1988) "Urban Public Finance in Developing Countries," mimeo (Washington, D.C.: World Bank), Chapter G

13: between pages 16 and 17.



Table 3(d) continued

Country Citv Determination of Total Grant Pool Eligible Units Method of Distribution
Amone Elieible Units

Turkey Istanbul (a) 5 % of national income taxes (a) Municipalities (a) Population
(1968)

(b) 25 % of property taxes (b) Municipalities (b) Population

(c) Motor vehicle and traffic (c) Municipalities (c) Population
fines (11 %); fuel production
tax (8%); and monopoly
revenues (2%).

(d) 15% of customs duties (d) Municipalities (d) Population

Nigeria Distribution pool: 50% of rents State governmnents 50% is divided equally among the 19
and royalties on inshore mining; states; 50% is distributed on the
50% of excise duties. basis of population.

Brazil (a) 23% of the Industrial (a) 10.5% to states, (a) State shares are distributed
Production Tax and the 10.5% to munici- according to land area (5 %)
Manufacturers Sales Tax. palities and 2% to and population and inverse per

to special fund for capita income (95%). The municipal
low income north- share is distributed 10% to the
eastern states. state capital and 90% to other

municipalities on a population
basis. 20% of the municipal share
is earmarked for education

(b) Tax on fuels and lubricants. (b) 31% to state and (b) Weighed according to consumption
8% to municipalities. of imported fuels (40%), population

(40%) and land area (20%).
Earmarked for Transport Sector.



Table 3(d) continued

Country City Determination of Total Grant Pool EliRible Units Method of Distribution
Among Eligible Units

Brazil (cont.) (c) Tax on electricity (c) 50% to states and (c) 20% by land area, 60% by population
10% municipalities. 2% by production, 15% by consump-

tion of electric energy, and 3 % by
area of hydroelectric projects.
Earmarked for investment in energy
sector.

(d) Tax on licensing of vehicles. (d) States and (d) Number of vehicles licensed.
municipalities.

Jamaica Kingston (a) 50% of motor vehicle license. (a) Local authorities. (a) Mileage of parochial roads.

(b) Deficit grant; ad hoc (b) Local authorities. (b) 'Approved' deficits.
distribution.

India States (a) 85% of individual income tax (a) States (a) 90% by population, 10% by origin of 00
collections less union collection.
surcharge, agricultural income
tax and union territory share
(1979-1984).

(b) 40% of Excise Duties (1979- (b) States (a) 25% by population, 25% by the
1984). reciprocal of per capita income,

25% by the 'poverty" ratio, and 25%
by revenue equalization.

(c) Plan grants determined (c) States (c) 60% by population, 10% to states
whose per capita income is below
the national average, 10% according
to tax effort, 10% according to
outlays on major irrigation and
power projects, 10% in discre-
tionary assistance for *special i
problems.'" 



Table 3(d) continued

Country City Determination of Total Grant Pool Eligible Units Method of Distribution
Among Eligible Units

Colombia Cartegena (a) 30% of national sales tax (a) Departments (a) The amount to be distributed among
(1975) collections. (States), the local governments is divided as

Bogota municipalities, follows: 70% is shared among the
Bogota District. departments in proportion to their

popuJation; the remaining 30% is
shared in equal parts among the
departments, regardless of
population. The departmnents
distribute 40% of their respective
shares among municipalities on a
per capita basis.

Colombia Bogota 15% of national current Decentralized special Among the Bogota District and the
(1980) revenues less shared taxes. Districts for primary Departments, 70% is distributed

education and public by population and 30% by equal shares.
health. Of the amount received by the Bogota

District, 74% is allocated and 26% to
the Education Special District and 26%
to the Special Health District.

Zaire Kinshasa (a) Central Government subsidy (a) All cities. (a) Ad hoc distribution.

Tunisia Tunis (a) Common Fund: 10% of taxes on (a) Communes and (a) 10% of tbe total divisible pool is
production, consumption and Goveorates. is distribiud to the commune of
services, and 15% of taxes Tunis. Tuns also shares in the
on buiness licenses and remaining 90% as follows: 17.5% of
nonbusiness profits. the total divisible pool is

distributed according to popula-
tion; 35% of their to is
prorated soording to renta
value, tax revenues; and 10% of the
pool is distributed amongst the
four largest communes (including
Tunis) on the basis of the size of I
their ordinary budgets.



Table 3(d) continued

Country City Determination of Total Grant Pool Eligible Units Method of Distribution
Amone Eligible Units

Tunisia (cont.) (b) Common Fuel and Tire Fund: (b) Communes and (b) The commune of Tunis receives 10%
10% of excise taxes on oil Govemorates. of the divisible pool and shares
and gas and 105 of tax on another 10% with the three other
-tires and tubes. largest municipalities according to

size of the ordinary budget.
Approximateiy 53 % of the pool is
divided amongst communes according
to the area of their highway
system, and the remaining 17% is
divided among Govemorate Councils
according to the area of their

highway systam.

Go
X~

L.
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Table 3 le) PURE TAX SHARING ARRANGEMENTS WITH LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

Country Citv Shared Tax Sherina Arranaement

Shaina with Local Governments

India Ahmadabad (a) Property Tax (a) 1/3 of a State Government
on the over rate on the local
property tax is retained for
local use.

(b) Open Lands Tax (b) 75% of the State
Government collections.

Indonesia Jakarta (a) Property Tax (a) 100% of amount
collected.

(b) Petroleum Products (b) Fixed Amount per liter.
Tax.

Colombia Bogota (a) Beer Tax (a) 40% of a 48% tax on
producer price is returned to
the Bogota District and the
Departments on a basis of
estimated beer
consumption.

(b) Tobacco Tax (b) National tobacco tax
collections are distributed on
a basis of tobacco
consumption, but Bogota's
share is limited to 20% of
the revenues collected in
bogota and the Department
of Cundinamarca.

Jamaica Kingston (a) Property Tax (a) 50% of collections
(parochial rates) on a basis
of origin.

(b) Vacant Land Tax (b) 100% of collections on a
basis of origin.

Bangladesh Dhaka (a) Transfer Tax on (a) Revenue from a 1% rate are
Chittagong immovable property returned on a origin basis.

Zaire Kinshasa (a) Head Tax for low (a) Origin of collections.
income residents
(based on income
level)

Source: Roy Bahl and Johannes Unn (1988) 'Urban Public Finance in Developing Countries," mimeo (Washington,
D.C.: World Bank, Chapter 13: between pages 13 and 14.
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Table 3(e) continued

COUNTFRY IHY SHARED TAX SHARING ARRANGEMENT

Pakistan Gujranwala (a) Shared property (a) 50% on basis of origin of
tax with province collectdons.

Brazil States and (a) Value added tax (a) 80% of revenues from this state
Municipalities tax are retained by the state
(as of 1982) government, Of the remaining

20% three-fourths is distributed
-nong municipalities on an origin
basis and the remainder at the
clseld vfutIie state government.

(b) Minerals tax (b) 90% is distributed among states on
an origin basis. Of this amount, 22%
is distributed among municipalities on
an origin basis.

te) Property trensfer tax (e) A state tax, evenly divided between
states and municipalities on an origin
basis.

(d) Vehicle registration tax Id) 45% of collections returned to states
on an origin basis. Distribution among
municipalities at the discredon of
states.

Brazil Municipalities (a) Rural land tax (a) 80% distributed among
(as of 1982) municipalities on an origin basis.

SHARING WITH STATE GOVERNMENTS

Brazil States (a) Education salary tax (s) Two thirds of collections returned
(as of 1982) to states on an origin basis

(earmarked for educadon).

Papua Provinces (a) Export tax (a) 1.25% of the value of exports
generated in the province (with a
two-year lag and minus any
royalties paid to the province).

(b) Turnover tax on (b) 95% of collections.
(c) Motor vehicle and Ic) 75%-95% to the provinces.

drivers leense fees

Nigeria States (1979) (a) Rents and royalties on (a) 20% are retained by the States.
in-shore mining

Malaysia States (a) Import *nd Excise (a) 30% of yield is returned to states
Duties on Petrol on a derivation basis.

(b) Export duty on tin lb) 10% of yield is returned to states
on a derivation basis.

(c) Export duty on timber (C) 100% is retumed on a derivation
and other forest products basis to Sabah and Sarawak.



Table 3(10: PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF LOCAL TAX REVENUES BY SOURCE FOR SiELECTED CTIES

Percent of Total Tax Revenues

Local Taxes Industry
as percent of Property Generai and Motor All
Total LoOM Property Transfer Income Sales Deer Gasoline Entertainment Commerce Vehicle Gambling Other

City Year Expenditure Taxes Taxes Taxes Taxes Octrol Taxes Tax Tax Tax Tax Tax Taxes Source

Managua INlcrgual 1974 64.3 * - 69.4 2.3 21.1 3.1 4.1 Lace"y t L. 119761
Managua lceresual . 1379 46.8 - 77.1 * - - . 2.9
xIexlcqCky lMaxcol 1936 70.3 .33.6 2.8 - -* 1.1 2.6 44.2 - 16.8 Fdaed 19721
Mxico CktV texlcol 1382 1.6 68.6 1.3 . 5.8 3.6 - 20.8
Vencle Venzueal 1368 44.8 21.4 - - - 66.7 11.8 Cannon at *. 119731
Boota CoInbk al 1972 13.7 68.4 a1 * -* 1.6 7.0 18.2 6.1 9 *.6 Woedd Bnk Eetknetee
Cal ICokmbIl 1374 23.2 64.6 . . . 6.1 27.8 4.3 7.8 Wolddamnk Esmats
Cegteoe nCoun*l 1972 23.3 61.2 - - - - - 4.4 12.2 2.1 5.6 14.2 tLn 119781
La PMu Piaia 1076 01.9 5.2 * 7.1 - 1.5 73.8 12.4 Wodd lan Esmates
LasE PoBll3b . 1966 48.7 26.0 - - 62.1 22.3 . -
Mnia IhHippI"ni 1978 55.0. 61.9 - * 2.2 * 32.1 3.8 BaM at al. 119761
Mafnia FhllppIel 1386 68.3 69.2 1.0 * . 7.2 30.7 - 1.3

Kcral IP*atnl 197416 67.6 46.8 - 49.9 - - 3.0 * 1.0 Kee 119761
Kwarahl IPabta4 . 1982 - 27.3 - 71.8 - * 8.1 - - 0.8
A6ndbsd lWku 137112 36.6 42.8 -- - - 62.0 . 2.0 - 3.0 8hl 11761
Ahmedabed Ihdbl 131 608.1 29.7 - - 0.7 - - 0.2 - 1.4 ;
Bombay fikdl a 197112 37.i 66.6 3 7 * a7.7 - - 0.3 - 3.7 . 2.7 B6ouun-Masesn 119741 "'

rer81 Ihkl 18-112 37.4 61.3 - * - 46.8 - - 0.2 .* 1.1
C_NUet Cup. Ihdbl 197416 64.4 64.8 * - 27.1bl - * 6 8.2 Wod Bank Eatlmnite
Calcutta Cup. Illhdl 1962 73.1 68.6 32.9 8 8.4 * 2.1

F_rantewn ltetwa .1372 . 46.8 12.3 61.1 . . . . 26.0 Wold Bn Etimatese
Franolelewn ltewanw 1986: 336 68.3 - - - * 41.0
Luseaa iZmbi 1972 33.3 74.d * 26.4 . . Wouid BankEsthotes
W-We ¢ZAbl 1972 .e . 76.4 24.4 . . . . . . . Woul ank Etlmates
Itwa Izemb 197i n.e s .d * 20.0 Woldd lak Eatmate
KhelheslZaks 1971 26.4 - * 14.4 * 62.6 - - * - 23.1 Wou Sank Eatnm te
.Klness lZlel 13 . . 41.9 * 3.3 10.9 - * 43.3
BOkew IZael 1971 . 67.4 . 3.7 * * 7.0 * - - 3.3 Wdl an EsdmatEs
*eW IZeel 6 * . .* * . .. . 34.0 13.0 5 53.0

Mb*Mas . 1371 66.5 62.7 . . . . .37.3 Wold Bank EtImates
Dosgu Kenl 1976 n.e 49.6 21.2 9.1 1 0 . IB.4 5 5.4 3.6 S1 end KIm 119791
Degu ilrAsl 1983 26.4 27.9 47.0 9.2 - - * 3.4 0.6 8.3 * 4.1
Owu*&ul oeal 1976 n.e 60.3 23.1 13.2 . . . 8.4 - 4.1 * 2.9 Soth en Kim (19731
aweu*uptl- 1983 .16.8 50.8 - 22.0 - - - - 4.0 6.9 13.8 - 0.6
DOeslonlKoreel 1978 noe 61.0 20.1 9.7 - - - 10.7 * 6.6 - 3.0 SwikhendKim 1S9791
Deo onlKoreal 1983 24.3 60.3 21.9 - * * - - 7.1 1.7 12.1 - 0.9
Jonu Wrval 1976 n.e 62.0 24.4 6.9 - . . 7.6 * 4.9 - 2.1 SmIh *nd Kim (19791
J.ul Kore 1983 16.6 66.3 23.2 - - - - 6.4 1.4 12.6 - 1.1

Soud IKoKeal 1971 .30.3 20.6 34.8 . . 16.4 22.2 * 6.0 IaN and Wasylekeo 119761
Seoui IKo*#ea 1363 30.7 21.1 . 61.3 - 3.6 0.6 7.6 - 16.1
Madtas kIdial 197618 64.6 60.9 6.1 - * * - . 16.0 * * - 10.0 Would bank Estknates

Source: Roy Daei nd Johnnes iinn It9801 Urban Publi Fianc n DevelopinC Countrie.. mnimeo IWeshinglon. D.C.: Worldf ankl
Chapter 2: betwean peass 17 and I0.



Table 311) continued

Parcent of Totai Tax Revanues

Local Taxes Industry
as percent of Property Genoral and Motor All

Total Loca Property Transofr Income Sales BEaar Gasoline Entartainment Comnmnrce Vehicle Gambling Othar

City Year Expenditure Taxas Taxes Taxes Taxes Octrol Taxas Tax Tax Tax Tax Tax Taxas Source

Taw" lIran) 1974 42.0 66.3 * 9.1 10.1 26.6 Smith (n.d
TunIs iTunisul -. 1973 3f0.8 82.6 12.8 - 4.6 - - , ,
Tuns ITunIlsa 1986 . 24.7 42.4 67.1 - - 0.6
Jskaklt llndo*lr : 17213 43.7 * - 16.9 50.2 28.9 6.0 Lni at I (139761
Jk es lnWdones al 19B112. 42.7 9.5 - - 12.2 ,4.6 13.8
Laoes INimel 198718 50.9 100.0
Laaes (Nlgedal 1980 42.0 99.7
lbdrn iNIrual 19082 , 14,0c1 8.6 12.9b/ 38.8c0 * * 4.011 Wodd Dank Estlustes
Onkish INI"deI . 1982 na, 34.1 - - 0.0h/ - - 36.8c/ 9o.0d/ World "nk Estimats

Kigston (Janismal 1972 - 23.9 100.0 , , - - ., . .- -- o4soaMaaan& Lko 1139761
Ri ede jansr raz"'' 1987 84.4 3.9 1.0 89.2 - .. 9 Pchardaon 11B81

IttodeJaeko f8rsall 1984 72.3 16.7 - 60.1 34.2
See rub roazll) 1984 02.0 10.7 , 60.5 . - . , - 30.8

pakwrISenegai - 1982 21.0 20.6/1 - - - 41.OV 3.8, 108.1 WodBm Bk Estmuts
Uq.uva lUbedal 1932 . - - . . , , , , , , Would Bank Estimntes
Abidlen lIvel Coatl . 1982 38.7 . - * 67.2 - - - Woudd Bank EstInmtes

Nairbl 0(enyal 18I1 34.1 100.0
Mombasa (Kenyal 1981 76.6 100.0
UrLk (Pn4 1982 27.8 67.6 . . . , , 20.4 - 22.2 00

BenkokiThsaNmnd 1977 71.0 15.4 - - - - 2.0 1.1 42,1 33.3 3.5 2.0 
ouirawat IPtatenl 1983 .82.1 . 16.1 9.1 - - 75.4 - . 8.2 - 0.3

Madras Ihdl 1973 09.6 72.0 3.7 - - - - 10.7 7.
Phkok (Dangladesht 1983 48.3 61.1 8.6 - - 31.9 - - 4.3 3.6 0.0

Ovrra ModIan Befor 1979 40.3 64.7 16.5 14.4 77.1 43.8 34.8 1.8 6.7 32.1 6.0 3.1 7.6
Snce 1373 30.7 42.4 12.3 21.3 60.1 46.8 41.9 36.8 4.3 3.6 7.6 13.8

eA/1er to pel tax.
tRave nu lfrom 1qrr lonses,. .
*/hdudc fass and Icenses from busines nd bulai Inspection, layout development end other Itms.

dltno* ,las :.ees.
aeicofos mantel and plot eess, slauhter tee;, end other fes.
/PoN and dctme taxes; those are boshad In 1981. Flum lor 1982 Is smen colected.

Igtadlg fees, . .. .
Wlolud ground ant and plt "S. ; ; 

lswles to bsins tax axnd onsee. ;;, .: >
Jthucludcs gsbags coltectloql tax coelcted by ecaqtral goev ment and othe tatxs collected by the munbIcpalty. 

@ * * . 4 . ,^@,, i*sl 4... ,I -;. 
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Table 3 (ai: GOVERNMENT WAGES REATIVE TO TOTAL WAGES
NATIONAL INCOME, AND GDP 11983)

Developing Countries

OECD Total
Industrial sample of Laiin
Countries countries Africa Asia America

(As share of total wages in the economy; in percent)

Central govemnment (xJ 8.7 19.8. 226 17.2 14.7
(S (4. 6J (9.9) 9 .5) ( 1.9) (7.2)
(nJ 20 35 14 13

State and local govemment (xi 11.6 3.6 1.7 ... 6.2
(rs (6.7) (4.5) (2. 0) (.J (5.4)
(nJ 11 tr 5 t 5

Generalgovemment (xi 20.7 20.0 24.8 ... 17.0

(si (7.3J )(73J (4.3) (J 7.1)

(ni 11 t1 5 1 5
Nonfinancial public
enterprises (xi 4.6 8.4 8.6 9.7

(si (4.0) (57) (6.6) t (.1J (5.1)
(ni 5 10 4 2 4

Public sector (xi 22.9 32.0
[Si (7.9J (6.3J t J. t J. tJ
(ni 5 6 3 1 3

tAs share of national income at markt prices; in percent)
Central government (x) 6.4 9.4 10.1 7.5 8.5

(s) (3.4) (4.3) (4.0) (4.7) (4.5)
(n) 21 43 18 6 14

State and local
government (x) 8.2 1.5 0.7 ... 2.7

(s) (4.7) (2.2) (0.9) C.) (2.9)
(n) 1 1 14 6 1 6

General government (x) 14.6 11.6 13.5 ... 10.6
(s) (5.0) (3.3) (1.3) C.) (3.8)
(n) 11 14 6 1 6

Nonfinancial public
enterprises (x) 3.7 3.8 4.1 ... 4.0

(s) (2.9) (3.1) (4.5) C...) (2.3)
(n) 6 12 5 2 5

Public sector (x) 17.0 16.7 18.5 ... 15.0
(s) (16.2) (4.5) (5.7) C.) (2.6)
(n) 5 8 4 1 4

(As share of GOP; in percent)
Central government (x) 5.2 7.9 8.3 6.0 7.2

(s) (2.6) (3.4) (3.3) (3.4) (3.4)
(n) 21 57 25 7 18

State and local government (x) 6.4 0.8 0.4 ... 1.8
(s) (3.6) (1.6) (0.7) ( ) (2.2)
(n) 11 22 9 2 8

General government (x) 11.5 8.8 9.5 ... 9.1
(s) (3.7) (2.4) - (2.4) C.) (2.5)
(n) 11 22 - 9- 2 8

Nonfinancial public
enterprises (x) 2.7 2.8 3.1 . *.. 2.8

(s) (2.2) C2.2) (3.0) ( .. )(2.0)
(n) 6 13 5 2 . 6

Public sector (x) 13.4 12.4 14.2 ... 11.0
(s) (4.8) (3.8) 3.6 C.) (3.6)

(n) 5 9 4 1 5

Source: Ibid
x- means; s-standard deviation; n number of observations tn the sample
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Table 31hi: GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES BY LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT (1983)
fin percentd 

Central State & Local Nonfinanlel

Gcovemmnt Govemmnt . Central Stat & Loal Central Pubiac

Employee. in Empby.v. In Government Governmnervt Government nt

General General Employsee In Empby hIn Employees In Employees in

Country Year Government Governmevt Public Sector Pubtb Setor Public Sector Public Sect

Australba 1980 21.01 78.99 18.83 70.81 89.65 10.35

Austria 1979 47.80 52.73 ...

Belgium 1980 72.31 27.72 55.71 21.36 77.05 22.S6

Canada 1981 23.91 76.09 19:06 i.ei. 79.71 20.29

Denmark 1981 22.63 77.37 i2.51 70A 90.60 9.40

Germany 1980 21.4S 78.55 1 6.89 61.86 78.75 21.2S

Iceland 19'0 85.42 14.48 71.68 12.14 83.82 16.10

Ireland 1978 51.01 48.99 34.23 32.88 67.12 32.88

Italy 19S0 55.57 39.66 48.57 34.86 87.40 12.60

Japan 1980 27.82 72.82 23.32 81.48 84.43 15.57

Netherlands 1980 45.86 54.14 43.28 51.09 94.38 5.82

New Zoaland 1981 81.87 18.13 66.32 14.69 81.01 18.99

Norway 1979 38.31 63.69 ... ... ... ...

Sweden 1979 17.38 82.62 15.83'' 74.30 89.93 10.07

United Kingdom 1980 43.48 56.54 31.49 40.96 72.45 27.55

United States 1981 24.03 75.97 23.15 _ 73.21 96.36 3.64

Benin 1979 86.39 13.61 49.51 7.80 57.31 42.69

Botswans 1979 74.17 21.2 ......

Sunundl 1978 83.30 18.70 50.94 10.21 61.15 38.85

Camaroon 1981 100.00 - ... ... ... ...

Kenya 1980 94.47 10.96 74.13 8.80 78.48 21.52

Uberia 1982 100.00 - 88.48 - 88.49 11.SI

Madagescar 1980 ... ... ... ... 71.37 ...

Maurftius 1980 90.09 9.91 65.91 7.25 73.15 26.85

Senegal 1976 100.00 - 71.83 - 71.83 28.17

South Africa 1982 74.52 25.48 ... ... ...

Swaziland 1982 100.00 - 92.48 - 92.46 7.54.

Tanzania 1978 100.00 - 59.21 - .59.21 40.79

Togo 1980 100.00 -...
Uganda 1982 71.78 28.24 50.59 19.91 70.50 29.50

Zambia 1980 94.98 2.90 52.23 1.80 54.99 45.01

Zimbabwe 1979 82.77 17.23 ... ... ... ...

India 1977 37.03 62.97 27.94 47.52 75.47 24.53

Korea 1981 86.37 13.64 72.75 11.49 84.23 15.77

Philippines 1979 83.16 16.84 39.40 7.98 47.37 52.63

Singepore 1981 100.00 - ... ...

Sri Lanka 1980 89.90 10.10 33.29 3.74 37.03 62.97

Cypnrs 1980 97.13 2.87 ... .... ...

Bahrain 1980 97.83 2.17 ... ..

Egypt 1979 34.91 65.09 25.84 48.19 74.03 25.97

Oman 1980 100.00 ... ... -_

Argendna 1981 44.93 58.07 36.06 44.21 80.27 19.73

Bahamas 1978 100.00 - 86.15 - 86.15 13.85

Belize 1981 100.00 -. , .

Guatetmal 1981 84.81 15.15 80.09 14.31 94.4.3 5.S7

Jamaica 1980 59.12 40.88 -. ... ...

Panama 1979 88.84 5.72 57.80 3.72 65.06 34.94

St lucia 1981 92.00 8.00 ... ...

Souree: P. HaIler and A. Tait. Govemment Employment and Pay, Some Intermatlonel Comeod on. Occasional Ppr 24 rWashington. D.C.: Intemzdaonl Monetary

Fund, 1983). table 23.
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Table 3 0)f SWHAR OF GOVNMENfT WAPLOYMW4T IN TOTAL
NONAGRICULTURAL SECTOR EMPLOYMENT AND

POPULATION, BY LEVE. OF GOVERNMENT AND REGM:
MEANS AND STANDARDS DEVtATIONS 11583)

Developing Countrie

OECD Total
Industrial sample of Latin
Countrios countries Africa Asia America

£4. s she, of nonagricultua employment; In pwama

C.ntriW govemment (xi 8.7 23.4 30.8 13.9 20.7
Is) (5. 7) (16.2) (`15.01 (3.9 (21.7/

jn) 16 31 13 5 9

State and locel govemment ixl 11.6 4.0 2.1 8.0 4.2
Is) (6.01 (7.33 (2.) 114.71 t4.41
jn) 16 35 16 - 5 10

Geno-ralgovernment [xi 19.2 26.0 33.0 22.2 20.7

Is) (5.91 f 13.7) (15.1) f16.31 (4.6)
(ni 21 31 13 6 7

Nonfinancial public
enterprisos (xi 4.1 13.9 18.7 15.7 5.5

si 12.7) (1 1.9) (14.2) (10.81 14.2)

In) 14 18 8 4 5

Public sactor Ix) 24.2 43.9 54.4 36.0 27.4

employment Is) (7.8) (22.1) (21.2J (23.1) (13.2)
(ni 14 23 12 5 5

£As share of total populaton; per 100 inhabitants)

Central government (x) 3.1 2.4 1.8 2.8 2.6
(s) (1.6) (1.5) (1.3) (1.8) (1.2)
(n) 16 35 16 5 10

State and local
government tx) 4.S 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.8

(s) (3.0) (0.7) (0.2) (0.4) 01.1)

(n) 16 31 15 5 7

General government (x) 7.2 3.0 1.9 3.1 4.6
(s) (2.7) (2.0) (1.3) (1.3) (2.8)
(n) 21 36 17 6 8

Nonfinancial public
enterprises (x) 1.5 1.1 0.8 2.1 0.9

(a) (0.9) (1.2) (0.7) (2.21 (0.8)

In) 14 20 10 4 S

Public sector (x) 9.0 3.7 2.9 4.6 4.8
employment' (s) (3.3) (2.2) (2.1) l2.5) (2.0)

(n) 14 20 11 4 4

Source: Heller &,Tait, IMF. 1983
x - mean; s - standards deviation; n -number of observations in the smpl
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Tobb 3(n: SHAtE OF DIFFERENT UNITS OF GOVERNMENT IN TOTAL
EMPLOYMENT OF GENERAL GOVERNMENT AND THE PUBLIC SECTOR.

BY LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT AND REGION:
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS (1983)

Developing Countries

OECD Total
Industrial sample of Latin
Countries countries Africa Asia Americf

(As a share of general goverrumm mployment. in percent)

Central G60omment (x) 42.4 85.4 90.2 79.3 81.4

(s) (22.2) (18.6) (10.6) (24.5) (21.2)

State & local Govt (xl 57.6 14.6 9.8 20.7 1 8.6

(s) (23.7) (19.2) (9.2) (24.4) (22.1)

Number of cases 16 31. 1 S S 7

(As a share of public sector employment in percent)

Central Govt (x) 34.9 58.7 65.5 43.3 6s.0

Is) (19.1) (20.7) (15.9) (20.2) (22.8)

State and local Govt Ix) 48.6 12.4 5.5 17.7. 15.6
Is) (22.3) (16.2) (6.5) (20.1) (20.0)

General Govemment (x) 83.5 71.1 71.0 61.0 30.6
(s) (8.3) 15 .1) (12.3) (22.4) (12.4)

Nonfinancial PEs Ix) 1 6.5 28.9 29.0 39.0 19.4

(a) (8.3) (15 .5) (12.9) (22.4) (12.4)

Number of cases 14 19 10 4 4

Source: Heller Tait. IMF. 1983
x - mean; s - standud devWan
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Table 3 IkI: CENTRAL GOVERNMENT B01PLOYEES
PER 100 INHABrTANTS 119831

Developing Countries

OECO Total
Industral sample of Latin
Countries countries Africa Asia America

Administradon: Ixl 0.25 0.29 0.29 0.14 0.22
Is) (0.15) (0.32) (0.25) 10.07) (o.I6)
In) 1 27 12 4 9

Education: (xi 2.02 0.79 0.50 0.69 1.06
Is) (0.72) (0.49J (0.34) f.78J (0.551
In) 10 30 12 5 10

Health: (Xi 1.47 0.36 0.23 0.29 0.45
Is) (1.94) (0.31) (0.22) (0.28) (0.28J
(nJ 10 28 12 4 9

Defense: Ix) 0.63 0.63 0.27 1.20 0.35
Is) (0.33) 10.78) (0.718) 1.20) 10.34)
n) 1t5 26 17 4 7

Po/ice: Ix) 0.34 0.31 0.22 0.29 0.37
Is) 10.09) 10.20J (0.13) 10.20) (0.22)
In) 10 24 10 4 9

fnance & planning (x) 0.13 0.10 0.08 ... 0.11
(s) (0.14) (0.08) (0.07) (0.07)
(n) 9 26 11 3 9

Agriculture: (x) 0.13 0.16 0.19 0.05 0.17
(s) (0.14) (0.17) (0.23) (0.05) (0.13)
(n) 10 28 12 4 9

Manufacturing, mining (x) 0.11 0.12 0.14 0.12
and construction: (s) (0.16) (0.16) (0.21) C.) (0. 10)

(n) 9 27 12 3 9

Utiiities: (x) 0.08 0.09 0.05 0.04
(s) (0.12) (0. 16) (0.04) (0.05) (... )
(n) 4 16 6 4 3

Transport and (x) 0.21 0.12 W 0.06 0.15 0.015
communications: (s) (0.33) (0.13) (0.07) (0.14) (0.16)

(n) 11 24 9 4 8

Postal: (x) 0.27 0.09 0.13
(s) (0.31) (0.07) ( C...) (0.08)
(n) 5 1 5 4 3 5

Labor and social (x) 0.10 0.05 0.02 0.06
security: (s) (0.09) (0.04) (0.03) C.) (0.04)

(n) 11 23 9 3 8

Other: (x) 0.12 0.15 0.11 0.08 0.08
(s) (0.12) (0.25) (0.26) (0.08) (0.06)
(n) 9 26 11 4 8

x - means; s-standard deviadon; n - number of observations In the sample

Source: P. Holler and A. Tait, Government Employment and Pay: Some Intemational Comoarlsons Occasional Paper 24
(Washington, D.C.: Intemational Monetary Fund, 1983) table 3.
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